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Abstract
The deluge of visual content on the Internet – from user-generated content to commercial
image collections - motivates intuitive new methods for searching digital image content: how
can we find certain images in a database of millions?
Sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR) is an emerging research topic in which a free-hand
drawing can be used to visually query photographic images. SBIR is aligned to emerging
trends for visual content consumption on mobile touch-screen based devices, for which
gestural interactions such as sketch are a natural alternative to textual input.
This thesis presents several contributions to the literature of SBIR. First, we propose a
cross-domain learning framework that maps both sketches and images into a joint embedding
space invariant to depictive style, while preserving semantics. The resulting embedding
enables direct comparison and search between sketches and images and is based upon a
multi-branch convolutional neural network (CNN) trained using unique parameter sharing
and training schemes. The deeply learned embedding is shown to yield state-of-art retrieval
performance on several SBIR benchmarks.
Second, under two separate works we propose to disambiguate sketched queries by
combining sketched shape with a secondary modality: SBIR with colour and with aesthetic
context. The former enables querying with coloured line-art sketches. Colour and shape
features are extracted locally using a modified version of gradient field orientation histogram
(GF-HoG) before globally pooled using dictionary learning. Various colour-shape fusion
strategies are explored, coupled with an efficient indexing scheme for fast retrieval perfor-
mance. The latter supports querying using both a sketched shape accompanied by one or
several images serving as an aesthetic constraint governing the visual style of search results.
We propose to model structure and style separately dis-entangling one modality from the
other; then learn structure-style fusion using a hierarchical triplet network. This method
enables further studies beyond SBIR such as style blending, style analogy and retrieval with
alternative-modal queries.
Third, we explore mid-grain SBIR – a novel field requiring retrieved images to match
both category and key visual characteristics of the sketch without demanding fine-grain,
instance-level matching of specific object instance. We study a semi-supervised approach that
requires mainly class-labelled sketches and images plus a small number of instance-labelled
viii
sketch-image pairs. This approach involves aligning sketch and image embeddings before
pooling them into clusters from which mid-grain similarity may be measured. Our learned
model demonstrates not only intra-category discrimination (mid-grain) but also improved
inter-category discrimination (coarse-grain) on a newly created MidGrain65c dataset.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The deluge of visual media and the management prob-
lem
The Internet is awash with digital imagery, and the rate of content generation is staggering
with Cisco [28] predicting that by 2021, 82% of Internet traffic will comprise visual content.
Every hour millions of photos (Facebook 15m [108], Instagram 2.5m [112]), and video
(Youtube 500 video hours per minute [113]) are published. These figures are only set
to increase as behavioural trends such as life-logging gain traction, and social media use
penetrates developing nations. The growth in popularity of image capturing devices such as
cameras and CCTVs also assists in the boom of visual content. It is fair to say that billions
of images available nowadays compose a dense sampling of the visual world.
Unfortunately technology for the management of visual media has not kept pace with its
generation. Current search engines (e.g. Google) are predominantly still using textual queries
to search visual media. Text-based image search is often not reliable as its average accuracy
is reportedly just 15% [46]. The reasons behind its poor performance are probably (i) word
polysemes e.g. “crane” can be a bird or a machine and (ii) more importantly, visual content
is not searched directly. While the former is a linguistic problem and could be improved by
using more detailed text queries e.g. “crane machine” or “crane (bird)”, the latter is more
systematic. Most search engines retrieve images by matching text queries against keywords
present in a secondary meta-data stream such as user-tagged keywords or text nearby the
image on a web-page. This indirect search often leads to many unrelated images among the
returned results.
Another problem of text-based image search is the unparalleled expressive power between
text and image. Whilst text efficiently conveys semantic concepts (e.g. find me an image
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containing a flower) it is neither intuitive nor concise to describe appearance in this manner
(e.g. find me a flower that looks like this, or a video containing movement like this).
Rather, a visual query “paints a thousand words” and can communicate such concepts
efficiently. Content-based Image Retrieval (CBIR, also referred as visual search) addresses
these shortcomings, enabling direct search on image content rather than tags. The most
common form of CBIR, query by visual example (QVE), encodes image content into vectors
so called descriptors or fingerprints. Visual similarity between two images is determined by
the distance between their corresponding descriptors. The idea of CBIR/QVE attracts great
research interest, resulting in the release of the MPEG-7 international standard in 2001 [154].
MPEG-7 standardises a set of low-level visual cues such as colour, shape, texture and motion
(for video) as compact descriptors for the purpose of browsing, filtering and identifying
visual content. Most QVE algorithms accept a photograph as input, which gives equally
illustrative power to the queries. However, users often wish to search for an image that they
do not currently have, making QVE impractical when the visual example exists only within
“the mind’s eye”.
1.2 Sketch-based image retrieval
SBIR is an emerging research topic within CBIR/QVE that enables users to provide a
free-hand sketch as the query to search for similar photo images. This concept unifies
the advantages of both CBIR (the illustrative power of visual queries) and text search (the
effortless procedure of query generation). Sketching is an innate human ability; an efficient
means for abstracting and communicating ideas since pre-historic times. Children can draw
simple objects before learning their first language, and sketches in the form of hieroglyphics
were employed in some of the oldest language systems such as Sumerian and Egyptian
hieroglyphs (Fig. 1.1). Creating a drawing is also a natural and intuitive act – all needed
materials are a pointed tool e.g. pen, chalk, finger, and a surface e.g. paper, board, sand. The
advent and popularity of touch-screen based technology e.g. tablets and smart phones that do
not have a keyboard as their primary input device makes SBIR a timely research area.
1.3 Research questions
SBIR inherits all the classical challenges from CBIR, in addition to the challenges of cross-
domain matching as well as unique problems such as ambiguity arising from the medium of
sketch itself. This gives rise to several core research questions addressed by this thesis:
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(a) Sketches in ancient hieroglyphs. Source: Wikipedia.
(b) Various drawing methods in ancient and modern arts.
Figure 1.1: Sketching is a human’s gifted talent.
Discriminative and compact representation. Most scalable visual search systems operate
by learning a metric embedding (or search space) in which visual queries and database
images may be easily compared via vector math (e.g. L2 norm). How can we encode sketches
and images into a common embedding space? The embedding must retain local visual
similarity between samples i.e. similar images are close in the embedding space, yet being
invariant to depiction i.e. sketches and images of the same conceptual structure are close to
each other regardless of its visual appearance. Moreover, the embedding must be as compact
as possible to support scalability over web-scale collections (comprising millions of images).
A practical SBIR solution should support querying at interactive-speed i.e. ideally less than
1 second per query, either implicitly via compact encoding or explicitly via engineering
optimisations such as efficient indexing and/or distributed computing.
Sketch ambiguity. Although sketching is an intuitive and convenient means of describing
visual content, an average sketcher is not a faithful artist. Sketches are usually messy
and non-linearly deformed due to either limitation in users’ drawing skill, or the nature
of the casual throwaway act of a posing a search query limiting the time a user spends on
generating a sketch. Differences in drawing styles also lead to great variance in the level of
abstraction – some users like drawing very detailed objects while others tend to draw only
silhouette contours, causing the resulted sketch to match multiple objects. Other forms of
sketch deformation include caricature (certain features are exaggerated e.g. a cat has long
whiskers), anthropomorphism (animals/static objects have human traits e.g. smiling spider)
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and simplification (e.g. limbs and legs are represented as single strokes). How can we tolerate
such deformations yet still being able to capture subtle, fine-grain details in a sketched query?
Singular modality. While colour, shape and texture are rich sources of information in photo
images, sketches (especially free-hand line-art drawings) rely on shape as the dominant
modality to store information. It is difficult to enclose other entities such as colour or style
within a sketch, which limits user’s flexibility in seeking their target images. Could the
querying mechanism be enriched as an additional way to combat sketch ambiguity and to
enhance user experience?
Lack of sketch datasets. SBIR is still an emerging technology, and not as prevalent as
photographic visuals search. While photo datasets can reach millions in size and thousands of
categories, it is costly to create a high quality and diverse collection of example sketches. This
limitation particularly affects the training of SBIR models that involves machine learning,
such as the algorithms contributed in this thesis. It is interesting to explore how the training
sketch volume influences the retrieval performance, and explore how best to augment or
otherwise build successful training methodologies for SBIR given the limitations of existing
sketch datasets.
1.4 Thesis contributions
To address the above research questions, this thesis makes several novel contributions through
novel SBIR algorithms and extensive experimental studies of their performance, along with
the creation of several new datasets. We list each of the technical contributions below, and
describe against each the research hypotheses addressed:
1.4.1 Learning visual representations for SBIR
The major focus of this thesis is the development of novel SBIR algorithms that exploit
machine learning to create search embeddings. The ability to distil the information in a
sketch, or image, to a point in a metric search embedding is fundamental to scalability, since
identifying the nearest neighbours to a query in such a space (ranking these on distance using
a metric such as L2 norm) underpins most contemporary search algorithms. For visual search
to be practical, it must operate over diverse object classes; a user sketching a particular object
expects to see similar objects return. This requirement fits well under class-level SBIR which
aims to match sketches and images at category level i.e. a returned image is considered as
relevant if it belongs to the same category as the query sketch’s. We present several novel
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training frameworks that support learning from (in some cases several) sketch-image datasets.
The development of these algorithms explores the following research hypotheses:
[H1] Learning direct matching between sketches and images might be better than in-
directly matching via an intermediate representation such as edgemap.
At the time of embarking upon this research, no prior SBIR work had exploited the
growing trend in deep learning within Computer Vision. Concurrent with our work in
Chapter 4, which for the first time exploited deep neural networks (specifically, multi-branch
‘triplet’ networks) for SBIR, initial frameworks were presented for sketched object recognition
e.g. [202]. Due to large domain gap between sketches and image, many existing algorithms
(including many of these early algorithms) chose an indirect approach – matching sketches
with an intermediate representation of images, notably edge maps derived from operators
such as Canny [19].
These approaches are backed from two arguments. First, a sketch carries only shape
information; thus there is no need to encode other modalities of an image such as colour or
texture in a SBIR task. Second, image edgemaps and sketch are statistically closer (both are
binary masks, and encode only structural information) so similar feature extraction methods
might be applied to both domains in the early stages of a deep network. On the other hand,
direct sketch-image matching without a heuristic pre-process such as edge extraction, ensures
no information is lost via pre-processing giving the network the opportunity to learn from all
visual cues available. We test this hypothesis using one of the state-of-art methods for edge
extraction and a popular deep network for feature learning and extraction; then evaluate on a
defacto class-level SBIR benchmark. We demonstrate in Chapter 4 superior performance
at sketch-edgeimage matching versus baselines available at that time (circa 2016) and later
show that a direct sketch-image matching can surpass that benchmark too yielding current
state of the art performance.
[H2] A deep SBIR model could generalise better if it is exposed to more diverse training
datasets.
It is well known that the volume of training data has a significant impact on the perfor-
mance of a deep network due to the high number of learnable parameters, which usually
number in the tens of millions. Yet there is not much research in SBIR literature regarding
how the training size affects retrieval performance, despite the difficulty of building large
datasets of hand-drawn sketches. Additionally, deep models are often trained and evaluated
on the training and test sets from the same dataset, which might introduce bias towards seen
categories. In Chapter 4 we evaluate the generalisation capability of SBIR not only across
domain (sketch to image) but also across sketch datasets whose classes were unseen during
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model training, whilst also measuring the impact of varying the volume of the training data
available.
[H3] It might be possible to obtain both ‘discriminative’ and ‘compact’ representation
through an end-to-end learning framework.
Discriminative representations underpin accurate visual search, since similar sketch-
image and image-image pairs are brought together (and conversely dissimilar pairs separated)
in a discriminative search embedding. Compact representations are often achieved in scalable
search pipelines via dimensionality reduction. In a traditional shallow SBIR framework
the two processes are independent to each other with feature extraction being followed by
dimensionality reduction (if available). In a deep network it is usual to sample activations
from late fully connected (FC, or dense) layers, as a high dimensional search embedding —
and dimensionality reduction is often omitted. In Chapter 4 we examine the possibility of
combining both feature extraction and dimensionality reduction in an end-to-end framework,
and test whether it is better than implementing the two processes separately.
[H4] The performance of deeply learned representations could be improved if sketch
and image models share certain parameters.
It is controversial whether sketch and image models should share parameters in SBIR.
Most existing approaches either share all parameters (since a large amount of trainable
parameters in deep networks allows one model that fits all) or do not share any (because
sketch and image are two distinct domains thus two separate models, and so different
functions mapping to the joint embedding, are required). Within the scope of this work
and given H1-3, we test the hypothesis of partial sharing between the two models. A
training procedure is specially designed promoting this configuration and tests are carried
on several well-known network architectures to determine the optimal level of parameter
sharing between models (network branches).
1.4.2 Enriching sketch queries with additional modalities
We explore novel approaches to resolve ambiguity in sketch via incorporating multiple
modalities within the query. In two independent studies we tackle fusion of sketched shape
with two separate modalities that have not been explored in previous SBIR work.
SBIR with coloured line-art queries.
Colour is an important modality in definition and discrimination of different objects.
Integrating colour into sketches has been explored in few SBIR studies, where ‘sketches’
take the form of paintings comprising coloured blobs and are treated as photographic images
during matching. We instead investigate the integration of colour within line-art drawings,
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which are more aligned with typical user sketches [31], and propose a novel feature extraction
algorithm for colour. In Chapter 3, different fusion techniques for colour and shape features
are studied, which gives rise to a global search embedding enabling for the first time colour-
sketch based search.
SBIR with aesthetic context.
In Chapter 5 we develop a SBIR algorithm with the unique ability to take a desired visual
style (aesthetic) of the target images into account as search context. Users provide a sketch as
the structural query along with one or more images as the contextual query. The contextual
queries which might resemble the style of artwork desired, may be easily found on the
Internet or from personal image collections and epitomise the visual style or aesthetic of the
search results. By defining the ‘styles’ to be retrieved, we extend SBIR beyond photographic
images to various artistic media e.g. painting, comic, graphite which have received no prior
study in the SBIR literature. As with colour, the ability to supply additional search constraints
through orthogonal search modalities helps to disambiguate the sketched query and improve
the relevance of results.
1.4.3 Mid-grain SBIR
Existing SBIR approaches in general fall into either of two camps according to granularity at
which matching is performed: (i) class-level (coarse-grain) SBIR where a sketch query of a
given object must return images of the same object; and (ii) instance-level (fine-grain) SBIR
where a detailed sketch of an object must return that specific object only. Both camps have
their own advantages and drawbacks. Class-level SBIR is efficient at retrieval of semantic
objects but does not utilise the whole illustrative power of sketches (it ignores intra-class
variance). Instance-level SBIR is desirable but requires unrealistic approximation of the
target image within the sketch query (c.f. sec.1.3 the challenge of sketch imperfection). In
practice, class-level SBIR does not convince users to switch from text-based image search
while instance-level SBIR requires expensive fine-grain labelled data for training.
In Chapter 6, we propose an intermediate level of granularity, referred as mid-grain, in
which the SBIR algorithm recalls images sharing both the object category and key visual
characteristics of the sketched query but without requiring a precise sketch. Under mid-grain
SBIR, images are relevant if they share the same category and also same canonical view or
subtype with the sketch. We explore several supervised and unsupervised methods to deliver
visual search within this new framework.
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1.4.4 New datasets
As an additional contribution, this thesis contributes two new datasets to the SBIR literature.
The first, Flickr25K, is an image dataset analogous to a popular sketch dataset. This dataset
contains clean images from a large pool of categories manually harvested from the Internet,
which is suitable for training class-level SBIR algorithms (used in Chapters 4-5). The second
one, MidGrain65c, which is also manually constructed is the first sketch-image set labelled
at mid-grain level (used in Chapter 6).
1.5 Thesis structure
The thesis structure is outlined as follows, along with a brief description of contributions of
each:
Chapter 2 – Literature review
In this Chapter we present a comprehensive survey of existing work in the field of SBIR.
We identify common trends in the field spanning three different ages of SBIR algorithm,
from classical optimization based approaches to shallow-learning to the most recent deep
learning based approaches.
Chapter 3 – Scalable Sketch-based Image Retrieval using Colour Gradient Features
We present a SBIR algorithm that for the first time fuses colour with shape to enable
coloured-sketch based visual search of photographic collections. At the time of writing this
was the first algorithm to enable scalable search to tens of millions of photographs (specifically
we demonstrate search of ImageNet, a dataset of 12M images typically used for object
classification) within a few seconds. The technical contributions include a comprehensive
study of various fusion approaches to combined colour and shape information, coupled with
an efficient indexing strategy for fast query time.
Chapter 4 – Sketch-based Image Retrieval with Convolutional Neural Networks
We present a class-level SBIR framework delivering with state-of-art performance. The
Chapter begins by outlining the first triplet CNN based approach to SBIR, expanding upon
early results on sketch-edgemap matching to build a state-of-the-art framework capable of
direct sketch-image matching. Extensive studies on generalisation, dimensionality reduction
and parameter sharing are presented.
Chapter 5 – Visual Search with Sketches and Aesthetic Context
We present a technique capable of dis-entangling the structure and the visual style of an
image. This enables both structure and style to be separately specified in a visual search
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system. This capability is instantiated via an SBIR system where the structure of the desired
object (such as a dog) may be sketched, and accompanying that sketched query, a handful of
images epitomising the desired visual style (such as a particular watercolour look and feel)
constrain the search to return results with that particular aesthetic (such as watercolour dogs).
We further enhance the system with a study of fine-grain style discrimination trained using
crowd-sourced data. Enabling SBIR with aesthetic context is a unique contribution of this
work.
Chapter 6 – Deep Manifold Alignment for Mid-grained Sketch-based Image Retrieval
We introduce and explore the concept of mid-grain SBIR; a half-way house between
coarse grain (category-level) retrieval and fine-grain (instance-level) retrieval. We propose a
semi-supervised approach that utilises mainly class-level datasets to learn mid-level discrimi-
nation.
Chapter 7 – Conclusion
We summarise the contributions of this thesis including our key findings and identify
ongoing research questions for future study.

Chapter 2
Literature review
The contributions of this thesis are within the fields of Information Retrieval (IR), Computer
Vision (CV) and Machine Learning (ML), particularly into the sub-fields of CBIR and SBIR.
In this Chapter we present a comprehensive review of techniques used in CBIR and SBIR
with primary focus on sketch-related algorithms. This Chapter begins with a review of CBIR
followed by a more specific focus on SBIR. The review then tackles other sketch-related
work such as sketched object recognition. Finally, a survey on existing commercial sketch
applications available to date is conducted.
2.1 Content Based Image Retrieval
The oldest reported image management system is probably the works of Prasad et al. [130],
which was built by MIT in 1987 and was a query-by-keyword (QKW) system. Nowadays the
most popular method for searching images on the Internet is still via text queries. Searched
keywords are matched against meta data such as tagged keywords, image captions or the
whole web articles containing the indexed images. Image search is conveniently converted
into text search. However, the lack of direct search into image content and the costly
process of image annotation give rise to CBIR. In CBIR, image search is conducted through
mathematical models that reflect image content rather than through meta data. Among several
forms of CBIR e.g. categorical browsing, content-based visual clustering, query by attributes,
etc., QVE (commonly known as Reverse Image Search) is arguably the most popular. QVE
allows users to submit a visual query in search of the objects of interest. Fig. 2.1 describes
the general framework of a QVE system. QVE works by encoding the content of an image
into a compact representation – usually a high dimensional vector called descriptor. The
descriptors of an image database are stored and indexed in a way that benefits management
and retrieval activities. Visual similarity between two images is defined under a distance
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Figure 2.1: Structure of a simple QVE system.
metric comparing the corresponding descriptors. At query time, the descriptor of the query is
computed and matched against those in the database. Finally, the images whose descriptors
are closest to the query under the distance metric are returned.
In this section we review the development of CBIR/QVE over years. We build upon
recent surveys [61, 1, 178, 157] focusing on feature extraction which is the core process in
every CBIR system. In general feature extraction approaches can be categorised into two
groups. The first group of approaches involves shallow features – image descriptors are
constructed under specific rules based on low- or mid-level features such as colour, texture
and shape. These rules are manually crafted either at local or global levels. On the other
hand, the second group of approaches involves machine learning to deliver understandings of
image content from pixel levels. The learning process requires a deep multi-layered network
to interpret visual content in a hierarchical order from low to high conceptual levels. The
resulting image features are therefore called deep features.
2.1.1 Shallow features
Shallow features, whether at low- or mid-level, are often developed from the most fundamen-
tal visual cues in images: colour, texture and shape. Low-level features are often computed
directly from these cues. In contrast, mid-level features are often inferred from low-level
local features using a dictionary learning technique.
2.1.1.1 Colour features
Visual search is based on colour similarity. Each image is analysed to produce a colour
histogram as the image descriptor. Colour histogram can be built directly by quantising
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values of the image pixels into a set of bins for each colour channel [167, 122, 45]. Global
colour histogram is fast to compute but (i) not robust against illumination change and (ii)
has poor performance on large datasets where the chance of having different images with
similar colour histograms is substantial. The former problem can be addressed using a colour
constancy algorithm [52, 47, 177], for example Funt and Finlayson [52] proposed quantising
colour ratios by histogramming the first derivative of the original RGB image. To deal with
the latter problem, significant efforts have been devoted to encode the spatial distribution
of colour. Smith et al. [158] and Hsu et al. [68] segmented an image into different colour
regions and constructed the image descriptor from their colour histograms and coordinates.
Alternatively, Chua et al. [26] and Gong et al. [57] split image into an equal-sized grid and
compute histogram for each cell separately, while Alamdar et al. [2] and Lu et al. [105]
built a quad-tree according to colour distribution across the image from which a histogram is
computed for each tree level.
Improvement in histogram quantisation and spatial distribution of colour was proposed
in the work of Manjunath et al. [107], later became MPEG-7 standards. Under the MPEG-7
Dominant Colour Descriptor (DCD), salient colours are clustered into a small number of
bins, each contains the entity, percentage, variance and spatial coherence of a dominant
colour [154]. MPEG-7 also supports Colour Layout Descriptor (CLD) which is histogram-
based but provides more accurate spatial layout of the dominant colours. The DCD and CLD
were later improved by Wong et al. [195], creating a compact Dominant Colour Structure
Descriptor (DCSD).
Choosing which colour space to be used is also a challenge. RGB is widely used
in [48, 39, 122, 52] since it is compliant with computer display. However, RGB is not
perceptually uniform i.e. the distance between two colours in RGB space does not reflect
their difference in visual importance. Other transformations of RGB such as HSV and HSL
are also criticised for lack of perceptual uniformity, thus are only commonly used in computer
graphic, image editing and image segmentation [25]. Several authors sought to use colour
spaces that approximate human vision such as CIELuv [195] or even designed a new colour
space e.g. Hue Min Max Difference (HMMD) [107].
Although being an important modality, colour features alone do not work well in CBIR
because its representation depends solely on the colour of the object being learned whilst
many objects do not have a fixed colour. For example, an apple can be green or red, or a
t-shirt can have any kind of colour. A more common practice is to combine colour-based
feature with other modalities such as texture or shape.
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2.1.1.2 Texture features
Texture is often defined as a structural pattern of more or less random textons too great in
number to be considered as isolated objects [157]. The earliest texture analysis involves
characterising patches’ structure statistically with the classical co-occurrence matrix [64]
that measures the neighbouring relationship between any two intensity’s values. From co-
occurrence matrix one can obtain useful information like energy, entropy, homogeneity and
contrast. Other texture properties such as directionality, periodicity, coarseness and regularity
were explored by Tamura et al. [169] and Liu et al. [102]. Texture-based transformation
approaches were also well studied. Gabor filter [13, 78] and wavelet transform [159] both
utilise space-frequency deformation to explore the characteristic of texture although each has
its own strengths and weaknesses [110]. Supported texture features under MPEG-7 standards
are Texture Browsing Descriptor (TBD) and Homogeneous Texture Descriptor (HTD) [107].
The former is a compact descriptor characterising irregularity (2 bits), directionality (6 bits)
and coarseness (4 bits). The latter computes mean and variance of the filtered image in
frequency domain.
Texture descriptors were well employed in image analysis, synthesis, classification and
segmentation rather than image retrieval since they offer little semantic reference.
2.1.1.3 Shape features
Shape is another important visual cue for identifying similar objects. In general shape
features are either contour-based or region-based. Fourier descriptor (FD) is a notable
representative of the former. FD describes contoured object in frequency domain, thus
exhibits affine transformation and is robust to noise. Various FDs have been developed e.g.
centroid-distance [205], elliptic [92], cumulative angle [203], Perimeter Area Function (PAF)
[180], etc. and there has been a comparative study about them [206]. FDs achieve high
speed performance thanks to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), however they rely on non-robust
contour extractors such as chain code. Another popular contour descriptor is convex hull
that describes a shape as a set of convex polygons in a recursive tree graph [156]. Convex
hull descriptor is compact, robust to noise and can be affine invariant however the process of
constructing its graph descriptor can be difficult.
Contour descriptors are capable of exploiting boundary information but often fail to
capture interior content or disjoint shapes with irregular structures. Region-based descriptors
can overcome that by considering all pixels constituting the objects. A simple example of
region-based approaches is grid descriptor (GD) and its variants [43]. Under GD, an object
silhouette is overlayed on a grid where each cell is labelled ‘1’ if a majority of pixels belongs
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to that object, ‘0’ otherwise. The resulting binary grid can be used as a descriptor. Hu [70]
first came up with seven affine invariant Moments built from the 2nd and 3rd central moments.
Later, Zernike Moments developed from Zernike polynomials is claimed to outperform other
moment-like descriptors [88, 172]. In general, region-based descriptors are useful in CBIR
applications involving binary objects such as logos, trademarks, clip-arts and silhouettes.
The shape descriptor introduced in MPEG-7 is EHD [107] similar to colour histogram
but is applied on edges instead (MPEG-7 categorises EHD as the third texture descriptor
besides TBD and HTD, however it is more reasonable to consider EHD as a shape descriptor).
To compute EHD, an image is gridded into 4x4 blocks whose edge orientation is quantised
into 5 equal bins of angles 0°- 180°, resulting in an 80-D descriptor.
Shape descriptors have been studied extensively in the sub-field SBIR. We cover shape
descriptors in more details in subsec. 2.2.1.
2.1.1.4 Mid-level features
Mid-level features started gaining traction and quickly became dominant during the first
decade of 2000s. Approaches based on mid-level features aim to represent more abstract
information other than image-level features (colour, text, texture). Mid-level features are
constructed via two steps: a coding step that involves computing local features followed
by a pooling step that builds global features upon the local ones. This procedure closely
resembles the way human portray objects in nature – an object can be described from its
parts e.g. a rectangle has 4 right corners and several straight lines; a car is made up of wheels,
lights, bumpers and so on.
Coding
Various local descriptors have been studied for the coding step, some include methods for
detecting local key points – a term refers to important locations within an image that is rich of
visual information and could help identify the objects of interest. Corner is an example of key
points. Harris and Stephens [65] introduced a robust corner detector using structure tensor to
detect rapid change of pixel intensity in both vertical and horizontal direction. After Harris
detector, Rosten et al. [142] proposed a real time corner detector, Features from Accelerated
Segment Test (FAST), that examines the relative values of a limited set of pixels on a circle
surrounding the candidate corner pixel. These detectors together with other corner detectors
like Förstner [50] and SUSAN [160] are useful in not only CBIR but also stereo matching,
tracking and recognition applications.
There were attempts to develop generalised key-point detectors rather than corner detec-
tion only. Lowe [104] implemented a Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) key-point
detector and also a SIFT descriptor. The SIFT detector finds key-points by looking at the
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extrema of Difference of Gaussian (DoG) functions at multiple scales discarding low contrast
key-points. The SIFT descriptor computes gradient orientation of a 4x4 grid centred at
the key-point, quantises each cell within the grid into 8 orientation bins to form a 128-D
vector depicting that local key-point. Several advantages of SIFT descriptors apart from
being a local descriptor are robustness to noise, fast computation (thanks to DoG) and affine
invariance. There were attempts to improve SIFT further. For example Ke et al. with PCA-
SIFT [87] employed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to linearly project the normalised
gradient patch from high to low dimensional space, effectively reducing feature descriptor’s
length. Mehrotra et al. with F-SIFT [114] applied Fourier Transform on the key-point patch
and phase-based key-point matching in iris recognition. Bay et al. [8] with Speeded Up
Robust Features (SURF) used Hessian detector with DoG to detect key-points, and computed
Haar-wavelet responses within the key-points for the descriptor.
Besides SIFT-like descriptors, another popular local descriptor is Histogram of Oriented
Gradient (HOG) [35] which is computationally similar to SIFT but applied on dense over-
lapped regions of the image instead of interest points. HOG can be encoded over grids with
multi-resolution, resulting in pyramid-HOG [96]; or the grid’s shape over which HOG is
computed can be log-polar in [116]. These SIFT/HOG-like descriptors tend to perform better
than other descriptors thanks to their ability to capture rich information about the spatial
patterns within the region of interest whilst being robust to partial deformation, as shown in
Mikolajczyk and Schmid’s studies [116].
Pooling
Pooling is in fact a quantisation technique that groups arbitrary similar local features together
to construct a fixed-length histogram-like global descriptor. The most popular pooling
strategy is Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) (Fig. 2.2). BoVW uses a clustering technique
to construct a dictionary from the collection of local features in the whole image database.
Every image will then have each local feature assigned to one of the visual words in the
dictionary, resulting in a bag of features - a frequency histogram that counts the number of
occurrences of the visual words in the image. BoVW can be modified to use soft-assignment
during the histogram construction process [54]. Here, a local feature contributes score to
all visual words with weights inversely proportional to the distance between the feature
vector and the visual words (cluster centres). This approach seems more effective than the
hard-assignment approach because some features may lay close to the boundary decision
separating several visual words, thus it is more intuitive for these features to be assigned
with multiple code words. Finally, the global histogram could be normalised using either
city-block (L1), Euclidean (L2) or term frequency- inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
normalisation techniques.
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Figure 2.2: The concept of Bag of Visual Words.
Clustering is the core technique to build dictionary in BoVW. The most widely used
method is K-means [106]. K-means is an unsupervised learning algorithm that can automati-
cally learn the distribution of data in feature space and partition them into a fixed number of
clusters. Given K as the cluster number, the standard K-means (Lloyd) first selects random
K points as the centroids and assigns the rest of the data to these points as their nearest
neighbours. In the next iteration, these centroids are updated by computing the means of the
new clusters. The process is repeated until no new assignment is made (the algorithm has
converged) or the maximum number of iterations (or minimum energy required to move the
clusters) is reached. K-means is robust since it is guaranteed to converge. To avoid local
optima, K-means can be run multiple times with different centroid initialisations, and the one
having the lowest Sum-of-Distance energy is selected as the optimal result. Alternatively,
an initialisation function can be applied to initialise the maximally diverse centroids e.g.
k-means++ [5]. To improve computation speed, Approximate Nearest Neighbour (ANN) can
be implemented instead of exhausted search in Nearest Neighbour. To reduce the effect of
outliers, each centroid can be determined as the most centric data point in the new cluster
during the update phase rather than the implicit mean which might not belong to the cluster,
resulting in the so-called K-medoids approach [86]. K-means can also be combined with a
top-down hierarchical clustering technique to build a decision tree where each level of the
tree is constructed by K-means partitioning the data of every nodes from the parent level,
as demonstrated in [121]. Despite being one of the fastest clustering methods, K-means is
still computationally expensive on large data (the complexity of the standard K-means is
O(KiNd) for K clusters, i iterations, N data points and d dimensions of feature vector). In
practice, only a sub-sample of the data might be employed to generate the codebook.
A well-known alternative to K-means clustering is Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [139].
GMM employs a soft-assignment approach which assumes all data is generated from a mix
of several Gaussian distributions. GMM works on the basis of expectation maximisation
– finding model parameters M (means, covariance matrices, priors) that maximises the
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likelihood of the input data being generated by M. GMM is computed via an iterative
process just like K-means and it is a common practice to use K-means as an initialisation
step for GMM. The global descriptor of an image could be obtained by pooling that image’s
local features over the GMM posteriors. Alternatively, a better approach is to encode the
second order statistics instead – which direction the GMM parameters should be changed to
best fit an image’s local descriptors. The resulting global descriptors, named Fisher Vectors,
were among the most powerful mid-level descriptors and proved useful in both CBIR and
classification tasks [126, 127].
2.1.2 Deep features
Deep learning approaches started gaining momentum after the success of AlexNet in the 2012
Imagenet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenges (ILSVRC) [91] and are still trendy to
date. Deep learning aims to learn high level features from raw image pixels via an end-to-end
framework. The most popular type of deep networks for visual classification and retrieval is
CNN. CNN consists of multiple cascading layers with each layer’s output being the input of
the next one. A typical CNN layer contains a bank of linear filters (convolution) followed by
a non-linear activation function (sigmoid, ReLU). Bottom layers often have additional spatial
sub-sampling functions (max/average pooling) to compress the activated output (Fig. 2.3),
and sometimes normalisation functions (LRN, batch-norm) to prevent certain filters/neurons
from dominating the others. Following the top convolution layer (fully-connected) is a loss
layer that controls the learning objectives. The layer weights are learned by back-propagating
the loss’s gradient from top to bottom using chain rules. A CNN model often has millions
of parameters e.g. 60M for AlexNet [91], 4M for GoogleNet [168] and 138M for VGG
[155]. Therefore huge training data with data augmentation are explicitly required, along
with weight regularisation and Dropout as implicit methods to combat overfitting. CNN
works well with stochastic gradient descent in many tasks but more advanced optimisation
techniques such as RMSprop and Adam [89] are also algorithms of choice. During the
training of a CNN model, the convolution layers learn activations to certain input signals that
resemble hierarchical distributed representations. As shown in DeconvolutionNet by Zeiler
et al. [204], the bottom layers learn image-level features such as colour and edge patterns
while the top layers can capture higher levels of concepts like eyes, wheel, face, etc.
Thanks to its capability of encoding high level concepts, deep CNN models trained
for classification tasks can be employed directly for CBIR by taking outputs of one of the
top layers as image descriptors [137, 6]. More often the extracted features are refined with
similarity learning; or the whole models are finetuned on new datasets for better generalisation
as shown by Wan et al. [179]. Rather than taking the highest layer outputs for descriptors,
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Figure 2.3: Pipeline of a simple CNN.
Tolias et al. [175] proposed R-MAC descriptors that aggregate the max-pooled activations of
multiple image regions at different scales across multiple CNN layers, leading to a significant
performance boost in object retrieval and localisation tasks. For example, an approach based
on R-MAC and its hierarchical version REMAP has become the winner of the recent Google
Landmark Retrieval Challenge 2018 [34].
Objective functions based on regression such as contrastive loss and triplet loss prove
successful in achieving better image representations, as shown in [59, 185, 150, 187, 66, 134].
It is still unclear whether or not triplet loss performs better than contrastive loss, with Hoffer
et al. [66] supporting the former while Radenovi et al. [134] backing the latter. Other authors
adopted a mid-level extraction framework for CNNs, for example Gong et al. [58] proposed a
multi-scale orderless pooling (MOP-CNN) approach similar to spatial pyramid matching that
extracts CNN features at multiple scales and aggregates using Vector of Locally Aggregated
Descriptors (VLAD).
There have been attempts for binarising deep features as well as unsupervised learning
for CBIR. Lin et al. [100] set the first stone on deep learning of binary hash code by applying
a sigmoid function after the latent layer, although this simple trick can only produce hash-like
representation i.e. output values approximate{0,1} and no additional constraint is set to
regularise the hashes. As the results, the hash-like representations can only be used for
coarse-retrieval which is followed by a refining search using outputs of a previous layer
as the secondary descriptors. Gao et al. [53] integrated CNNs with binary hashing in an
end-to-end framework for multimedia retrieval. Lin et al. [99] went further on completely
unsupervised deep hashing that utilises only label-less objective functions such as minimal
quantisation loss (make CNN outputs close to binaries), even distributed code (make ‘1s’
and ‘0s’ in the binary codes evenly distributed) and rotation invariant (bring representations
of rotation variants of the same images together). Doersch et al. [38] studied an alternative
unsupervised approach using spatial context to train a model predicting relative positions of
two patches in an image.
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Overall, approaches based on deep CNNs have become favourable in recent years,
significantly outperforming traditional approaches in most CBIR tasks. A drawback of
deep CNNs, as opposed to shallow-learning approaches, is that it requires large amount of
training data. A part of this thesis is dedicated to find out the effects of training data size on
performance of a retrieval system.
2.1.3 Indexing
Indexing is the process of organising data in an efficient manner that enables fast and accurate
retrieval. The most naive and probably least efficient method is indexing by flat ID of images.
At querying time, the query’s signature vector must be compared with every candidate
image’s in the dataset, leading to the complexity of O(N) where N is the database size. This
exhaustive search is not desirable if the dataset grows to millions of images. Especially in
CBIR, a practical system should have the optimal querying time of less than a second.
Hierarchical Tree
Among the indexing techniques, the tree-like methods e.g. H-tree, R-tree, quad-tree, etc.
can achieve sub-linear retrieval speed. B+-tree is used in the work of Lu et al. [105] where
a multi-way search tree is constructed and searched using attribute-value pairs. Yianilos
designed a tree structure called Vantage Point Tree (VP-tree) which was used in CBIR in
[199, 152]. First, a Vantage pivot point is chosen and the data points are divided into two
sub-spaces according to the relative distance to the Vantage point, effectively creating the
first level of the VP-tree. Next, a new Vantage point is selected at each sub-space and the
process is repeated until all data points are separated. The created binary tree ensures the
retrieval complexity of O(log2N) at the querying stage, however the selection of the Vantage
points still remains questionable.
Friedman et al. [51] developed a kd-tree that attains similar speed performance. The
data points are recursively bisected on the basis of their distribution in the feature space,
following the divide and conquer strategy. Given the dimension with the largest variance, the
cut position happens at the median point of the projected data along that dimension. Each
node maintains the upper and lower limits of the co-ordinate i.e. the cut positions of the
parent nodes, which let it conquer a cell in the data space. During querying time, the query
travels along the kd-tree, finds which cell it belongs to and compares with all data points in
that cell. A list of m closest points is updated (m is number of data points the user wants to
retrieve), and the bounds-overlap-ball is checked to decide if the query needs to process to
the opposite branch of the current node. Although efficient in terms of accuracy, the speed
performance of kd-tree is quite poor for high-dimensional data.
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Hashing
Similar to tree index, hashing splits the data points into an array of buckets using a hash
function, so that data points in the same bucket are spatially close to each other. At search
time, the query is passed to the hash function to locate which bucket it belongs to. A
sequential search can be implemented within the bucket to find the best matches. The most
notable method is Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [56, 93]. The LSH is based on the idea
of projection that any two nearby data points remain close to each other after projecting them
to a lower-dimensional space. In practice, the LSH performs a dot product between the data
points and a random vector, then quantising the scalar results into a set of bins (buckets). To
reduce the chance that unrelated points fall to the same bucket, multiple dot products are
implemented with different random vectors. As the results, the true related points will have a
high probability to be hashed to the same buckets all the time. The quantisation bucket width
can be controlled to approximate the amount of collisions i.e. number of points falling to the
same bucket. Thus, there is a trade-off between a big hash-table with small effort spent on
linear search, or a compact hash-table with more points to compare in the final search.
Inverse index
Inverse index is the well-known strategy in the field of text-based document retrieval, and
has been used in practical search engines like Google and Bing. In CBIR, inverse index
is adopted in several studies [128, 207, 133]. Unlike the traditional forward index whose
index file contains a list of image ID mapping to the associated signatures, the inverse index
method stores the mapping from image content, such as visual word. It maintains an inverted
table with K listings (K is the length of the image signature vectors). Each listing is a visual
word ID mapped to a list of images having at least one occurrence of that visual word. At
retrieving time, the query needs only to visit the listings associated with the visual words
present in its bag and ignore the rest. An image can be visited multiple times if it shares
multiple visual words with the query, and the similarity score is accumulated for each visual
word. This approach is beneficial as the inverted table can be built incrementally and unlike
the tree method it does not require any knowledge of data distribution.
2.1.4 Query expansion and relevance feedback
Query expansion (QE) is a process of reformulating a search query to improve retrieval
performance without the needs of interactive user input. Under QE, highly relevant images
to the original query are selectively added as the new queries. An additional mechanism such
as spatial verification could be added to avoid false positives in the query pool [27]; also a
new query model could be derived from the new set of queries that further regularises the
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query expansion process [75, 3]. QE could be run in an iterative fashion and proves efficient
at boosting retrieval performance at the cost of computing time and resources.
Relevance feedback (RF) is a useful method to close the unavoidable semantic gap
between human’s powerful contextual language with low level computer representation.
Different people can interpret an image in different ways under different situations while a
CBIR system for a particular application has only one representation of that image (since
the image is static and processed under specific rules). Consequently, even a well-designed
CBIR can fail to meet user’s requirements even if the query and the returned images have
similar representations. In order to reduce the semantic gap, CBIR needs to also focus on
user intention besides image visual properties. One solution is interactive feedback that
allows a user to guide the system through a consecutive refining procedure.
For CBIR systems supporting multi-attribute search e.g. colour, shape, tags and images
having separate signatures for each of these attributes, the user can control the weights of each
attribute for their specific needs, as in QBIC [48]. However, a more generic and convenient
relevance feedback system should let the user assess the results by just marking the returned
images relevant or not. Based on few positive-negative examples marked by the user, the
retrievals are updated accordingly. Early approaches chose to update the distance metric, e.g.
add a weight matrix W to the L2 distance function (Q−D)TW (Q−D) and update it every
feedback iteration by minimizing the distance between the query and the positive examples
[173]. Alternatively, the update is applied to the spatial location of the query itself so that
it moves towards the positive examples and far away from the negative examples [164]. In
other approaches, the bins of the image signatures are weighted differently and updated using
e.g. Bayesian belief network [196]. Recent methods tend to use kernel models like Support
Vector Machine (SVM) to give preference weights to relevant images based on their distances
to the separating hyper-plane [67, 170].
Both query expansion and relevance feedback are not studied within the scope of this
thesis.
2.1.5 CBIR applications
CBIR is an active research area and has demonstrated significant success in recent years.
A number of CBIR systems are now available either for demonstration or business-ready
commercial packages.
Chabot [122] is one of the pioneering CBIR applications for demonstration. Chabot
combines text-based descriptions with colour histograms for image search; and visual queries
are somewhat limited e.g. users can only specify “some green” or “mostly red”. Photobook
[125] and its successor FourEyes [118] support shape, texture and human face features (via
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Eigen decomposition) and also relevance feedback. Another application is VisualSEEk [160]
(also WebSEEk, MetaSEEk and VideoQ from the same developers) that offers searching
objects by colour, shape and location along with keywords. These applications are mainly
created and maintained by academic institutions as demos for newly developed CBIR
algorithms.
Commercial search engines have long been using traditional QKW but many are turning
to CBIR as a secondary search method. QBIC [48] is probably the first commercial CBIR
system, allowing users to search by providing keywords, an example image or even a
free-hand sketch. Virage [7] lets users define their own search primitives which can be
colour, shape, texture or their combinations. Relevance feedback and sketch queries are
also supported in the app’s user interface. Microsoft built a scalable CBIR system, named
Arista [189], using low level visual features for similar- and duplicate-search within 2 billion
images. Ebay reportedly employs a deep CBIR system based on ResNet-50 for its visual
search service [198]. Pinterest uses AlexNet fc6 and VGG fc8 deep features along with
CIELAB saliency colour features as descriptors [83]. Other popular search services e.g.
Google, Bing and TinEye also integrate QVE although the detailed methods are not fully
disclosed.
2.2 Sketch based image retrieval
As a sub-field of CBIR, SBIR inherits every CBIR problem. However it is unwise to apply
pure CBIR solutions to a SBIR task. Unlike CBIR, SBIR is a cross-domain matching problem
with sketch and image being two visually distinct domains. Also sketch is so sparse that
traditional image features often need to be tweaked to accommodate sketched input. In this
section we review the development history of SBIR descriptors followed by the problem of
real time retrieval in SBIR. An overview of multi-modality in SBIR is also discussed.
2.2.1 SBIR descriptors: from model fitting to deep learning
Shallow features
The earliest SBIR studies dated back in the 90s with the work of Kato et al. [85] and Bimbo
and Pala [12]. Kato et al. studied cross-correlation between neighbour patches in sketches
and image edgemaps. Bimbo and Pala used elastic matching to fit the sketched query to a
candidate image minimising deformation energy. The energy required to fit the sketch to
image is then used as the ranking score. These approaches, to some extent, can compensate
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human imprecision when drawing sketch. However, model fitting must be computed on the
fly so it is not desirable for real time SBIR.
Several approaches work on blob-based sketches – a type of drawing that describes
objects via coarse attributes of colour, texture and shape using e.g. paint brush (see Fig. 3.1
(a) in Chapter. 3 for examples of this sketch type). As blob-based sketches look similar to
photo images, the same image descriptors can be used on sketches. Jacob et al. [77] used
Haar wavelet decomposition, keeping only the average colour together with sign and indices
of few largest Haar coefficients. The QBIC system [48] utilises global colour histogram to
extract colour, moment for shape, and coarseness and contrast for texture description. The
VisualSEEk search engine [160] encodes colour sets together with size and location of the
blobs as well as their spatial distances, then performs exhaust search to find the best matched
image. In DrawSearch [36], colour is averaged on a 4x4 grid and shape is extracted using
Fourier descriptor. DrawSearch also supports relevant feedback by iteratively updating the
query’s signature close towards the positive examples in the feature space.
Major SBIR studies were dedicated to line-art sketches (see Fig. 3.1 (b,c) for examples
of this type). To deal with the cross-domain problem, early approaches chose to extract
edgemaps from photo images then match against sketches assuming a unified domain between
them. Extensive research has been focused on extracting structural information from sketches
and edgemaps. Matusiak et al. [111] applied Curvature Scale Space (CSS) to describe object
contour. CSS is affine invariant and can be applied in real time system, however it assumes
that the image is already segmented and represented by its contour. Rajendran et al. [136]
also achieved affine invariance by performing multi-scale decomposition on the strongest
edges before extracting curvature direction histogram from it. These approaches both use
global descriptors which are not robust against spatial deformation, commonly found in
sketches.
Following the introduction of the MPEG-7 standards, Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD)
and its variants were quickly adopted in SBIR. Under EHD-related methods, images are
gridded and features are extracted from individual cells and concatenated to form a global
descriptor. Eitz et al. [41] expresses each cell as a single unit vector with dominant orientation
using structure tensors. Chalechale et al. [22] grids the images into angular partitions and
collects 1-D discrete Fourier Transform of the polar edge points in every partition, thus able
to achieve affine invariance.
Following the success of BoVW framework for photographic search in the mid-2000s,
BoVW was first extended to SBIR by Hu et al. [71]. Hu et al. [71, 72] extrapolates edge
orientations from strokes to produce a dense gradient field, computing multi-scale HoG
descriptors (GF-HOG) local to strokes that is later quantised within a hard-assignment
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BoVW pipeline. This method strengthens the power of HOG descriptor and compensates for
the drawbacks of the BoVW framework by encapsulating spatial-coherence information in
a smooth gradient field. Another contribution from their work is the Flickr15K benchmark
containing 15k images and 330 sketches from 33 categories. This dataset has become a
defacto benchmark in class-level SBIR and has been employed in more than 20 publications
to date (Table. 2.1).
Alternatively, Eitz et al. [42] explored several local descriptors including Shape Context
(log-polar distribution of edge points relative to the centre point), Spark (similar to Shape
Context except that the centre point is not on the edgemap and only the properties of the
nearest edge point are recorded for each angle), and SHOG (similar to HOG but only the
dominant orientation in each cell is computed), all encoded with BoVW reporting SHOG the
highest performance.
Qi et al. [131] took a different route in solving SBIR problems. Instead of focusing
on feature description, the authors paid more attention to edge extraction from database
images and came up with a perceptual-grouping edge technique. Their perceptual edgemap
is constructed using RankSVM (to estimate the likelihood two edge points belong to the
same object), and graph-cut (to group salient edges together). The edgemap is described by
standard HOG, yielding top retrieval accuracy among shallow-learning approaches.
Several authors addressed the difference between image’s edgemaps and sketches. Saave-
dra et al. [144, 143, 146] proposed a family of HELO descriptors in which their latest
approach (RST-SP-HELO) uses a mid-level contour detector (SketchToken [98]) to extract
sketch-like edgemaps from photo images. Next, representative edge orientations are extracted
locally for each cell in the gridded sketches and image’s tokens. Finally the local descriptors
are concatenated in an EHD fashion to form a global one. The same authors in another publi-
cation [147] proposed a BoVW approach based on a set of 6 predefined mid-level features
named KeyShapes. The method was later improved in [145], allowing the KeyShapes to be
automatically learned.
Approaches based on computing similarity between a sketch and a candidate image via
direct edgemap alignment has also been investigated. This type of method is similar to model
fitting however significant efforts were invested in computing image descriptors offline (rather
than comparing sketch and image models online as with model fitting approaches). Cao et al.
in MindFinder [21, 20] came up with an indexable version of Oriented Chamfer Matching
(OCM). Their approach is memory- and speed-effective, however users must draw a query
as close to the image’s edgemaps as possible because OCM is neither translation, rotation
nor scaling invariant. Tolias and Chum [174] proposed Asymmetric Feature Maps (AFM)
that stores sketch/edgemap structure information such as pixel position, edge orientation and
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Method Dim. mAP (%)
Query-adaptive re-ranking CNN [11] 5120 32.30
Quadruplet_MT [151] 1024 32.16
Asymmetric feature map (AFM) [174] 243 30.40
Learned KeyShapes (LKS) [145] 1350 24.50
Rst-SP-SHELO [144] 3060 20.05
Siamese with Contrastive Loss1 [132] 64 19.54
Perceptual Edge [131] 3780 18.37
HLR+S+C+R [186] 2000 17.10
SHELO [143] 1296 12.36
GF-HoG [72] 3500 12.22
SHoG [42] 1000 10.93
HELO [146] 1296 9.67
SSIM [153] 500 9.57
SIFT [104] 1000 9.11
Shape Context [9] 3500 8.14
Structure Tensor [41] 500 7.98
Table 2.1: Performance of different SBIR algorithms on the Flickr15K benchmark.
edge strength under a set of stationary kernels. These kernels are approximated to ensure
fixed database descriptors. To reduce querying time, a set of candidate images are short-listed
followed by a local refinement and re-ranking step within the candidates. AFM currently
enjoys state-of-art performance among the non-deeplearning approaches on the Flickr15K
benchmark.
Deep features
Following the hype of deep learning in object recognition and CBIR, approaches based
on deep CNNs are quickly adopted for sketch analysis and particularly for SBIR. Yu et
al. [202] and Wang et al. [183] built the first deep sketch models although not directly for
SBIR. The former surpasses human performance in sketch recognition using SketchANet – a
light-weight version of AlexNet optimised for sketches. SketchANet also forms a component
of the very recent work of Bhattacharjee et al. [11], coupled with a complex pipeline
including object proposals, and query expansion to achieve state-of-art reported performance
on Flickr15K. The latter worked on sketch-based 3D shape retrieval using a two-branch
CNN (siamese2) regularised by a contrastive loss function. Here, domain gap is narrowed
1The authors of this work split the Flickr15K into two equal parts, trained on one and test on the other. Their
result is therefore not directly comparable.
2There are two different notations for siamese in the literature. One defines siamese as identical while the
other refers its meaning simply as two branches. In this thesis we use the latter notation for siamese, in contrast
with the notation of triplet which indicates three branches.
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using two independently learned CNNs, one for sketches and the another for 2D views of
the 3D objects. Siamese networks are also used in the SBIR work of Qi et al. [132] to
match sketches with image’s edgemaps, however its performance is far behind state-of-art on
Flickr15K by a large margin (Table. 2.1).
Similar to siamese CNNs, triplet CNNs are another alternative of deep learning with
regression. A triplet network employs a three-term loss function: (i) an anchor term which
represents the reference object, (ii) a positive term representing objects similar to the reference
one and (iii) a negative term representing dissimilar objects. The triplet loss function measures
the distance cost considering the relationship between the three terms. Triplet CNNs have
recently been explored by Yu et al. [201] in order to refine search within a single object
class (e.g. fine-grain search within a dataset of shoes). Similarly, a fine-grained approach to
SBIR was adopted by the recent Sketchy system of Sangkloy et al. [148] in which careful
reproduction of stroke detail is invited for object instance search. In the former work [201],
the authors train one model for each target category, and the embedding is learned using an
edgemap extracted from a relatively clutter-free image. They report that using a fully-shared
network was better than use two branches without weight sharing. However, the authors
in [148] suggest it is more beneficial to avoid sharing any layers at all in a cross-category
retrieval context.
The work in [201, 148] are examples of fine-grain SBIR – relevant images are required
to have exact matching with the sketch query i.e. same view point, pose, scale and sub-type
other than just category. Seddati et al. [151] improved the Sketchy system with a quadruplet
loss that combines both category-level and instance-level triplet losses in dealing with inter-
and intra-class variance. Sarvadevabhatla et al. [149] proposed SketchParser that integrates a
super-category classifier to redirect input sketches/images to finer category-dependent models.
Song et al. [163] introduced an attention layer to model subtle features in sketches/images .
The same authors in another work [162] added text as the fourth branch in their quadruplet
networks, claiming sketch-photo and text-photo matchings can benefit each other if modelled
jointly. All these fine-grain SBIR approaches rely heavily on expensive human-annotated
groundtruth in training the models e.g. labels of object parts in [149], exact-matching sketch-
photo pairs in [201, 148, 151, 163] and fine-grain sketch-photo-text triplet annotations in
[162].
Recently a few novel approaches based on generative models have emerged in the SBIR
literature. These approaches deliver representations of a sketch/image through the recon-
struction process of the input sketch/image itself. Cross-domain embedding is achieved by
unifying domain of the reconstructed target. Pang et al. [123] employed a triplet CNN where
each branch is an autoencoder converting images to sketches. The network is regularised
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using a combination of triplet loss, reconstruction loss and classification loss. On the other
hand, Guo et al. [60] took an opposite direction by using a conditional generative adversary
network (CGAN) to generate an imaginary photo image from an input sketch. Feature
extracted from the generated image is used as the sketch’s representation, effectively turning
SBIR into a single domain CBIR problem. Again, these approaches all require instance-level
labels to work.
2.2.2 Real time retrieval in SBIR
It is desirable to achieve interactive speed in any practical CBIR systems including SBIR.
However, not every author reports the speed performance of their models. Real time retrieval
can be obtained by using either compact descriptors or an intelligent indexing method or
both. In this section we review the approaches that support at least one of these two features.
Indexing
Shallow SBIR approaches based on BoVW often have a large codebook size of more
than thousand codewords (see Table. 2.1 with references to [42, 72, 186]). The descriptor
dimension could be reduced using one of the dimensional reduction techniques such as
PCA or Product Quantisation (PQ) however often at cost of degraded accuracy. This lefts
indexing as the only resort to maintain speed performance. Hu et al. used kd-tree to index
a 1500-D descriptor database [71] (and 3500-D in [72]). Kd-tree related indexing methods
are also employed in other non-BoVW systems. For example, Fonseca et al. [49] proposed
NB-tree for their graph-based descriptors. Hierarchical K-medoids tree was used to index
variable-length chain descriptors in the work of Parui et al. [124]. These indexing methods
often achieve sub-linear retrieval time with complexity of O(log(N)) as opposed to O(N) for
linear search.
Inverse index and hashing are other popular choices in large SBIR systems. Eitz et al.
[42] achieved querying speed of fractions of a second using inverse index with SHoG and
BoVW. In an early version of MindFinder, Wang et al. [181] integrates both PCA and hashing
in an efficient inverse index system capable of querying 10m images in a second. The same
speed performance was achieved in Edgel Index OCM by Cao et al. [20]. Later in the work
of Sun et al. [166], OCM is heavily optimised for speed performance, and inverse index is
replaced by a multi-probe K-means LSH. These improvements coupled with engineering
tricks help to maintain the querying time of 0.5-1.5 seconds on a database of 1.5 billion
images distributed on a cluster of servers. This is the largest interactive SBIR system reported
to date.
Compact descriptors
The compactness of a descriptor is represented by its dimension and sparsity. Low dimension
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can be set by-design in deep CNNs however it is unclear whether this setting affects the
accuracy of the CNN models. Qi et al. [132] set the output dimension to 64-D for their
siamese model trained on just 33 classes of Flickr15K. Other authors [148, 151] simply kept
the default output dimension of the well-known CNN architectures adopted to train their
models. Since the impact of dimensional reduction within deep CNNs on SBIR retrieval
performance is not fully discussed, we decided to explore it in our experiments in Chapter. 4.
Descriptor sparsity is also a desirable property. If feature vectors can be binarised, they
could be stored with significantly less memory footprint; also similarity measurement metrics
such as Hamming distance could be computed faster. Early approaches implemented feature
binarisation as a separate step, for example Wang et al. [181] used PCA hashing to compress
descriptors into 40-bit hash code. Min-Hash was used by Bozas et al. [14] to encode binary
local HoG features under an inverse index scheme. Following the success of image deep
hashing, Xu et al. [197] in their Sketch-based Sketch Retrieval (SBSR) work adopted [100]
with sigmoid layer and quantisation loss to produce the binary hash codes. Liu et al. [103]
added more constraints including cross-view pairwise loss and semantic factorisation loss to
regularise the hashes, leading to impressive performance over several benchmarks.
2.2.3 SBIR with multiple modalities
The depiction power of a sketch is often limited in conveying structural information only. In
order to provide users with more expressive power, sketch queries could be associated with
additional information streams carrying colour, texture or text queries. Jacob et al. [77] and
Shechtman and Irani [153] let users search shape and colour at the same time by drawing a
blob-based sketch as the query. The QBIC system [48] support similar functionalities except
that the colour stream could be provided separately as a palette with preferred percentages
for each colour, which is not very intuitive. MagicBrush [165] also supports colour via a
user-friendly interface that allows a user to paint out their visual expectations, although its
implement details are not disclosed.
SBIR with combination of text and shape receives even less interest, probably because
text is not very suitable to describe visual appearance in details. Hu et al. [72] enabled
sketched queries with annotations. However the associated text is matched against tagged
keywords in the database images so this second querying stream is not really of CBIR.
Similarly, Sketch2Photo [24] and the related work [181, 101] allow users to label object parts
but the annotated text is only used for searching candidate images on the Internet before the
actual visual search phase takes place. On the other hand, Song et al. [162] learnt a joint
embedding of sketch, image and text using a multi-branch quadruplet network for the main
purpose of improving their sketch-photo model only.
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2.2.4 SBIR applications
Unlike the full blossom of CBIR applications, SBIR is largely at an early stage of development
as most SBIR systems are for demonstration only. In this section we review several popular
SBIR applications of which some are also in the field of CBIR (subsec. 2.1.5).
QBIC [48] supports both blob-based and line-art SBIR alongside CBIR. A sketch query
can also be composed using a blocky colour layout diagram (Fig. 2.4 (a)). For scalability, the
database images are clustered with each cluster having a representative descriptor. A query is
first matched against the representatives before a subsequent exhausted search is performed
on the top-ranked clusters.
MindFinder [181] and Sketch2Photo [24] both offers visual search with annotated
sketches. The applications uniquely allow search of multiple objects with spatial constraints
in a combined QKW and QVE paradigm (Fig. 2.4 (b-c)). The user-interface is friendly
allowing fast query construction although text search is not conducted directly. A simplified
version of MindFinder is SketchMatch [115], a shape-only SBIR game available on Windows
Apps Store (Fig. 2.4f).
Gboard [109] and Emoji Recognizer [171] developed by Google for emoji search on
mobile phone keyboard and Android Wear respectively. These applications support SBIR on
a small database of thousands of emoji (Fig. 2.4 (d,g)).
DeTexify [90] is an publicly available sketch based symbol search tool developed to
enable users of the LaTeX authoring environment to quickly locate markup command codes
for mathematical symbols (Fig. 2.4 (e)).
2.3 Summary
SBIR is an emerging field and has been receiving extensive interests in the CBIR community.
Although many SBIR approaches are adopted from CBIR, modifications and optimisations
are needed at certain stages (especially at the feature extraction stage) to achieve good
performance. The biggest challenge uniquely in SBIR is probably the cross-domain matching
problem. Majority of shallow-feature approaches addresses this challenge by discarding
colour and texture from images unifying sketches and image edgemaps into a single domain.
As deep learning swept computer vision fields, direct sketch-image matching in SBIR is
possible with deep CNNs. Other SBIR problems such as sketch ambiguity and imperfection
could also be addressed via deep learning. Maintaining interactive retrieval speed is another
crucial task in SBIR, which is often justified via compact feature extraction or indexing.
Yet there are still several gaps in the literature that will be addressed in this thesis:
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Feature representation is the core of an indexed-based SBIR system. A number of
approaches (of which many are based on deep learning) have been proposed for a reliable
and high-performance feature extraction scheme. Yet there is little empirical research about
how the architecture, training data, training methodology and embedding dimension affect
the performance of a SBIR network. The hypotheses discussed in sec. 1.4.1 have not been
thoroughly verified. These shortfalls are explored in Chapter. 4 of this thesis.
Multi-modality SBIR is an interesting topic but has not gained much attention in the
literature. Colour SBIR was addressed in several works but the approaches are either not
very intuitive (in the way of composing colour and shape queries) or not publicly disclosed.
Textual SBIR receives limited publications of which most use the text queries in a traditional
text-based search to short-list the candidate images. Meanwhile, to our best knowledge
texture SBIR remains an unexplored area. In the scope of this thesis, we contribute to the
literature a study about colour SBIR in Chapter. 3 and a solution for texture/contextual SBIR
in Chapter. 5.
Unsupervised and Semi-supervised learning are desirable learning for CBIR, consid-
ering the vast majority of images on the Internet are unlabelled. It is even more attractive for
SBIR since sketch datasets are much sparser than images and the cost to generate a labelled
sketch set is much higher. However, most SBIR approaches that involve machine learning
are supervised. Fine-grain SBIR even requires stricter supervision in which instance-level
sketch-image pairs must be available at training phase. A study towards semi-supervised
SBIR is conducted in Chapter. 6 of this thesis.
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(a) QBIC [48].
(b) Sketch2Photo [24].
(c) MindFinder [181].
(d) Gboard [109]. (e) Detexify [90].
(f) SketchMatch [115]. (g) Emoji Recogniser [171].
Figure 2.4: SBIR applications on desktop (a-c) and mobile (d-g).
Chapter 3
Scalable Sketch-based Image Retrieval
using Colour Gradient Features
In this Chapter we address two complementary challenges of SBIR: (i) enhancing the
capability of sketch queries to communicate search intent and (ii) efficient indexing for
interactive retrieval speed. We tackle the former problem by integrating an additional
modality (specifically, colour) into sketches at the same time retaining the convenience of
sketched query creation. This enables both colour and shape of an object of interest to be
searchable using a single line-art sketched query. We compare and contrast several pre- and
post-fusion approaches for combining the two modalities into the search index. To deal with
the latter problem, we propose a novel inverse-index for colour and shape representations
that delivers scalable search with interactive query times — in the order of a few seconds
over tens of millions (order 107) of images.
3.1 Introduction
Sketches are inherently multi-modal; they depict many aspects of appearance such as shape
and colour. While shape (structure) is the dominant source of information to be captured
within a sketch, colour can play an important role in distinguishing similar-shape objects.
For example, a user wishes to search for images containing the sun, and she draws a circle as
the query. A shape-only SBIR system may return whatever round objects e.g. moon, ball,
wheel, etc. It would be helpful if the user can draw a red circle to search for the sun as a
colour-supported SBIR system would return red and round objects which is more likely to
be the sun. Eventually, incorporating colour as a new modality could help to reduce the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.1: Sketch examples: (a) blob-based colour sketches; (b) line-art black-white sketches
and (c) our colour-intergrated line-art sketches. (d) our simple interface1 for drawing those
sketches in (c).
semantic gap between the powerful and complex representation capability of human mind’s
eye and a simple 2-D sketch (and the computer algorithm to encode it).
However, most existing approaches focus primarily on shape alone in SBIR while very
few [48, 160, 36] consider colour as a fruitful feature. These approaches all require user-
submitted queries to be blob-based sketches so that colour could be integrated, turning the
sketches into colour images with flat texture (Fig. 3.1 (a)). This complicates the production
of sketch queries, therefore defeats the original purpose of creating visual queries with ease
and little effort. Instead, we propose using coloured strokes in line-art sketches to represent
both shape and colour (Fig. 3.1 (c)). With the popularity of smart phones and tablets, this
provides a simple yet powerful way of creating sketch queries. Although drawing with this
technique is not always possible (for example if an inner line separates two colour regions
but we can only use one colour to draw that line), it is especially useful for users who just
want to outline coarse colour of the objects of interest rather than looking at fine-grain detail.
This Chapter presents a novel SBIR framework that uniquely accepts line-art colour
drawings as queries. To deliver this framework two technical contributions are proposed:
• We extend the classical GF-HoG descriptor to enable colour-shape retrieval. We
report a comprehensive investigation exploring integration points for colour as a new
modality within the GF-HoG descriptor and index representation. We make several
recommendations on how this second, novel modality of colour can be integrated for
maximum accuracy and search efficiency (speed).
• We show how the slow linear and kd-tree based search strategies currently proposed for
GF-HoG can be substituted for an efficient inverse index structure enabling scalability
1https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.collomosse.sketcher
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of GF-HoG to over three million images (several orders of magnitude greater than
largest image dataset previously demonstrated for this framework) whilst retaining
retrieval speeds of less than one second.
The layout of the rest of this Chapter is as follows: sec. 3.2 describes how shape and
colour features are extracted from sketches and photo images. Sec. 3.3 presents the method
of inverse indexing and several fusion techniques for colour and shape features. Finally,
experimental results are discussed in sec. 3.4.
3.2 Feature extraction
We build upon the work of Hu et al. [71, 72], who construct a dense field of edge orientations
from a sparse set of strokes (in sketches) or Canny edge pixels (in photographs). This
synthesized gradient field (GF) is treated as synthetic texture from which Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HoG) descriptors are computed at multiple scales and passed through
a vector quantization (codebooking) process to build an image descriptor that is invariant
to depictive style. In this section, we briefly recap on this dense field interpolation process
(subsec. 3.2.1) as it remains central to the proposed SBIR approach. We then explain how
GF-HoG can be extended to encode colour features (subsec. 3.2.2).
3.2.1 Classical GF-HoG for shape encoding
The GF-HoG method [71, 72] takes as input a binary edge field M(x) = {0,1} where x ∈Ω
the set of image pixel coordinates, comprising known M(x) = 1 and unknown M(x) = 0
pixels. At each known pixel a local estimate of edge orientation is available as:
θ [x] 7→ arctan
(
δM
δy
/
δM
δx
)
, ∀x M(x) = 1. (3.1)
A dense orientation field Θ(x) over the image is required to sample the HoG descriptors, for
which several interpolation strategies may be applied from the sparse x but Hu et al. identified
a Laplacian smoothness constraint as producing the highest accuracy results:
ΘΩ = argmin
Θ
∫ ∫
Ω
(▽Θ−v)2 s.t.Θ |δΩ= θ |δΩ . (3.2)
The equation is solved in closed form via Poisson’s equation with Dirichlet boundary
conditions i.e. △Θ = divv overΩ s.t.Θ |δΩ= θ |δΩ, where v is the guidance field derived
from θ . In practice we solve for v= δMδx and v=
δM
δy separately as single channel interpolation
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problems, then combine to obtain θ via eq. 3.1. The single channel solution is given by
solving the linear system:

1 0 0 ... 0 0
0 1 0 ... 0 0
...
...
−1 4 −1 ... −1 −1
...
...
0 0 0 ... 0 1


x′1
x′2
...
x′u
...
x′n

=

v1
v2
...
0
...
vn

. (3.3)
where the first two and last rows of the design matrix above indicate known pixels i.e.
M(xi) = 1, for which we know the corresponding value from the guidance field vi via eq. 3.1
and the middle row indicates an unknown pixel for which we wish to derive a value x′u. In
this case elements of the designed matrix row are set to 4 at the position corresponding to
xu and −1 at the four locations north, south, east and west of xu. Thus the linear system
comprises an n× n design matrix for an n pixel image; in practice we reduce complexity
by resizing M preserving aspect ratio, such that Ω is a 2D image domain with the longest
side of 200 pixels. Eq. 3.3 is solvable via a sparse linear solver e.g. LAPACK in only a few
milliseconds for n of this order. This yields values for all x′, constraining x′i = xi if M(xi) = 1.
HoG descriptors [35] are computed local to key-points M(x) = 1 at multiple scales.
Codeword frequency histograms are computed for each image to yield the final global image
descriptor. Using a 9-bin angular quantization for HoG, and a 3×3 grid structure with each
grid cell of side 7, 11, 25 pixels (for the multiple scales) we obtain a 81-D descriptor for
the BoVW. Hu et al. identified in [72] that a dictionary size of k = 3500 yields optimal
performance of 12% mean average precision (mAP) over the diverse Flickr15k dataset. To
further improve this performance we report three minor enhancements. Although these do
not form our core contributions, they establish a strong baseline upon which we build our
colour and scalability extensions.
1. We apply a bilateral filter [176] to the image database prior to extracting the M(x).
The anisotropic smoothing preserves edges whilst abstracting image content, removing
fine texture clutter that distorts the GF. This is also beneficial for the colour fields
(subsec. 3.2.2).
2. Applying binary dilation to M(x) produces a more robust, noise-free GF.
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Figure 3.2: Gradient field visualisation. Top row: original sketches and images. Bottom row:
corresponding gradient fields where each pixel’s intensity reflects the orientation of nearby
edge pixels.
3. Forcing the guidance field v to zero at the single-pixel image perimeter causes detail
near the image edges to be attenuated inΘ. This has the effect of focusing the descriptor
on objects more central to the image reducing sensitivity to clutter.
These small improvements raise the best-reported performance for classic GF-HoG over
Flickr15k from 12% to 16% mAP, an equivalent boost to a recent GF-HoG adaptation using
an expensive perceptual edge detection step in lieu of Canny [131]. Several examples of
GF-HoG interpolation are shown in Fig. 3.2.
3.2.2 Colour extraction
Colour is incorporated into the GF-HoG pipeline using the CIELab colour space due to its
approximation of perceptual uniformity (Fig. 3.3 (a)). The chroma (a* and b*) channels are
extracted from the colour photograph, following an initial bilateral filtering pass. To process
the sketch we wish to create a smooth interpolation of known colour values at M(x) = 1
across Ω (similar to eq. 3.2), and this is achieved by solving linear system eq. 3.3 using the
a* or b* channel respectively as the scalar guidance field v, to yield interpolated fields AΩ.
3.2.2.1 Luminance transfer function
Working solely with a* and b* offers the convenience of brightness invariance, which is
attractive as colour choices in user sketches tend to be highly stereotypical (e.g. an artificial
bright green to indicate the more subtle greens occurring in nature) and there is a natural
tendency for users to sketch with a limited colour palette. However, this 2D space prevents
discrimination between black, grey, and white all of which manifest around the midpoint
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Figure 3.3: Double-sigmoid filter design for L∗ channel: (a) the CIELab space; (b) different
colours (a∗,b∗) have different perceptual black and white thresholds on L∗; (c) Decision
surface visualising threshold values for black (bottom) and white (top) across the (a∗,b∗)
space; (d) Illustrating shape of the double-sigmoid transfer function.
of the space a∗ = b∗ = 0.5. This is problematic as such colours commonly occur in both
sketches and natural objects.
We therefore consider the luminance (L∗) channel of the input image, interpolated densely
via the method of subsec. 3.2.1 using mask M(x) as before but drawing our guidance field v
from L∗(x) rather than θ(x) as in GF-HoG. We pass the densely interpolated result (written
L∗Ω) through a soft min-max i.e. double-sigmoid operator to produce a tri-level signal that
soft-clamps to a binary response at extremes of L∗Ω but defaults to the midpoint of L
∗
Ω to
offer invariance to luminance difference for values of L∗Ω toward the mid-range. Writing this
transfer function S(λ ;a,b), where λ = L∗Ω(x) is normalized pixel intensity sampled from the
dense field and a,b are the chroma components of a given CIELab colour:
f (λ ;a,b) =
0.5
1+ e−B(λ−M1(a,b))
+
0.5
1+ e−B(λ−M2(a,b))
. (3.4)
S(λ ;a,b) = 0.5+( f (λ ;a,b)−0.5)s. (3.5)
where B is the slope of the sigmoid function; M1(.) and M2(.) are black and white thresholds
respectively set on a per-colour basis as a function of (a,b); and the weight factor s decides the
lower and upper bound of the function. In our implementation we select B = 64 and s = 0.1
(Fig. 3.3 (d)). The values of M1(.) and M2(.) are colour dependent, i.e. each pair (a*,b*)
has different black and white thresholds (Fig. 3.3 (b)). We specify these thresholds a priori
via a manual calibration process. We construct a 2-tuple look-up table (a∗,b∗) 7→ (M1,M2)
by manually selecting black and white thresholds for pairs of (a*,b*) sampled at regular
intervals. At run-time linearly interpolating nearest look-up values yields thresholds for any
colour. The resulting decision surfaces are visualized in Fig. 3.3 (c). Since the black and
white range is subjective the threshold mesh is also subjective and is estimated as a once-only
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Figure 3.4: Colour interpolation for sketches. Gradient field is computed on separate CIELab
channels w.r.t pixel intensity instead of orientation in GF-HoG. A double-sigmoid filter is
applied on the brightness channel.
pre-process by an individual with good colour vision. The whole colour interpolation process
is summarised in Fig. 3.4.
3.2.2.2 Feature Sampling
Sparse features are extracted local to M(x) = 1 using windows of size w. We establish a 3×3
grid within the w×w window and compute the mean of each of the three interpolated colour
channels within each cell. The resulting 9 values from each channel are concatenated to form
3 independent channel feature vectors, which are then concatenated to form a 27-D colour
descriptor named HˆC. Local to the same feature point we extract the 81-D GF-HoG shape
descriptor (HˆS) following the method of subsec. 3.2.1, without proceeding to the BoVW
stage. The compound descriptor for the sparse feature point x is formed as vi =
[
HˆC, HˆS
]
used
in separated form by some of the fusion strategies later explored. The set of colour-shape
descriptors Vi = {v1, ...,vn} is collected over multiple scales, where w = {21,33,45} pixels
and i = [1, |D|] for the searchable set of images D.
3.3 Inverted index
Inverted index structures originate in the retrieval of text documents and have become widely
adopted in general content-based retrieval systems where each document can be hashed into
a set of unordered tokens or codewords. A simple linear search results in O(N) index entries
being visited per query, scaling linearly with document count. By contrast, an inverse index
maintains a table of codewords and for each of these, a list of documents containing those
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Figure 3.5: Conventional indexing (left) where every image is an entry; and inverted index
(right) where each entry is a visual word instead.
words is maintained. As a usable hash will always result in a much smaller codeword count
(k) than document count (N), leading to O(k) scalability which is usually preferable as, being
a hashing function, k ≪ N.
We adopt a vector quantization (BoVW) strategy for image representation, after [72, 42,
71], and so can integrate forms of the inverse index in our algorithm. We first describe the
similarity metric used to compute the ranking score in sub. 3.3.1. We then propose three
approaches for representing and matching V in such an index. The three approaches – early
fusion, hybrid inverted table and late fusion – differ in where to fuse the shape and colour
modalities together.
3.3.1 Similarity metric
During the process of image retrieval, only the visual words available in the query are visited.
The images associated with these visual words are accumulated in the ranking scores via
eq. 3.6 defined between a query document (sketch) Q and any image Di [207, 193]. Eq. 3.6
represents the cosine rule fused with the inverse document frequency (IDF) rule which
accounts for the weights of a visual word in the query, the candidate image and the whole
database altogether:
Sim1(Q,Di) =
1
MQMDi
∑
p∈Q∩Di
(1+ ln fQ,p)(1+ ln fDi,p)IDFp. (3.6)
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.6: Summarizing the three approaches for colour-shape indexing: (a) early fusion;
(b) hybrid inverted S-C table; (c) Late fusion. Red cross illustrates fusion between colour
and shape features; blue cross represents the ranking process.
where MQ =
√
∑p∈Q (1+ ln fQ,p)2, MDi =
√
∑p∈Di (1+ ln fDi,p)2, IDFp = 1+ ln
N
fp
. N is
number of images in the whole database, fp is number of images containing visual word Wp,
fQ,p and fDi,p are the counts of visual word Wp in the query and image respectively.
The structure of the inverted table allows multi-thread/multi-core processing to speed up
the calculation. Many terms in eq. 3.6 can also be computed offline and the inverted table
can be trivially appended as the database grows.
3.3.2 Early fusion
For each document Di ∈ D the combined 108-D colour-shape descriptors Vi (concatenation
of the 27-D HˆC and 81-D HˆS components) for each key-point x s.t. M(x) = 1 are collected
for all windows over all scales (Fig.3.6 (a)). Since the colour and shape components of this
descriptor are of differing dimension, we up-weight the colour subspace (in our results by
a factor of 2.0) to balance the modalities. Vector quantization is performed upon a random
sub-sample of all V1..|D| via k-means resulting in a dictionary of codewords W =W1..k. Hard
assignment of Vi to W yields corresponding frequency (Di, fDi,p) where fDi,p is number of
occurrences of a given word Wp in image Di.
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3.3.3 Hybrid inverted table
Vector quantization is performed on the colour HˆC and shape HˆS subspaces of V independently
(two codebooks WC and W S are produced respectively). Thus, two codewords are associated
via hard-assignment to each v j, which we write WCp and W
S
p . A hybrid inverted table is built
within space WC×W S, yielding a hash entry for each hybrid word i.e. concatenation of WCp
and W Sp . Fig. 3.6 (b) illustrates this hybrid arrangement.
At query-time, visual words from the query are similarly extracted and concatenated into
compound words. Writing each compound word [WCp W
S
p ] as WQ and WDi for the query and
document respectively, the similarity function eq. 3.6 may be directly applied to estimate the
relevance of each document WDi .
3.3.4 Late fusion
In the late fusion strategy (Fig. 3.6 (c)), separate codebooks are independently produced
for the colour HˆC and shape HˆS subspaces of V . The similarity of Q to Di is determined via
eq. 3.6 for each modality using independent codebooks. Writing these intermediate scores
Sim1C(Q,Di) and Sim1S(Q,Di), they are combined using a geometric mean:
Sim2(Q,Di) = Sim1S(Q,Di)1−wSim1C(Q,Di)w (3.7)
where w is the geometric weighting factor (w= 0.2 in our implementation i.e. 80% of the
contribution to final ranking is derived from the shape score). Although w is constant for our
results, it would be practical to enable user control over this value for relevance feedback.
3.4 Experiments
We report several experiments evaluating each strategy for scalable SBIR indexing, con-
sidering first classical GF-HoG with an inverse index, and then the various colour-shape
representations proposed.
We use two separate datasets to evaluate the accuracy and computational cost. The public
SBIR Flickr15k dataset [72] comprises of 15k colour photographs with associated query
sketches. The dataset is groundtruthed for 33 categories of shape and is augmented in this
work with additional annotation for colour. We manually labelled each image to one of
the 9 colours (black, white, grey, brown, red, yellow, blue, green, purple) according to the
dominant colour of the object of interest within the photograph. Second, we gathered a
dataset of 3 million unique creative-commons licensed images from Flickr (Flickr3M). We
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Figure 3.7: Interference of background colour can have a negative impact on the construction
of the index.
used various keywords describing object classes echoing Flickr15k to direct the web-crawler
and assemble this image set (e.g. “dog”, “moon”, “car”), landmarks (e.g. “Eiffel tower”,
“London bridge”) , and scenes (e.g. “sun rise”, “beach”).
A 90 sketch query-set was formed to evaluate our approaches over both Flickr15k
and Flickr3M. Using the 330 Flickr15k query sketches (10 per each of 33 categories) we
recoloured the sketches to each of our 9 colours resulting in 2970 sketches. We then manually
culled sketches from the query-set that did not exist within the Flickr15k dataset. We
considered both shape and colour when making this decision (e.g. a purple swan). The result
of this objective culling process was 90 sketches corresponding to the objects in the Flickr15k
dataset. Several examples are shown as insets in Fig. 3.11.
We employed Mean Average Precision (mAP) as the evaluation metric for retrieval
accuracy. mAP measures performance of a SBIR system via positions of the relevant images
in retrieval results. Given a set of queries Q = {qi|i = 1,2, ...,M} and an image database of
size N, the mAP can be computed as follows:
rel(k) =
{
1 if the kth returned image is relevant
0 otherwise
,
P(k) =
∑ki=1 rel(i)
k
=
# relevants in top k results
k
,
AP =
∑Nk=1 P(k)× rel(k)
∑Nk=1 rel(k)
,
mAP =
1
M
M
∑
q=1
APq . (3.8)
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Figure 3.8: (a) Evaluating mAP for the Inverted Index vs Linear Search for classical GF-HoG
over Flickr15k. (b) Performance of early fusion colour-shape indexing strategy for varying
codebook size (k). Bottom: Performance of hybrid (c) and late (d) fusion strategies for
varying dictionary sizes (ks and kc).
3.4.1 Evaluation of accuracy
We benchmark the performance of classical GF-HoG with linear search to our inverted
index, using the histogram intersection (HI) metric reported to yield the highest mAP in
[72]. Both methods use an identical feature extraction process (i.e. using the shape-only
GF-HoG descriptor outlined in subsec. 3.2.1), and the same dictionary size k=3500. The
only difference lays in the indexing and retrieving steps. Fig. 3.8 (a) shows that the inverted
index yields superior performance to linear search via HI by 1.5%. More importantly, the
inverted index method performs fewer calculations than linear HI. On average a query visits
less than 500k nodes of the inverted table, whilst the number of entries visited for exhaustive
search is 52.5m (equal to N× k = 15000×3500).
Next, we evaluate the performance of the three proposed colour-shape fusion strategies.
We measure the mAPs of these approaches for a variety of shape and colour (S-C) codebook
sizes, which we denote as ks and kc respectively for the hybrid and late fusion approaches
(note the early fusion approach uses a single codebook size k), visualized in Fig. 3.8 (b-d).
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Figure 3.9: Performance of the three approaches (left) on Flickr15k via mAP and (right)
Flickr3M via Precision@20.
The early fusion approach has maximum mAP at k = 5000, whilst the hybrid and late fusion
approaches exhibit the highest mAP at lower colour and mid-range shape codebook sizes;
(ks,kc) = (3500,10) and (5000,30) for the two approaches respectively. The small colour
codebook size may be explained by the small number of colour labels that we used to
produce the groundtruth. Notably the mAP for the hybrid approach falls faster than the late
fusion approach as kc increases, and the mAP value is more sensitive to kc than to ks in both
approaches.
Fig. 3.9 (a) depicts the precision-recall (PR) curves of the three strategies at their
optimal codebook size combinations. Late fusion outperforms the others with mAP = 26%.
Interestingly, the hybrid strategy has a better performance than the early fusion for the
top ∼ 3000 results (20% of the dataset) but has lower overall mAP. This indicates that the
hybrid strategy results in a majority of the relevant images distributed both on the top and
at the bottom of the ranking list (explaining the flat tail of the approach’s PR curve). One
explanation is ambiguity between background and foreground colours occurring within the
window used to cut features in subsec. 3.2.2.2, illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Here, a patch of a
yellow object on black background might be clustered to either a “yellow” cluster (ideal
scenario) or a “black” cluster (sub-optimal scenario). The structure of the hybrid inverted
table in the hybrid approach strictly enforces an “AND” relation of shape and colour, i.e.
such image patches will be associated with incorrect S-C entries.
Our experiments on the Flickr3M add further support for the late fusion strategy. Since it
is difficult to label the whole 3M images we manually assess the precision of the approaches
over the top 20 returned results i.e. producing a precision@20 metric, Fig. 3.9 (b). Only the
images which match both shape and colour are considered as relevant. Also, we used soft
marking in our assessment of shape. For example, if the user draws a circle to represent the
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Figure 3.10: Effect on Query speed. Impact of increasing codebook size for the three
approaches over Flickr15k: (a) early fusion; (b) hybrid inverted table; (d) late fusion. Impact
of increasing dataset size for the three strategies (c).
moon, an image of “coin” or “ball” with the same colour can be marked as relevant. The late
fusion outperforms the others with 7% and 9% mAP boost for the top 20 results — Fig. 3.11
visually illustrates several success and failure cases.
3.4.2 Query-time performance
We evaluate the impact of codebook size on query-time execution speed (Fig. 3.10). In the
early fusion approach the retrieval time increases linearly with k (Fig. 3.10 (a)), while in the
other approaches the relationship is exponential in Ks whilst no trend is obvious in colour
codebook size since the Kc range for functional retrieval is too small (Fig. 3.10 (b,d)). As the
codebook size increases, a sketch tends to have more non-zero bins in its histogram meaning
more entries in the inverse index must be visited, increasing the retrieval time.
Fig. 3.10 (c) compares the scalability of the three approaches in terms of query execution
time as database size grows. This has been measured by randomly sub-sampling the Flickr3M
dataset to varying degrees. The hybrid approach enjoys the fastest querying-time performance
as it has the sparsest inverted table (ks× kc number of entries). By contrast, the late fusion
approach has to process the shape and colour inverted tables separately and thus is slower
yet scales close to linear. However, even on the 3-million dataset the late fusion technique
exhibits the highest accuracy takes less than one second (typically 200-700ms) to process
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Figure 3.11: Top 20 retrieval results for 8 examples from the query set for Flickr3M, including
both relevant (tick) and irrelevant (cross) results. Semi-relevant results (e.g. images having
similar spatial structure, or the same shape but different colour) are marked with an orange
circle. Failure case in bottom-right. Queries took between 200-700ms over 3 million images.
a query on a commodity 2.6Ghz AMD workstation. It is worth noting that at least half of
this execution time is spent to sorting the similarity scores (with complexity O(NlogN))
to yield the ranked list, so the actual time spent searching the inverted table(s) is less than
half of a second. In general, the querying time is shorter for those sketches with a higher
level of abstraction and little colour variance since their shape and colour histograms have
more empty codeword bins. As a further experiment we explored an application of our
approach over the public ImageNet datasets; 12 million diverse images typically used for
object recognition (Fig. 3.12). Search times for this very large dataset averaged at 3.27±0.62
seconds for the six queries shown. These timings are for a single instance running on a
commodity PC; clearly map-reduce or similar distributed engineering frameworks could
deliver time savings.
3.4.3 Failure cases
Examples of failure cases are shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12 bottom. Most of the failure
cases occur when querying complicated objects. In these cases the colour requirement is
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Figure 3.12: Representative colour SBIR results for free-hand queries on ImageNet. Queries
took approximately 2-3s over 12 million images.
often met but the system fails to match user’s structural intent. For example, a query of
“Colosseum” returns mostly buildings with multiple doors and notice boards with several text
lines all of which coarsely resembles the structure of the query (Fig. 3.11 bottom-right). Also,
Fig. 3.12 bottom-left indicates that the system is able to match the outer shape of the query
but struggles to capture its interior details. Perhaps, the more complex a query is the less
likely the system can find a closely resembled edgemap. Additionally, due to user drawing
imperfection a complicated sketch is more error-prone than an abstract one and those errors
could be amplified through the gradient extrapolation process. This probably explains why
the system work best for simple sketches that portrait the outer shape or silhouette of the
objects of interest.
Fig. 3.12 bottom-right exposes a well-known problem of BoVW. Here, a query of three
yellow bananas returns different objects of which only two are relevant. These objects indeed
have similar shape if considered locally e.g. the 45-degree yellow curve at the edge of the
query can be found in every returned image, yet are completely irrelevant at semantic level.
The most probable source of problem is that BoVW fails to capture the spatial relationship
between image patches during its histogram construction. This problem is more apparent
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on a large dataset where chance of getting different objects bearing similar local features is
higher.
3.5 Conclusion
We have reported several experiments seeking to determine the best strategy (in terms of
accuracy and speed) for incorporating both the modality of colour, and the efficient inverse
index representation within the GF-HoG SBIR framework. Neither has been demonstrated
with GF-HoG before, and more broadly, scalable SBIR has been demonstrated only with
shape (not colour-shape) previously. Our experiments with 3 million images of Flickr3M
and later with ImageNet demonstrate the scalability of GF-HoG which had previously
been demonstrated only with 15k images. As a secondary contribution, we extended the
sketch query-set and ground-truth annotation of the Flickr15k database with colour labels.
Concluding that the best strategy for colour-shape search is a late fusion strategy with
an independent inverse index structure for each modality, and vector quantization applied
coarsely for the colour modality and finely for the shape modality.
Overall, we demonstrate that colour could be integrated into line-art sketch to com-
bat sketch ambiguity without sacrificing much time and efforts from end-users in query
construction. We extend the classic GF-HoG descriptor to work on colour and propose a
late-fusion strategy for colour-shape retrieval under an efficient inverse indexing framework.
The proposed approach was among state-of-art dictionary-learning methods at the time of
publication, tested on the defacto Flickr15k dataset.
Further extensions of this work could build upon the convenience of weighting parameter
w appearing after the codebooking processes, which could be interactively varied by the user
for relevance feedback, enabling the user to easily re-rank results by rebalancing the two
modalities. Additionally, inverse index could be improved further via multiprocessing and
distributed computing.

Chapter 4
Sketch-based Image Retrieval with
Convolution Neural Neural Networks
In this Chapter we address SBIR as a cross-domain modelling problem. Because of their
visual differences, sketches and images are treated as two different domains; and a machine
learning model is trained to bridge the gap between these two. Following the successful
application of deep CNN elsewhere within Computer Vision, we propose learning a common
embedding for sketches and images by regressing a multi-branch network. These CNNs allow
data-driven learning and dimensionality reduction at the same time so that an embedding that
is both compact and representative is achievable. Intensive studies about network structures,
weight sharing, data augmentation, dimensionality reduction and training strategies were
conducted to explore the abilities of these networks to generalise beyond known-categories
with limited training data.
4.1 Introduction
Sketches and images are naturally distinct domains due to their considerable visual differ-
ences. Traditional SBIR approaches that rely on shallow features and BoVW (including
our previous work in Chapter 3) often match sketches to a more similar intermediate form
of images such as edgemaps. By doing so, it is assumed that sketch and image’s edgemap
are visually similar. Thus, such systems usually perform well when users draw a query
close to edgemaps of the target images. However sketches are not edge maps, and instead
depict salient abstractions parsed through the human ability to parse and understand the
relative importance of objects in a scene. Sketches and image edgemaps, despite both being
sparse and representative of objects’ structure, therefore differ in several major respects. A
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.1: The vast differences between sketches (bottom row) and images (top row)
and their edgemaps (middle row): (a) anthropomorphism - a spider with human face; (b)
caricature - exaggerating spikes in a hedgehog drawing; (c) simplification - human limbs are
represented as single strokes; (d) focus - background objects often omitted in a sketch.
sketch consists of discrete line strokes purposely arranged to communicate structure while an
edgemap is constructed according to intensity changes in pixels and so beholden to the correct
operation of edge detection algorithms. Sketches are also error-prone and ambiguous due
to imperfect drawing skill or natural tendencies to alter appearance during object depiction
(e.g. caricature, anthropomorphism, simplification, etc) while edgemaps suffer from spurious
signal presence e.g. due to cluttered background. This raises the need for treating sketches,
images and their edgemaps differently in any SBIR systems (Fig. 4.1).
We explore SBIR as a cross-domain learning problem, matching sketches with photo
images and/or their edgemaps as a regression problem using CNNs. In recent years, CNNs
have gained traction as a powerful and flexible tool for machine perception problems [91],
and more recently have been explored for SBIR particularly within fine-grain retrieval tasks,
e.g. to find a specific shoe within a dataset of shoes [201, 148]. Those studies, however,
do not investigate how suitable embeddings learned by these multi-branch networks are
for generalising across object categories. For example, enabling a user to search for visual
attributes within datasets containing diverse objects (e.g. a specific furniture form, a spotted
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dog, or particular building structure); a problem explored more extensively by prior work
[40, 72, 145].
Within this Chapter, we present a comprehensive investigation of embedding strategies
evaluating these against popular SBIR benchmarks (Flickr15k [72], TU-Berlin [40]). We
explore appropriate CNN architectures, weight sharing schemes and training methodolo-
gies to learn a low-dimensional embedding for the representation of both sketches and
edgemaps/photographs — in practical terms, a metric space amenable to fast approximate
nearest neighbour (ANN) search (e.g. L2 norm) for SBIR. Additionally, a novel triplet archi-
tecture and training methodology capable of generalising across hundreds of object categories
is introduced, and reported to outperform existing SBIR methods by a significant margin on
leading benchmarks [72, 40].
Concretely, we explore several important questions around effective learning of deep
representations for SBIR. The following research questions correspond to our hypotheses
stated in subsec. 1.4.1:
1. Input Modality: SBIR and the related task of sketched image classification variously
employ edge extraction as a pre-processing step to align the statistics of sketch and photo
distributions. Is this a beneficial strategy when learning a SBIR feature embedding? [H1]
2. Generalisation: Given the diversity of visual concepts in the wild (∼105 categories)
and the challenges of annotating large sketch datasets (current best ∼102 categories [40])
how well can a network generalise beyond its training to unseen sketched object categories?
Are class diversity and volume of exemplars equally important? [H2]
3. Architecture: Recent exploration of SBIR has indicated triplet loss CNNs as a
promising archetype for SBIR embedding, however what kind of loss objective should be
considered and where, and which weight sharing strategies are most effective? [H4]
4. Dimensionality reduction: A compact representation is often desirable to allow
viable implementation of visual search in systems with processing, battery and memory
constraints. In our previous work with shallow features (Chapter 3), interactive retrieval
is possible only if an elegant indexing technique i.e. inverted index is employed. In deep
CNNs, what would be the best way to enforce a low dimensional embedding for efficient
SBIR indexing? [H3]
We first study sketch-edgemap matching in sec. 4.2, then move to sketch-photo match-
ing in sec. 4.3. Sec. 4.4 discusses experimental results and comparison with state-of-art
approaches.
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(a) Pre-training (b) Post-training, with margin
Figure 4.2: The concept of triplet loss – minimising the distance between an anchor and a
positive exemplar (same category) and maximising the distance between an anchor and a
negative exemplar (any other category).
4.2 Sketch-Edgemap matching with pure regression
We first explore cross-domain learning between sketches and edgemaps, an approach widely
used in almost all shallow-learning studies [131, 166, 72, 40, 144, 147, 145, 71] and many
deep-learning ones [73, 11, 132, 201]. We attempt to train a triplet neural network with
partially shared weights using a modified loss function that promotes better convergence.
In the subsequent sections we describe our network structures (subsec. 4.2.1), image pre-
processing (subsec. 4.2.4), a training problem and how it was resolved (subsec. 4.2.2), and
dimensionality reduction strategies (subsec. 4.2.3).
4.2.1 Triplet CNNs
Single-branch discriminative networks CNNs (e.g. AlexNet [91]) have delivered transforma-
tional performance gains in visual concept detection. These successes have been mirrored
in the sketch domain, notably in Yu et al.’s [202] work where the Sketch-A-Net CNN was
shown to parallel human performance on sketched object recognition over the TU-Berlin
dataset. Recent work indicates that more modest gains can be obtained through fusion of
classifiers (e.g. SVMs) with features extracted in fully connected (fc7) network layers [138].
One might naïvely hope that such layers might also provide learnable features for visual
search. However such approaches generalise poorly to imagery beyond the training set
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domain, motivating many to employ triplet CNN network designs [185, 188]. Rather than
forcing all input data to converge to a single point in the CNN output space (as implied in a
softmax loss), the triplet loss constraints only the relative distance between the anchor, and
the positive and negative exemplars (Fig. 4.2). In our case the triplet comprises a sketched
query for the anchor branch, and positive and negative exemplars derived from edge maps of
photographs (Sec. 4.2.4).
Let XS = {xSi |i = 1,2, ...,NS} ∈ RH×W×1 and XI = {xIi |i = 1,2, ...,NI} ∈ RH×W×1 be
collections of training sketches and image edgemaps, where H and W are image’s height and
width respectively, NS and NI are number of training samples in each collection. Prior to
entering convolution layer l, an input sketch/image now has size x ∈ RHl−1×Wl−1×Cl−1 where
Hl−1, Wl−1 and Cl−1 are current image’s height, width and channels (note: Hl−1 =Wl−1 = 1
in fully connected layer; and Cl−1 equals number of neurons/filters in layer l−1). Suppose
this layer, l, has Cl neurons W = {wi|i = 1,2, ...,Cl} ∈ Rhl×wl×Cl−1 and bias b ∈ RCl . The
output of such layer can be computed as:
hlW,b(x) = f (x∗W+b) (4.1)
where activation f (.) is simply a ReLU function:
f (z) = max{0,z}= {z}+ (4.2)
Given stride d and padding ph, pw, the output has size Hl×Wl×Cl , where:
Hl =
Hl−1−hl +2ph
d
+1, Wl =
Wl−1−wl +2pw
d
+1 (4.3)
Note that modern CNNs also have other layer types apart from convolution layer. For
example, a max pooling layer subsamples input signals and allows only the strongest signal
pass through (max pooling layer often follows a ReLU layer to remove zero inputs). A local
response normalisation (LRN) layer normalises the outputs of local adjacent neurons [91]
and a batch normalisation layer acts like a simplified whitening process with learnable scale
and shift [74].
A set of n cascaded layers where output of a layer is input of the next one forms an
embedding framework:
Fθ (x) ..= hn(hn−1(...h1(x))) ∈ RD (4.4)
where θ represents all training parameters, D equals number of neurons in the last (fully
connected) layer.
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Figure 4.3: A partial-sharing triplet CNN architecture for SBIR, adopting Sketch-A-
Net [202] design for each branch. The query sketch is fed to the anchor network while
a pair of photographic image edgemaps are directed to the right positive/negative nodes.
Denote FSθ S,θC(x
S) and F Iθ I ,θC(x
I) are the embedding functions for sketch and image
domains respectively. Parameters θ S and θ I represent domain-specific layers; while θC are
the common/shared parts. We build a triplet network consisting a sketch (anchor) branch
FSθ S,θC(x
S) and two identical image branches F I+θ I ,θC(x
I
+) and F
I−
θ I ,θC
(xI−). The positive branch
F I+θ I ,θC(x
I
+) accepts image edgemaps of the same labels as the sketches entering the anchor
branch, while the negative branch inputs edgemaps of different labels.
Differences in design can also arise from the degree to which layers within the two
branches share weights. Most of the existing approaches eliminate either {θ S,θ I} (i.e. full-
share) as in [151, 132, 201], or θC (i.e. no share) in [148, 183]. It was shown in [204, 200]
that low-level features are often learned in bottom (first) layers of a CNN network while
higher semantic features tend to emerge from top (last) layers. Therefore, intuitively we want
to share the top layers so that the feature embedding is learned across domains considering
the semantics (e.g. categories/classes), and let the bottom layers be learned separately for
each domain. Fig. 4.3 shows one of our proposed triplet designs with layer sharing starts
from convolution layer 4 onwards.
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(a) classical triplet loss (b) weighed-anchor triplet loss (eqn. 4.8)
Figure 4.4: (a) Illustrating collapse of the gradient with the classical triplet loss, and (b)
training with our new loss function. Note the effects of decreasing the learning rate at epoch
6000. At epoch 8000 and 9000, the learning rate is already too small to have a significant
impact. Plotting training loss (train loss) and validation mAP (val mAP).
4.2.2 Loss function and the gradient collapsing problem
Denote D(.) the cross-domain Euclidean distance between a sketch and an image’s embed-
dings:
D(xS,xI) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣FSθ S,θC(xS)−F Iθ I ,θC(xI)∣∣∣∣∣∣2 (4.5)
Given an input triplet (xS,xI+,xI−) consisting an anchor sketch xS, a similar image xI+,
and a dissimilar one xI−. The conventional triplet loss is then given by:
LT (xS,xI+,xI−) =
1
2
{m+D2(xS,xI+)−D2(xS,xI−)}+ (4.6)
where {.}+ is a hinger loss function.
Eqn. (4.6) maintains a relative gap between the anchor-positive distance D(xS,xI+) and
the anchor-negative distance D(xS,xI−). It indirectly brings the anchor-positive pair together
and at the same time pushes the anchor-negative pair further in a more flexible way than
contrastive loss. The margin m defines a threshold where the relative gap between the two
pairs is considered as acceptable i.e. LT = 0.
Triplet loss has been proven working in several studies [148, 201]. However, in our
experiments with a large number of categories trained from scratch, the training curve
quickly flattens to a global loss of m/2. This typically occurs when the differences D(xS,xI+)
and D(xS,xI−) produced low values at the same time for a given input triplet. Instead of
learning to pull the positive image closer to the anchor, whilst pushing the negative image
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away, the network effectively draws all 3 points closer together in the learned embedding.
Consequently, the gradient with respect to the three inputs collapses to zero and the network
stops learning (Fig. 4.4 (a)). We call this problem gradient collapse.
A common tactic to discourage gradient collapse is to consider L2 normalization of the
output layer prior to evaluation of eqn. (4.6) i.e. to enforce the two domains to lie upon the
unit sphere. However, in this case we are not dealing with loss spiking and collapsing to
zero, but rather to oscillate then flatten to m/2 (Fig. 4.4 (a)). Wohlhart et al. [194] observed
similar difficulties in modelling RGB-D data and proposed a new triplet loss function where
the margin and anchor-negative distance are moved to a denominator of the loss function.
However, we found this function to be unstable for our sketch-photo mapping. Moreover,
neither manual initialization of network parameters nor tuning the learning rate, margin
values, batch-size and filter parameters were found to be helpful. Perhaps, the source of
gradient collapse comes from the extreme sparsity of the training data. Note that inputs to
the network are sketches and image’s edgemaps whose 99.2% area is background pixels
(white). The negligible amount of meaningful edge pixels makes a sketch/edgemap not much
statistically different from the others. Consequently, after passing through the network the
output representations are close to each other and the subsequent back-propagation has failed
to separate them.
To deal with the gradient collapse problem, we instead propose a modification of the
conventional loss function in order to aid convergence by weighing the anchor vector with a
k factor as follows:
T (xS,xI+,xI−) =
1
2
{m+D2k(xS,xI+)−D2k(xS,xI−)}+ (4.7)
where Dk(xS,xI) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣kFSθ S,θC(xS)−F Iθ I ,θC(xI)∣∣∣∣∣∣2
Denote a ..= FSθ S,θC(x
S); p ..= F Iθ I ,θC(x
I
+) and n ..= F
I
θ I ,θC(x
I−), let rewrite the new triplet
loss function w.r.t input embeddings:
T (a, p,n) = 1
2
{m+ |ka− p|2−|ka−n|2}+ (4.8)
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(a) (b)
(c) k = 1 (d) k = 1.5 (e) k = 2 (f) k = 4
Figure 4.5: (a-b) a toy example comparing (a) conventional triplet loss function, and (b)
proposed weighed-anchor triplet loss function for a fixed value of a = 0.5. (c-f) heatmaps
showing a fixed search region distorted by increasing the weigh of the anchor on the proposed
loss function. Here the anchor vector a and the axis represent different relative values for p
and n.
The gradient for the back-propagation is given by the derivatives of this weighed-anchor
loss function for positive loss with respect to each term:
∂T
∂a
=−k [p−n] ,
∂T
∂ p
= [p− ka] , (4.9)
∂T
∂n
=− [n− ka] .
Eqn. 4.9 shows the gradient w.r.t a that is back-propagated through the anchor branch
is biased by a factor of k. In contrast, k is not involved in the gradient of the positive and
negative branches w.r.t p and n terms. This probably causes the anchor branch to be updated
at a different rate as compared to the other branches, which eventually triggers the training to
converge (Fig. 4.4 (b)).
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We offer another way to justify the gradient collapsing problem and eqn. 4.8. Our
argument relies on the hypothesis of saddle points in the learning space. If the output triplet
(a, p,n) is close to each other and has a similar value range, a saddle point will be created in
the learning space for eqn. 4.6. Fig. 4.5 (a-b) visualises the two loss functions LT (a, p,n) of
eqn. 4.6 and T (a, p,n) of eqn. 4.8 varying (p,n) for a fixed value of a = 0.5 and showing
that LT (a, p,n) is prone to developing a saddle point. This example considers the anchor,
positive and negative as scalars analogous to the scalars generated when computing the
differences in the latter two terms of each loss function. The plots indicate that relative
differences between the positive and negative vectors can develop a surface exhibits a saddle,
in which convergence is hampered. By increasing the weight of the anchor via the parameter
k as in eqn. 4.8, the function is warped, yielding a surface with more defined slope, so aiding
convergence of the optimization and mitigating the problem. This effect is visualised using
real triplet data in Fig. 4.5 (c-f) for a fixed search region and different values of k. Note
that for higher values of k the saddle is shifted from the search region to elsewhere and
that there is a clearer slope in the resulting surface that resembles a linear function. This
is perhaps equivalent to initialising the weights of the anchor branch differently from the
positive/negative branch so that a is in different value range from (p, n). However, adding k
to the loss function as in eqn. 4.8 is indeed easier and more controllable than finding a way to
initialise millions of weight parameters differently for the a and p/n branches, particularly
when these branches are partially shared.
The SGD is now encouraged to fit the sketch output feature as k times the image feature.
This behaviour can be verified empirically by examining the first non-shared layers of the
trained anchor branch, as its learned convolutional weight range is around 1/k of the image’s
counterpart. At test time, when extracting a descriptor within the embedding for a query
sketch, we simply multiply the output of the anchor branch with k. This must be done prior
to using the anchor point as a basis for measuring Euclidean distance in the space to assess
visual similarity for SBIR. We later explore the sensitivity of retrieval performance, and of
convergence time to parameter m and k (subsec. 4.4.3).
4.2.3 Dimensionalily reduction
The dimension of an embedding space is decided as the number of neurons in the last fully
connected layer. Practically, it is useful to have a compact representation, especially for
retrieval tasks, to enable efficient storage and transmission of the search index e.g. for mobile
devices. Additionally, it was shown by [150] that the dimensionality does not affect the final
accuracy in a statistically relevant manner, provided it is high enough to encompass the output
space variance. With that in mind, we selected 100 as our output dimensionality, which
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provides an efficient training time while maintaining the capability of representing descriptors
of varying complexity. Sparsity of the embedding features is studied in subsec. 4.4.3.
Since the distance metric used in eqn. 4.8 and also in retrieval ranking is Euclidean
distance, each dimension of the embedding space is treated equally. Hence, during training
the CNNs would implicitly learn a projection such that its derived embedding space is
equivalent to a Mahalanobis space. In fact CNNs have more than enough mechanism to do
so. As said, the Mahalanobis distance between a sketch and image feature vectors (z1,z2)
can be computed as follows:
d(z1,z2) =
√
(z1− z2)TΣ(z1− z2) (4.10)
where Σ ∈ RD×D is the squared symmetrical covariance matrix. Since d(z1,z2)≥ 0∀z1,z2,
Σ is semi-positive definite. Thus, Σ can be written in decomposition form Σ= MMT . Hence,
d(z1,z2) =
√
(z1− z2)T MMT (z1− z2)
=
√
(MT (z1− z2))T (MT (z1− z2)) (4.11)
=
∣∣MT (z1− z2)∣∣= ∣∣∣∣MT z1−MT z2∣∣∣∣
which is equivalent to adding a shared FC layer of parameters MT without activation to both
sketch and image branches (note the bias term will be cancelled out during subtraction). In
this sense the last FC layer of the triplet network can be seen as a dimensionality reduction
layer that is guided by the loss function.
Although CNN is mathematically capable of learning a Mahalanobis embedding, in
practice it is not often the case. First, the training data is limited and may not represent
the whole distribution (so does the test data). Second, the presence of objective functions
like softmax (if applicable) and regularisation such as Dropout encourage sparsity in the
embedding (see subsec. 4.4.3 and 4.4.4). Additionally, a lack of an explicit constraint function
(e.g. similar to the Kullback-Leiber loss in Variational AutoEncoder) can lead to an unbalance
distribution across the embedding dimensions.
4.2.4 Image pre-processing and data augmentation
Image pre-processing
Sketches and photo images are pre-processed prior to entering the triplet networks. First,
photo images are resized maintaining aspect ratio such that longest side (height or width) of
the image is 256 pixels. Next, a soft edge map is computed from the resized image using one
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(a) Sketch (b) Skeletonised (c) Image (d) gPb [4] (e) Hysteresis threshold
Figure 4.6: Pre-processing of images for triplet exemplars. Insets (c-e) in the last row are a
failure case of gPb [4] due to strong edges detected in background.
of the state-of-art contour detection methods – gPb [4]. The soft edge map is then converted
into a binary edge map by thresholding to retain the 25% strongest edge pixels, and removing
the weakest 25%. Edge following (hysteresis thresholding) is applied to the remaining pixels
as per the Canny edge detection algorithm to detect the edge points connected to the strong
edges and remove the isolated edge pixels. The resulting edgemap is padded with non-edge
pixels to achieve a fixed dimension of 256×256 pixels.
On the other hand, each sketch is resized and centred in a 256×256 canvas such that its
greatest dimension is 200 pixels (that is 78% area of the canvas). As an artefact of the capture
technology used in TU-Berlin, sketches in that dataset consist of thick strokes whereas edge
maps obtained from the images exhibit pixel-thin contours. Hen, skeletonisation [94] is
performed to bring the two domains closer into alignment. Fig. 4.6 summarises the image
and sketch pre-processing steps applied.
Data augmentation
In order to compensate for the limited sketch data available for training (a difficulty for all
contemporary sketch CNN research) and to combat the over-fitting problem, we apply data
augmentation. In addition to standard mean-image (here, mean-edge) subtraction, sketch and
photograph edge maps are randomly cropped, mirrored, scaled in range [0.9,1.1] and rotated
within [−5,5] degrees.
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Additionally, we also propose an augmentation method applicable to sketches only. For
sketches with at least N strokes (N = 10 in our experiments) we divide them into four equal
groups of strokes in drawing order. The first group contains the most important strokes —
related to the more coarse structure of the object — and it is always kept. A new sketch is
created by randomly discarding some of the other groups. This technique is inspired by Yu
et al. [202, 201] who observe that people tend to draw sketches in stages at distinct levels of
abstraction. Although being much simpler than the method proposed in [201], we observed a
∼1% mAP improvement across the board using this random stroke removal augmentation
method on the Flickr15k benchmark. The whole augmentation process was implemented
on-the-fly via a custom data-layer to reduce storage space.
4.3 Sketch-Photo matching with multi-stage regressions
Photographic images are significantly different from sketches because of the presence of
additional modalities such as colour and texture. Our experiments showed that the same
training tricks that worked well on sketch-edgemap (subsec 4.2.2) did not work on sketch-
photo. Here, we did not encounter the gradient collapsing problem. The training loss
neither converged nor became flat, but rather fluctuating arbitrarily. Again, tweaking hyper-
parameters such as learning rate, batch size, number of training epochs or margin was not
successful. Apparently, a more complicated training strategy is required.
Inspired by curriculum learning [10], we propose a multi-stage training methodology
optimised for partial-sharing networks. Our method aims to learn a model by-parts, from
easy to hard by leveraging pretrained models and combining multiple loss functions to deliver
the learning objectives.
4.3.1 Network architecture
Similar to the sketch-edgemap network designs in subsec. 4.2, we defined generic embeddings
FSθ S,θC(x
S) and F Iθ I ,θC(x
I) for sketches and photo images. With sketch and image being
compeletely different in term of depiction, it is reasonable to study various network designs
for these two domains. Here we investigated SketchANet [202], AlexNet [91], VGG 16
layers (VGG16) [155] and InceptionV1 (GoogLeNet) [168] for the sketch branch {θ S,θC};
and AlexNet, VGG16 and InceptionV1 for the image branch {θ I,θC}, although other
architectures can also be employed using the same methodology. Differences in CNN
architecture also limit the sharing options θC. When the sketch and image architectures are
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too different e.g. SketchANet-InceptionV1, we possibly need one or several fully-connected
(FC) layers unifying the branches, as well as loss functions pre- and post- unification.
At certain training stages, a contrastive loss or triplet loss can be employed. We normalize
inputs prior to these losses. The contrastive loss function accepts a pair of input examples
(xS,xI) and regresses their embedding closer or push them away depending on whether or
not xS and xI are similar [63]. Let Y represents the label of a training pair (xS,xI) such that:
Y =
{
0 if (xS,xI) are similar
1 if (xS,xI) are dissimilar
(4.12)
Then the contrastive loss, LC, can be written as:
LC(Y,xS,xI) = 12(1−Y )D
2(xS,xI) +
1
2
Y{m−D2(xS,xI)}+ (4.13)
where m is a margin defining an acceptable threshold for xS and xI to be considered as
dissimilar. The distance metric D(.) is defined in eqn. 4.5.
On the other hand, when the triplet loss is used, we used the standard triplet function as
described in eqn. 4.6.
4.3.2 Training procedure
We now describe a multi-stage training strategy for all network configurations. Although
this strategy is designed for sketch-photo mapping, it can be applied to other cross-domain
learning problems. Our method at some extents could be considered as a form of curriculum
learning [10]. The difference is that the work in [10] learns a classification model by feeding
it training samples of increasing complexities. Here, we trained our ultimately regression
model by giving it multiple learning tasks, one-by-one with increasing difficulties.
Denote LE and LR the cross-entropy and regularization losses:
LE(z) =− log
(
ezy
∑i ezi
)
(4.14)
LR(θ ) = 12∑i
θ 2i (4.15)
Our training procedure consists of 4 stages (Fig. 4.7):
– Stage 1: train unshared layers Train the sketch and photo branches independently
using a softmax loss, using pre-trained model if possible. This is purely a classification task
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stage 1 stage 2 stage 3-4
Figure 4.7: Our training procedure illustrated with a SketchANet-AlexNet architecture:
pre-training the unshared layers (stage 1), and the shared layers (stage 2) separately before
plugging those into a triplet network (stage 3 and 4).
which focuses on learning a representative model for each domain:
argmin
θ S,θC
∑
i
LE(FS(xSi ))+λLR(θ S,θC) (4.16)
argmin
θ I ,θC
∑
i
LE(F I(xiI))+λLR(θ I,θC) (4.17)
where λ is the weight decay term. Note: in eqn. 4.16 and 4.17 θC was learned independently
since no joint training is implemented at this stage.
– Stage 2: train shared layers We form a double-branch network, freeze the unshared
layers which were already learned during stage 1. Next, we use contrastive loss together with
softmax loss to train the shared layers. The use of softmax loss helps the sharing layers to
learn discriminative features from both domains, whilst contrastive loss (eqn. 4.13) provides
an early step of regression to bring the two domains together:
argmin
θC
∑
i
LE(FS(xSi ))+∑
i
LE(F I(xIi )) +
α∑
i
LC(Yi,xSi ,xIi )+λLR(θC)
(4.18)
where α is weight of the regression term. We set α = 2.0 in all experiments.
– Stage 3: train the whole network Unfreeze all frozen layers, form a triplet network
and train it with triplet (eqn. 4.6) and softmax loss functions. We begin the training with two
losses contributing equally, then later increase loss weight of the triplet function (α = 2.0) to
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steer the learning towards regression:
argmin
θ S,θ I ,θC
∑
i
LE(FS(xSi ))+∑
i
LE(F I(xIi+))+∑
i
LE(F I(xIi−)) +
α∑
i
LT (xSi ,xIi+,xIi−)+λLR(θ S,θ I,θC)
(4.19)
– Stage 4: (Optional) Repeat stage 3 on any auxiliary sketch-photo datasets available to
further refine the model.
Our proposed training procedure allows the shared and unshared layers to be learned
independently at separate stages. The unshared layers of each branch should learn unique
features distinctive for its domain without being polluted by other domain (stage 1). The
shared layers should learn common features (usually high level) between the two domains
by comparing and contrasting low level features from both domains (stage 2). Finally, the
whole network is adjusted/refined using triplet loss (stage 3-4).
Although contrastive and triplet losses are crucial in regression learning, we find them not
tight enough to regulate the training. That is why a softmax loss layer is always included in
our network at every training stage since it provides a stricter regularization. Our findings are
consistent with the work in [148, 151] claiming the softmax loss plays an important part for
convergence of the training. On the other hand, our approach differs from [148, 151] in that
it allows partial sharing across branches; which further reduces overfitting (since the number
of training parameters are significantly reduced) while retaining the learning flexibility for
each domain.
4.3.3 Dimensionality reduction
Similar to subsec. 4.2.3, we integrate an FC layer at the end of the sketch and image
embeddings and prior to any loss function. Fig. 4.7 illustrates an example for the SketchANet-
AlexNet design where an embedding layer lowerdim is added between layer FC7 (D = 4096)
and the output layer FC8 (D = 250). Due to the presence of softmax loss, by convention any
FC layers should not have number of neurons smaller than number of training categories to
prevent itself becoming a bottleneck of the network. We overcome this problem by removing
the post-activation (ReLU) after lowerdim. Note that from the perspective of the softmax-loss
layer the connection from FC7 to FC8 is linear:
(x∗W1+b1)∗W 2+b2 ≡ x ∗W ′+b′ (4.20)
We empirically verify that during training the performance of the classification layer is
not much affected whether lowerdim is integrated into the architecture or not. Apart from
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Figure 4.8: Loss plots through four-stage training for the SketchANet-AlexNet model.
achieving compact presentation, a shared lowerdim layer could help to unify the sketch
and image branches in case their architectures are completely different e.g. SketchANet-
InceptionV1. Dimensionality reduction is tested in subsec. 4.4.3 and 4.4.4.
4.3.4 Image pre-processing and data augmentation
Sketches are pre-processed in exactly the same way as described in subsec. 4.2.4. Photo
images are first resized retaining aspect ratio so that maximum dimension is 256 pixels, then
padded with duplicate pixels along the edges to form unified 256x256 input data. Pixel
duplication helps to avoid unnecessary edges that would be probably picked up by the
network during training.
Data augmentation plays an important role in preventing overfitting, especially when
training data is limited. In all experiments we apply the following augmentation techniques
for both sketch and photo: random crop (crop size 225x225 for SketchANet, 227x227 for
Alexnet and 224x224 for VGG and Inception), random rotation in range [−5,5] degrees,
random scaling in range [0.9,1.1] and random horizontal flip. There is one exception in the
implementation of random flip in stage 4 where the finegrained Sketchy dataset is being used.
To keep the finegrain properties, random flip is performed jointly over the anchor-positive
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pair. We do not do the same with random rotation and scaling since the rotation range [-5,5]
and resizing scale [0.9, 1.1] are relatively small and can account for the alignment error
between the images and corresponding sketches.
When training the contrastive and triplet networks (stage 2 onward), the anchor-positive
and negative pairs are selected randomly. However, depending on the dataset, a pair/triplet
can be of either categorical-level (where the positive image has the same category label
as the anchor’s and the negative image is from a different category) or instance-level (the
positive image has the same instance label i.e. same object, while the negative image has
the same category label but different instance’s). We used categorical-level pair for stage
2 and categorical-level triplet for stage 3 since the TU-Berlin-Class dataset only supports
category matching. For the Sketchy dataset (stage 4), we combined both categorical and
instance-levels in triplet formation. Specifically, for a given training sketch there is 20%
chance a categorical triplet is formed and 80% chance for an instance-level triplet. This helps
to learn a model that is both intra- and inter-categorical representative. Our idea is similar
to the Quadruplet network [151] but instead of introducing a new quadruplet input format
and a new loss function we achieve it via data selection. We do not implement hard negative
mining since the instance-level selection of triplets in stage 4 is already hard enough for
the training to properly converge. An example of training a SketchANet-AlexNet model is
illustrated in Fig. 4.8.
4.4 Experiments
We evaluated our training on sketch-edgemap and sketch-photo on all variants of weight
sharing schemes to determine the best performing embedding for SBIR. In particular we
evaluated the ability of the network to generalise beyond the categories to which it is exposed
during training. This is important for SBIR in the wild, where one cannot reasonably train
with a sufficiently diverse sample of potential query images. We also investigated the impact
of volume of sketch data used to train the network, and the impact of using photos or their
edge-maps during training (in addition to the various weight sharing variants).
The structure of this section is as follows. We first introduce train-test datasets and
experimental settings in subsec. 4.4.1, then explore generalisation properties in subsec. 4.4.2.
Later we report our findings for sketch-edgemap and sketch-photo in subsecs. 4.4.3 and
4.4.4 respectively. Finally, subsec. 4.4.5 compares our proposed approach with state-of-art
algorithms.
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nose mermaid dragon angel
Figure 4.9: Flickr25K – examples of several categories uncommon on Flickr.
4.4.1 Datasets and experimental settings
We trained and evaluated our networks using five sketch datasets:
– TU-Berlin-Class [40] for sketch classification comprising 250 categories of sketches,
80 per category, crowd-sourced from 1350 different non-expert participants with diverse
drawing styles;
– TU-Berlin-Retr [42] takes into account not only the category of the retrieved images
but also the relative order of the relevant images. The dataset consists of 31 sketches and 40
ranked images for each sketch (1240 total images), mixed with a set of 100,000 distracting
Flickr photos. The authors propose a Kendal score as the evaluation method;
– Sketchy [148] is a fine-grained dataset in which each photo image has ∼5 instance-
level matching sketches drawn by different subjects. In total it has 12,500 photo images and
75,471 corresponding sketches of 125 categories of which 100s exist in the TU-Berlin-Class
and 25s are the new categories;
– Flickr15K [72] is a large scale category-level dataset. It has labels for 33 categories of
sketches, 10 sketches per category drawn by 10 non-expert sketchers. It also has a different
number of photo images per category totalling 15,024 images crawled from FlickR. The
authors suggest to use Mean Average Precision (mAP) as the performance metric;
– Saavedra-SBIR [146] another category-level dataset, consisting 53 sketches and 1326
images organized into 50 classes. Similar to Flickr15K, the authors recommended mAP for
evaluation.
Internet photo acquisition - the Flickr25K dataset
Among the five datasets above, only TU-Berlin-Class does not have associated photo images.
We sought to generate per-category photograph sets from the Internet by querying the 250
category names (echoing the TU-Berlin-Class class sets) on Creative Commons image
repositories. The Flickr API was used to download images from 184 categories. Google and
Bing engines were used for the remaining 66 categories which are mainly human body parts
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(a) TU-Berlin-Class [40] and Flickr25K (b) Sketchy [148]
(c) Flickr15K [72] (d) TU-Berlin-Retr [42] (e) Saavedra-SBIR [146]
Figure 4.10: Example sketches and images of the datasets used in our experiments.
(e.g. brain, tooth, skeleton) and fictional objects (e.g. UFO, mermaid, dragon) where Flickr
content is sparse (Fig. 4.9). Among the 1,000 photos being downloaded for each category,
we manually selected the 100 most relevant ones, forming a 25k training corpus. We named
this dataset Flickr25K1.
For our sketch-edgemap experiments, we used the TU-Berlin-Class & Flickr25K sets
for training and Flickr15K for test. On the other hand, for our multi-stage sketch-image
experiments, we employed Tu-Berlin-Class & Flickr25K for training phase 1-3 and Sketchy
for finetuning in phase 4. We evaluated our models on the Flickr15K, TU-Berlin-Retr and
Saavedra-SBIR sets.
It is important to note that the training datasets to be used in our experiments are
independent of the test sets in term of not only categories but also depiction styles. The
TU-Berlin-Class and Sketchy covers common objects frequently encountered in daily life
(stationary, vehicles, food, bird, mammal,...). The Flickr15K contains mostly landmarks and
buildings (e.g. Eiffel tower, Colosseum, Taj Mahal,...) while the TU-Berlin-Retr tends to be
scenery specific (Fig. 4.10 (a-d)). On the other hand, Saavedra-SBIR happens to share 30
common categories with TU-Berlin-Class, but its query set contains distinct sketches with an
exceptionally high level of details (Fig. 4.10 (e)). These settings motivate a need for good
generalisation beyond training. Additionally, it helps to avoid bias when comparing with
non-learning methods which do not require any training data.
1Available to download at http://www.cvssp.org/data/Flickr25K/Flickr25K.zip
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We used Caffe the deep-learning library [82] to train our models. Our networks were
trained on a single NVidia Titan-X GPU hosted within an Intel i7 5930K CPU Server with
128GB RAM. Having trained the embedding, we run our visual search experiments on an
Intel Xeon E5-2643 CPU Server with 200 GB RAM. It is on the latter machine that our
timings in subsec. 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 are reported.
Unless otherwise noted, we fixed the triplet margin value m= 1.0 and loss scale factor k=
3 (eq. 4.8) for all sketch-edgemap experiments reported here. For sketch-photo experiments
where embedding features are normalised prior to regression, the margin value is fixed
at m = 0.2. Training time depends on the size of the sketch dataset as well as network
architectures. For instance typical time to train a 250-category SketchANet triplet model
for 10k epochs with batch size of 200s was 6 days. That is less than a minute for one
pass through the sketch (anchor) training dataset. We used SGD for optimization in all
experiments, following the work of [192] claiming SGD is more robust than alternative
adaptive learning methods such as Adam or RMSProp. We used a multi-step learning rate
during training, initially set to 10−2, then reduced by x10 after 60% and 90% number of
epochs. Fig. 4.4 (b) provides a representative example of the effect of learning rate on
convergence.
4.4.2 Generalisation
We first report the results of the generalisation capability of our triplet networks when varying
the amount of training data. A series of experiments were conducted to investigate the
ability of our models to generalise beyond its training data for category-level SBIR. We
constructed training sets with a different number of categories: 20, 40, 80, 130 and 250
sampled arbitrarily at random from the TU-Berlin-Class/Flickr25K datasets. We also varied
the number of training sketches per category: 20, 40, 60 and the whole 80 sketches/category
were randomly sampled for training while the remaining sketches of the chosen categories
were used for validation. Additionally, we experimented with different sharing levels between
sketch and image branches. We compared the proposed partially-shared networks with the
fully-shared and no-shared ones. Details to which layer being shared are discussed in
subsecs 4.4.3–4.4.4, here we reported just one partial sharing configuration. Having trained
the CNN, mAP over the Flickr15k test dataset was evaluated, in order to measure how well
the embedding was able to generalise to unseen categories.
For simplicity we used SketchANet-SketchANet for sketch-edgemap and SketchANet-
AlexNet for sketch-image experiments. In the case of sketch-image matching, we modified
the SketchANet design to enable sharing with AlexNet. Specifically, layers 1-3 of the sketch
branch have SketchANet architecture, layers 6-7 mirror AlexNet while the middle layers
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.11: Experiments with generalisation capability of our learned models w.r.t. (a)
number of training categories (20 sketches per category); (b) number of training sketches per
category (250 categories); (c) fixed training volume (fixed 4800 training samples); tested on
the Flickr15K benchmark.
4-5 we have modified from SketchANet as a hybridization of the two designs. The modified
sketch branch is trained from scratch while the image branch is initialized using the ImageNet
pre-trained model [91].
Fig. 4.11 (a) shows that the performance is benefited by increasing the number of
training categories. All five network designs achieved near-linear improvement of retrieval
performance against Flickr15k benchmark (discarding the four intersecting categories with
the training set) with exposure to more diverse category set during training. The mAP of all
models jumped by ∼20% when raising training data from 20 to 250 categories. Fig. 4.11
(b) has a similar trend when we keep the number of training categories fixed at 250s and
vary the number of training sketches per category. As the results of seeing more data during
training, all models achieve an improvement of up to 4% mAP on Flickr15k. Fig. 4.11 (c)
depicts that number of training samples is not the only factor that matters most. Here we
increase the number of categories from 20s to 80s while at the same time decreasing per
category samples, keeping the training volume fixed at 4800 sketches. The general trend is
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(a) 20-class training (b) 250-class training .
Figure 4.12: T-SNe visualization of the Flickr15k dataset’s data distribution for the training
with (a) 20 classes and (b) 250 classes. Each color represents a semantic class in Flickrk15k.
an improvement as the number of categories increase. We conclude that category diversity is
crucial for training a generalised network.
To visualise the effects of categorical diversity in training, we plot the distribution of the
first 6 categories in the Flickr15k dataset whose embedding features are extracted from 20
and 250 category sketch-edgemap trained models respectively in Fig. 4.12. A qualitative
improvement in inter-class separation is observable using the larger number of training
categories, mirroring the performance gains observed in mAP as category count increases.
Quantitatively after increasing the number of training categories from 20 to 250, the inter-
class distance of the embedding features is pushed further away by 33%, while the average
intra-class distance is reduced by 10%.
All three plots in Fig. 4.11 report the superior performance of the partially shared triplet
architecture against the no-share and fully shared networks regardless of its matching formats
(sketch-edgemap or sketch-photo). This behaviour can be explained in two ways. First,
regression loss (contrastive/triplet) in general has looser regularisation than classification
loss (softmax) since they regulate the relative distance between network’s outputs. Thus,
Siamese/triplet network is more prone to overfitting and harder to train. In this sense, layer
sharing can be interpreted as a way to combat overfitting since it reduces the number of
training parameters. Second, a degree of information sharing intuitively makes sense. Even
if two domains are visually different, at a certain level of interpretation they must share some
common traits e.g. a “duck” object often has a long neck, wings and two legs regardless its
media (domain) being sketch, photo or edgemap. By sharing top layers, we assume these
layers are responsible for learning such high-level common features. On the other hand,
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(a) sketch-edgemap: sketch conv1 (b) sketch-edgemap: edge conv1
(c) sketch-image: sketch conv1 (d) sketch-image: image conv1
Figure 4.13: Visualisation of the first convolution layer for the sketch-edgemap (a-b) and
sketch-image (c-d) models. The green and red boxes in (a-b) highlight single and double
edge filters which correspond to the differences between sketch and edgemap in Fig. 4.6. The
composition of the filter banks of each branch are quite different, supporting independent
learning of the early stage layers in our partial-share framework.
bottom layers should be left non-shared to capture low-level and domain-specific features
(Fig. 4.13).
4.4.3 Sketch-Edgemap matching
We successfully trained the triplet networks with loss eqn. 4.8. The imbalance in the loss
function enables the sketch branch to correctly bias the other branches helping to overcome
the collapsing gradient problem (see subsec. 4.2.2) and the training loss decreases rapidly
after the first few hundred epochs (Fig. 4.4 (b)). Fig. 4.14 (a) explores the effect of varying
the sharing policy between branches during training. We observe that partially sharing the
weights yields superior performance over the full-share and no-share configurations. A
gain of ≈ 3% mAP is obtained after the first convolutional layer is released from sharing,
allowing the bottom layers to learn distinct functions for their respective domains. The best
partial-share design is performance is obtained when sharing from layer 3. The precision-
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Figure 4.14: Exploring training meta-parameters. (a) Plotting the performance impact (mAP)
for various degrees of weight sharing between branches, from full-share to no-share. (b)
Plotting the effect of scale factor k on performance (mAP) and time to training convergence
(epochs) under eq. 4.8. (c) PR curves on Flickr15K.
recall (PR) curves of the three sharing configurations are depicted in Fig. 4.14 (a). The
areas under these PR curves reflect the mAP scores of the corresponding models. Our best
partial-share model achieves 24.45% mAP, a leap of 5% above the score reported in [132]
using a fully-shared contrastive loss model, and 6% better than our shallow colour GF-HoG
approach in Chapter 3.
We also evaluated the effect of scale factor k in eqn. 4.8 (Fig. 4.14 (b)) in term of
performance (mAP) and learning speed (measured by cut-off epoch, which is the epoch
number where the training loss avalanches to 1/
√
2 of the initial loss, or m/(2
√
2). Within the
working range [2.0,6.0], best performance and convergence speed was achieved at k = 3.0.
The training does not converge beyond k < 2.0 and k > 6.0. We experimented within a
working range of margin m= [0.5,1.5] observing a negligible change in mAP or convergence
time. Beyond this range, a small margin leads to an easy task where the training converges
early to a suboptimal solution (the triplet condition is satisfied too easily). In contrast, a large
margin inhibits training convergence.
We observe little performance difference when searching with sketches of categories
within the semantic overlap between Flickr15k and TU-Berlin versus those non-overlapping
(the majority of Flickr15k categories). Fig. 4.15 shows the retrieval results for several
query examples. Example queries from categories “bicycle” and “horse” (shared by both
TU-Berlin and Flickr15K datasets), together with “Arc de Triomphe” and “Eiffel tower”
(unseen categories), “London bridge” and “Sydney bridge” (related to the conflicting “bridge”
category under the TU-Berlin dataset) return excellent results. At the same time, a query
from the shared category “tree” (row second from bottom) is among the worst results. This
provides further evidence for generalisation in the trained model. Another failure example is
the “Giant White Goose Pagoda” query (last row) that wrongly returns many Pisa and Eiffel
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Figure 4.15: Top retrieval results for several query examples. Top rows are examples of the
good results while bottom rows are the bad ones. Non-relevant images are marked with a red
bounding box.
Tower images because of their similarity in shape. Note that when stripping off texture, the
Pisa Tower and Giant White Goose Pagoda images look very similar. This motivates our
later work of matching sketches directly to photo images. As for the false positive Eiffel
Tower images, this indicates that the limitation of discriminating unseen categories still exists
in the learned model. More quantitative experiments of seen-versus-unseen-categories are
implemented in subsec. 4.4.5.
Evaluation of Compact Representation
The raw 100 dimensional embedding output by the triplet network yields a best-case per-
formance when trained over 250 categories of the TU-Berlin dataset, achieving a mean
average precision (mAP) of 24.45%. It would be interesting to analyse the sparsity of
the learned representation. Hence, we applied Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and
Product Quantisation (PQ) [81] on the 100-D representations extracted from the Flickr15K
dataset. For the PCA approach, we explored variation in the number of principal components
m = 6,7, · · · ,14. For further compression, the 4-byte features per dimension (i.e. float32)
were also quantised into n = 4,5, · · · ,10 bits, resulting in total footprint of m · n bits per
image (we denote this approach as PCA-Q). For the PQ approach, we tested with various
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(a) PCA-Q tuning (b) PCA-Q vs. PQ
Figure 4.16: Comparing performance (mAP) for different compact representation strategies.
(a) PCA-Q with various numbers of principal components (PCs) and bit quantizations of
the projected dimensions. (b) Retrieval results comparing PQ to PCA-Q highlighting that
our choice of using Principal Components and bit quantization is compact with consistent
performance over different bit sizes.
parameters for the clustering algorithm as follows: K = 16,32,64,128,256,512 (coarse),
m = 2,5,10,20,30 and K′ = 16,32,64,128,256,512 (fine) – these parameters are discussed
fully in [81]. This results in a footprint of 1 · log2(K)+m · log2(K′) bits per image, plus a
small constant overhead of K ·64+m · k ·64 bits for the PQ codebook.
The relative performance of these configurations is summarised in Fig. 4.16. We con-
sidered as optimal the use of 56 bits using PCA-Q — m = 14, n = 4 — since it yields
22.03% mAP (only 2% less than the full model), while the PQ result for the same 56 bits
(K = 64, m = 10, k′ = 32) is 19.52% mAP. Overall it is a surprisingly 98% reduction in the
already-compact CNN embeddings.
4.4.4 Sketch-Photo matching
Training a sketch-photo model requires a complicated 4-stage procedure (subsec. 4.3.2).
However it converges much faster than the sketch-edgemap training thanks to curriculum
learning and especially the contributions of classification losses. Each stage took less than
200 epochs to converge (Fig. 4.8) as opposed to 8-10k epochs required for sketch-edgemap
training (Fig. 4.4). The combination of contrastive and triplet losses in the training procedure
also has significant contributions. Fig. 4.17 compares the proposed multi-stage training
method with single-stage Siamese and Triplet models. The network design is kept fixed
i.e. SketchANet-AlexNet for three models but the Siamese and Triplet models are trained
within a single training stage (with weights also initialized from pretrained models). We
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Figure 4.17: Multi-stage training compared with single-stage models, tested on Flickr15K.
observed a 5% improvement in mAP with our multi-stage model. Note all three box-plots
have large interquartile range (IQR) and whiskers, which illustrates a great performance
diversity among the queries. This is a common observation in SBIR e.g. clean sketches can
achieve 100% retrieval precision while messy sketches may end up ∼0% performance.
Network architectures and weight sharing
We experimented with various architectures including SketchANet, AlexNet, VGG16 and
InceptionV1 for sketch and image branches. For each sketch-image architecture combination,
we test all possible sharing options and report the best performed model. For example, the
fully connected layer 7 (FC7) and later in AlexNet and VGG are share-able while SketchANet
and InceptionV1 can only share parameters after the dimensional reduction layer (lowerdim
in Fig. 4.7).
Classification
mAP (%)
Architecture
SketchANet AlexNet VGG16 InceptionV1
Network
branch
Sketch 70.65 71.98 74.16 77.78
Image - 86.56 91.20 90.60
Table 4.1: Classification results of the two network branches after stage 1 training (c.f. 4.3.2).
Table 4.1 shows the results of the training after the first stage. Here the sketch branch is
trained on the TU-Berlin-Class dataset with train-test ratio of 80%-20%, while the image
branch is trained with 90%-10% train-test ratio on the Flickr25K. It is expectable of the
image branch having higher classification performance than the sketch branch because images
are generally more recognisable than sketches. Additionally, the VGG16 and InceptionV1
architectures perform better than SketchANet and AlexNet, which is consistent with [155,
168] reported on the larger ImageNet dataset.
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Flickr15K SBIR mAP(%)
Image branch
SketchANet AlexNet VGG16 InceptionV1
Sketch
branch
SketchANet 24.45 37.41 36.80 41.99
AlexNet - 45.16 39.77 41.65
VGG16 - 36.22 49.99 40.74
InceptionV1 - 34.98 38.77 51.11
Table 4.2: Performance of various network designs on the FlickR15K benchmark. Note: (i)
SketchANet-SketchANet is the only sketch-edgemap model, the rest are sketch-photo ones;
(ii) lowerdim is fixed at 128-D for all models.
Table 4.2 shows the performance of all available combinations of sketch-image designs
on the Flickr15k benchmark at the end of stage 4 training, each with its best weight sharing
configuration. It is worth noting that the sketch branch should not be more complex than the
image branch. The AlexNet-VGG16, AlexNet-InceptionV1 and VGG16-InceptionV1 de-
signs all outperform their VGG16-AlexNet, InceptionV1-AlexNet and InceptionV1-VGG16
counterparts by 2-7% mAP. Additionally, when InceptionV1 is selected for the image branch,
choosing SketchANet for the sketch branch is more efficient than AlexNet or VGG16 al-
though SketchANet is simpler and has fewer parameters than the two others. We hypothesise
that having an over-complicated design for the sketch branch can cause it to be over-trained
in a contrastive or triplet network, especially with limited training data.
Nevertheless, using identical architecture for both sketch and image branches results
in the highest performance (the diagonal line of Table 4.2). We conjecture that partially
shared sketch and image branches may enable more balanced weight updates during back-
propagation, mitigating against over-training in a single branch. This may prove a useful
strategy more generally in combating over-fitting alongside popular methods such as regular-
ization and dropout.
Additionally, we found that for certain sketch-photo architecture combinations there
always exists a partial sharing configuration better than the full-share and no-share ones. For
example, AlexNet-VGG16 has the highest performance (39.77% mAP) when sharing from
layer FC7, SketchANet-AlexNet performs the best at sharing from FC6. InceptionV1 has
a distinct architecture as with AlexNet, SketchANet and VGG16 however we found that
sharing all layers following lowerdim (i.e. the n-way classifier FC layer) results in a better
mAP.
Details of the weight sharing experiments for identical branch (i.e. homogeneous) triplet
networks are shown in Fig. 4.18. The best sharing configurations for AlexNet-AlexNet and
VGG16-VGG16 are from conv5 and block5 respectively. For InceptionV1-InceptionV1,
there is a drop in performance at Inception block 4d where the second auxiliary classifier
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(a) AlexNet-AlexNet (b) VGG16-VGG16 (c) InceptionV1-InceptionV1
Figure 4.18: From full-share to no-share: effects of partial sharing on accuracy, evaluated
over Flickr15K.
(tendrill) is attached. Removing the auxiliary classifiers (the main classifiers at top of the
network remain shared), we achieve peak performance when sharing from inception layer
4e. In all three cases the no-share configuration under-performs both the full-share and
partial-sharing performance (the performance gain ranges from 7% for VGG16 to 14% for
AlexNet).
Figure 4.19: Edgemap vs. photo matching, trained with multi-stages and tested on Flicrk15K.
The sketch branch is SketchANet. AlexNet, VGG16 and InceptionV1 are employed for the
image branch.
The inferiority of sketch-edgemap versus sketch-photo approaches are shown clearly in
Table. 4.2 (and also Fig. 4.11), with the latter outperforming the former by a large margin.
However, the comparison is not quite fair because the sketch-edgemap approaches use a
different network architecture and training procedure (subsec. 4.4.3). To make a better
comparison we repeated our experiments with photo images replaced by their corresponding
edgemaps. The binary edgemaps are scaled to [0,255] range and duplicated RGB channels
to meet the network requirements. For simplicity we kept the sketch branch unchanged
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(SketchANet) and only varied architectures of the image branch. Other configurations
were left intact. Fig. 4.19 confirms the superiority of the direct sketch-photo approaches.
While performance of the sketch-edgemap models seems to hit the limit at 30% mAP, the
sketch-photo models are more beneficial from architecture improvement in the image branch.
Although the sketch-edgemap performance could be improved with a better edge extraction
algorithm we believe that sketch-photo matching should be a preferred approach. Working
directly on photo images enable the network access full information from raw data. In
contrast, during edge extraction, certain information such as colour and texture that may be
distinctive to identify the objects of interest would be lost, leaving the network with less
informative data to learn from.
Dimensionality reduction
Fig. 4.20 reports the mAP and retrieval time of our best model in Table 4.2 (InceptionV1-
InceptionV1) when varying output dimension within range D ∈ [64,1024]. In general the
mAP steadily improves as the size of lowerdim increases. We achieve a record performance
of 55.06% mAP on Flickr15K at D=1024. However, retrieval time also linearly increases
(note the x-axis of Fig. 4.20 is log scale). On a commodity 2.80GHz Intel i7 workstation,
a simple linear search using a single CPU thread takes from 3ms to 34ms per query when
increasing lowerdim’s dimension from 64-D to 1024-D.
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Figure 4.20: Accuracy and speed
performance of the InceptionV1-
InceptionV1 model with different out-
put dimension.
mAP (%)
Projected dim.
1024 512 256 128
Org.
dim.
1024 55.06 55.06 55.07 55.15
512 - 53.20 53.21 53.27
256 - - 53.26 53.28
128 - - - 51.11
Table 4.3: Dimensionality reduction using PCA on
outputs of the lowerdim layer, tested on Flickr15K.
We observed that the learned features are still considerably sparse. Table. 4.3 indicates
that applying a simple offline dimensionality reduction method such as PCA on the learned
features cound reduce its dimension by an order of magnitude without affecting accuracy.
For example, our PCA analysis on a model outputting 1024-D features shows that more
than 90% of the dimensions are redundant (96 out of 100-D accounts for 1% accumulated
variance on Flickr15K). However, it is interesting from Table. 4.3 that training a model
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to output 1024-D then PCA to 128-D is significantly better than setting output dimension
of lowerdim to 128-D from the beginning (55.15% vs. 51.11% mAP on Flickr15K). This
behaviour (learning a sparse representation even at low dimension) was also observed in
our earlier sketch-edgemap models (subsec. 4.4.3) which were trained using a plain triplet
loss and a simpler training procedure. We hypotheses that dropout is a possible cause of
this behaviour. Dropout is an excellent mechanism to combat overfitting, however it might
enforce the network to produce many redundant features in its output representation to cope
with random deactivation of neurons between two FC layers. Therefore, an optimal approach
is to train a network to output a reasonable compact signal, then performs PCA to remove
the redundant features to achieve even more compact representations.
Nevertheless, considering the trade off between speed and accuracy we selected D=256
as our final model (53.26% mAP, 4.4ms retrieval time, no additional offline dimensionality
reduction). This allows us to encode the whole Flickr15K dataset using just 15MB of memory,
or 1MB footprint for every 1K images. Since the linear search complexity is O(ND) and
feature extraction time is averagely 15.2ms per query (on a GeForce GTX 1070 GPU), in
theory our model can retain interactive speed (i.e. retrieval time less than 1 second) when
querying up to 3M images. For larger datasets, more efficient indexing methods e.g. kd-tree,
inverted index,... are recommended.
4.4.5 State-of-art comparison
We compare our selected models for sketch-edgemap (SketchANet-SketchANet partially
shared from layer conv3, output 100-D) and sketch-photo (InceptionV1-InceptionV1 partially
shared from inception block 4e, output 256-D) with other approaches in the literature. The
first benchmark is the defacto Flickr15k [72] datasets used in∼20 published SBIR algorithms
and variants. Some key approaches are:
• Hand-crafted approaches: these methods use hand-crafted features and often dictionary
learning to deliver global fingerprint for each image. Notable algorithms include
Structure Tensor [41], Shape Context [9], Self Similarity (SSIM) [153], SHoG [42],
SHELO and its variants [144, 143], HLR and its variants [186], KeyShapes [145],
GF-HoG and our extended color version [15, 72] and Perceptual Edge [131].
• CNN-related approaches: use deep features with various architecture settings and
loss functions. These include Siamese network [132], Triplet network [148], Asym-
metric feature map (AFM) [174], Quadruplet_MT [151], Query-adaptive CNN with
re-ranking [11].
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Figure 4.21: Representative SBIR results on Flickr15K using (left) sketches and (right)
images as queries. For each query, two sets of results are returned, one for intra-domain and
the other for cross domain search. Red bounding boxes indicate false positives.
The results are reported in Table 4.4. While our sketch-edgemap model achieves compa-
rable results to the state-of-art non-deeplearning approach (LKS [145]), our sketch-photo
model outperforms the rest by a significant margin even at earlier training stages. Specifically,
our proposed approach leads the closest method by 17% mAP and achieves twice perfor-
mance as the best hand-craft method (LKS) while having 5 times more compact descriptor.
Contributions to this significant improvement come from multiple sources. Specifically,
Table 4.4 explores how much improvement is obtained following each individual stage of the
multiple stage training process. Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.18 indicates a deeper backbone network
such as InceptionV1-InceptionV1 and an appropriate partial weight sharing strategy can
improve 7-15% mAP. Fig. 4.11 shows the importance of training data volume, especially for
ensuring generalisation beyond training categories, and that data augmentation can improve
a further 1% mAP.
Fig. 4.23 depicts the PR curves of our proposed approaches along with another CNN-
related method and one of the state-of-art hand-crafted approaches on Flickr15k. While the
PR curve of Color GF-HoG [15] (Chapter. 3) is smooth the deeply learned (CNN) approaches
have irregular PR curves. Nevertheless, there is an improvement in the level of smoothness
from the curves stage 2 to 4, indicating the potential of our model to generalise to data in the
wild, given sufficient category diversity in the training data. Fig. 4.22 shows the embedding of
Flickr15k sketches and images. SBIR examples including failure cases are given in Fig. 4.21.
Since a joint-embedding has been learnt between sketch and image, a query from one domain
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Figure 4.22: t-sne visualization of the Flickr15K dataset within our best performing embed-
ding (InceptionV1-InceptionV1). Sketches and photographs of objects are mapped to similar
locations in 128-D space.
can be used to search for similar samples from the same or other domain. Fig. 4.21 shows
that the learned model does an excellent SBIR job however most of the false positives come
from sketch-to-sketch or image-to-sketch search. This implies that the sketch model is not so
discriminative as the image model. This problem can be explained in two ways. First, sketch
ambiguity makes sketch less recognisable than image (c.f. Table. 4.1). Second, the formation
of the anchor-positive-negative triplet is designed to be more beneficial to sketch-to-image
matching than image-to-sketch or sketch-to-sketch. Since the positive and negative samples
are from the image domain the number of training images are twice as many as the number
of training sketches during every training iteration. Also, there is an indirect regression
regularisation between image samples (the negative image is pushed away from the sketch
and so from the positive image) but not between the sketches. It is possible to balance the
learning between the two domains by forming a triplet where the anchor is an image and the
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Method Dim. mAP (%)
Partial sharing convnet (stage 4) 256 53.26
Partial sharing convnet (stage 3) 256 41.13
Sketchy triplet [148]† 1024 35.91
Partial sharing convnet (stage 2) 256 34.83
Query-adaptive re-ranking CNN [11] 5120 32.30
Quadruplet_MT [151] 1024 32.16
Asymmetric feature map (AFM) [174] 243 30.40
Learned KeyShapes (LKS) [145] 1350 24.50
Triplet sketch-edgemap 100 24.45
Rst-SP-SHELO [144] 3060 20.05
Siamese with Contrastive Loss [132] 64 19.54
Perceptual Edge [131] 3780 18.37
Color GF-HoG [15] 5000 18.20
HLR+S+C+R [186] 2000 17.10
SHELO [143] 1296 12.36
GF-HoG [72] 3500 12.22
SHoG [42] 1000 10.93
HELO [146] 1296 9.67
SSIM [153] 500 9.57
SIFT [104] 1000 9.11
Shape Context [9] 3500 8.14
Structure Tensor [41] 500 7.98
Table 4.4: SBIR comparison results (mAP) on the Flickr15K benchmark. Methods that do not
originally report on Flickr15K are marked with †. Our proposed convnet uses InceptionV1
architecture for both sketch and image branches with partial sharing from inception block 4e.
positive/negative samples are sketches, along with the conventional triplet. In the scope of
this thesis we did not test it further.
Next, we evaluated over Saavedra-SBIR (using mAP) and TU-Berlin-Retr (using Tb
proposed in [42]). Table 4.5 and 4.6 show our final model also achieving state-of-art
performance. While the training stages 2-3 is supplied with categorical-level data only,
the finetuning stage 4 on Sketchy helps to learn a more detailed representation of sketches
and images, contributing to an improvement of 4% mAP on Saavedra-SBIR and 1.5 Tb on
TU-Berlin-Retr as opposed to the closest approaches. On the other hand, our simple sketch-
edgemap model which was 1-shot trained and not being exposed to any fine-grained dataset
during training lags behind even shallow approaches. Nevertheless, it achieves comparable
results with several state-of-art shallow approaches with much more compact descriptors.
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Method Dim. Tb
Partial sharing convnet (stage 4) 256 44.8
Quadruplet_MT [151] 1024 43.3
Sketchy triplet [148]† 1024 37.5
Partial sharing convnet (stage 3) 256 35.6
Partial sharing convnet (stage 2) 256 31.8
KeyShapes [147] - 28.9
SHoG [42] 1000 27.7
Triplet sketch-edgemap 100 22.3
HoG (global) [42] 768 22.3
Structure Tensor [41] 500 22.3
Spark [42] 1000 21.7
HoG (local) [35] 1000 17.5
Shape Context [9] 3500 16.1
Table 4.5: SBIR comparison results (using Kendal’s rank correlation coefficient, Tb) on
TU-Berlin-Retr dataset [42].
Method Dim. mAP (%)
Partial sharing convnet (stage 4) 256 65.99
Partial sharing convnet (stage 3) 256 63.37
Sketchy triplet [148]† 1024 62.02
Partial sharing convnet (stage 2) 256 57.15
LKS [145] 2400 32.51
Rst-SP-SHELO [144] 3060 29.36
Triplet sketch-edgemap 100 29.35
SHELO [143] 1296 27.66
HoG [35] 900 23.55
HELO [146] 72 14.32
Table 4.6: SBIR comparision results on Saavedra dataset [146].
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Figure 4.23: PR curve of the proposed approaches compared with a state-of-the-art non-
learning method [15].
Figure 4.24: Average retrieval precision by query groups on Saavedra-SBIR.
In Fig. 4.24, we analyze the retrieval performance of the query sketches whose categories
are known to the model during training and compare with those are not. The queries with seen
categories indeed have better retrieval rate than those belong to unseen categories. However,
our final model (stage 4) gains the highest retrieval precision on these challenging queries.
Also, our model achieves the smallest performance gap between the seen and unseen groups,
which further demonstrates the generalisation capability of our model.
4.5 Conclusion
We studied the use of multi-branches CNNs to learn a joint sketch-photo embedding suitable
for measuring visual similarity in SBIR. We presented comprehensive experiments exploring
variants of our triplet CNN, contrasting appropriate strategies for weight sharing, dimen-
sionality reduction, and training data pre-processing and reporting on the generalisation
capabilities across categories including object categories unseen during training. We first ex-
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plored sketch-edgemap embeddings in a single-staged regression framework, then extended
it to a more complex procedure for sketch-photo matching. Training sketches were derived
from the two largest available sketch datasets: the TU-Berlin dataset of Eitz et al. and the
Sketchy dataset of Sangkloy et al. [148]. The models were trained using these query sketches
augmented by positive and negative training photos from the web. Our optimal network
configuration comprised a triplet architecture with branch structure derived from GoogLeNet
with partially-shared weights, and achieved 53.3% mAP over the Flickr15k benchmark; more
than 17% increase in performance accuracy over the published state of the art (Table. 4.4).
Overall, we consider this chapter a “Devil in the Details” for SBIR, akin to Zisserman et
al. highly cited series of papers (including Return of the Devil [23] for convnets) which have
proven highly impactful for community working on this problem. This chapter conducts a
rigorous evaluation of deep regression in SBIR, exploring different network architectures,
weight sharing and training strategies and comparing them on a common ground. We identify
several useful properties of these networks and disclose important implementation details,
including the fact that (i) a joint representation should be learned directly from raw pixels of
sketches and images instead of edgemaps; (ii) the sketch and image branches should share
certain top layers and (iii) a multi-stage training procedure based on curriculum learning
could benefit in learning those partially shared networks.
Further extension of this work might build upon this performance gain exploring multi-
domain learning, for example sketch-photo-3D models mapping or multi-style work-art
retrieval. Recently deep convolutional generative-adversarial networks (DC-GAN) have
shown great potential for sketch driven synthesis [76] and so might offer an interesting
avenue for SBIR as an alternative deep representation for sketch-photo matching. Currently
DC-GANs suffer limitations in object class diversity when trained that could be investigated
as here.
Chapter 5
Visual Search with Sketches and
Aesthetic Context
Current SBIR approaches predominantly use structure (shape) as the only visual cue for
sketch search. It would be more desirable to incorporate additional contextual information
to enhance search relevance. In this Chapter we study a novel measure of visual similarity
for image retrieval that incorporates both structural and aesthetic (style) constraints. The
proposed algorithm accepts a query as sketched shape, and a set of one or more contextual
images specifying the desired visual aesthetic. A triplet network is used to learn a feature em-
bedding capable of measuring style similarity independent of structure, delivering significant
gains over previous networks for style discrimination. We incorporate this model within a
hierarchical triplet network to unify and learn a joint space from two discriminatively trained
streams for style and structure. We demonstrate that this space enables, for the first time,
style-constrained sketch search over a diverse domain of digital artwork comprising graphics,
paintings and drawings.
5.1 Introduction
Determining user intent from a visual search query remains an open challenge, particularly
within SBIR where free-hand sketched queries often present ambiguous or incomplete
descriptions of the desired visual content [32]. Traditionally, SBIR literature considers
images to be similar if they contain objects of similar shape (e.g. fine-grained [185, 201, 148])
or semantics (e.g. category retrieval [40, 72, 132]). However, such definitions do not scale
well to larger datasets, where a sketched shape can closely match a diverse range of content.
Additional visual modalities have been explored within the sketch, such as color [165],
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Figure 5.1: The concept of SBIR with aesthetic context. A user draws a sketch query and
provides along one or several context images which can be easily obtained from e.g. the
Internet. The search engine then returns images comprising the desired structure and style as
specified in the queries.
explicit labeling of sketched parts [24, 79], and motion (for video) [30, 80] to better constrain
the query and so improve the relevance of results. Our work in Chapter. 3 about colour
GF-HoG was also an attempt to address this problem.
Within this Chapter we propose a novel definition of visual similarity for SBIR, in
which the sketched query is constrained using one or more secondary (contextual) images to
specify the desired aesthetic of the results. For example, a sketch of a dog accompanied by a
contextual set of watercolor paintings, or scary images, would yield watercolor paintings of
dogs, or images of scary dogs, respectively. Importantly, we do not require the contextual
images to contain the desired subject matter (e.g. dogs). Rather, we seek to disentangle the
notions of content (structure) and aesthetics (style) enabling independent specification of
both within the query. Visual style remains a highly challenging and under-studied area of
Computer Vision. Our exploration of style as a modality for visual search complements
recent advances e.g. in style transfer [55] enabled by deep learning. Our idea is summarised
in Fig. 5.1.
Constraining visual search to match a user’s intended look and feel is a promising novel
direction for enhancing search relevance, particularly over aesthetically diverse imagery.
Our work leverages a recent large-scale dataset of contemporary artwork covering a breadth
of styles, media and emotions (Behance-Media [191]) from which we learn a model of
aesthetic style. Concretely, we propose a hierarchical triplet convolutional neural network
(convnet) architecture to learn a low-dimensional joint embedding for structure and style.
Each branch of this network unifies complementary information on scene structure and
aesthetics derived from two discriminatively trained convnet streams, which are themselves
of triplet architecture.
Our technical contributions are three-fold. First, we propose a triplet convnet to learn an
embedding for aesthetic style, showing this novel model to outperform by a large margin,
previous attempts to use deep convnets for measuring visual style similarity. Second, we build
upon our model, incorporating one of the state-of-art convnets for sketch-photo similarity
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(Chapter. 4) to develop a hierarchical triplet convnet for learning a joint space for structural
and style similarity over a diverse domain of digital artwork (comprising not only photos,
but also paintings, 3D renderings, hand-drawn and vector-art drawings, in a variety of
media). Third, we demonstrate and evaluate the performance of our model within a novel
SBIR framework that uniquely accepts a set of contextual images alongside the sketched
query shape, enabling stylistic constraint of the visual search. Although our study is scoped
primarily to leverage sketches as the means for specifying structure in the queries, we also
experiment with alternative modalities such as artwork and text.
5.2 Hierarchical triplet for shape and style modelling
We describe the proposed network architecture and training methodology for learning a
feature embedding for visual search with aesthetic context. Our proposed architecture
is, in a nutshell, a triplet design where each branch unifies two discriminatively trained
network streams that independently learn a feature embedding for image structure and style
respectively. Furthermore, the network stream for each modality has, itself, a triplet sub-
structure. We outline the style and structure modelling networks in subsec. 5.2.1 and 5.2.2
respectively, and the joint feature embedding within which we measure visual similarity for
search in subsec. 5.2.3. Finally, subsec. 5.2.4 describes the deployment procedure at test
time.
5.2.1 Style network
We first describe the model forming the style stream within each branch of our hierarchical
triplet architecture. The network comprises three branches, each augmenting GoogLeNet
[168] through an addition of a 128-D inner-product layer to serve as a bottleneck after pool5
layer and prior to drop-out. The bottleneck is later shown to be performance critical both for
style classification and for search (c.f. Sec. 5.3) due to the increased sparsity of pool5 features
when training on diverse artwork rather than photos. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the fully-shared
(siamese) configuration of the branches.
The model is trained from scratch, independent of the wider network, using an 88k
artwork training set (Behance-Net-TT, Sec. 5.3.1) evenly partitioned into 11 style categories
(S), each balanced across the 8 semantic categories (Z). Training proceeded initially via
classification loss (soft-max loss, 30 epochs) and then by refinement under triplet loss (50
epochs). Triplets were formed using a randomly selected anchor image a = (s ∈ S,z ∈ Z),
a randomly selected hard positive image of the same style but a different semantic label
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Figure 5.2: The triplet convnet for learning the style model comprises three fully shared
(siamese) branches formed from GoogleNet with a bottleneck layer appended to pool5.
Training proceeds via classification loss, followed by triplet loss guided by hard negatives
exhibiting shared semantics and differing style.
p = (s,z′ ∈ Z \ z); and a hard negative image of a different style but the same semantic label
with the anchor n = (s′ ∈ S\ s,z). The network describes a function f (.) minimising:
L(a, p,n) = {m+ | f (a)− f (p)|2−| f (a)− f (n)|2}
+
(5.1)
where m = 0.2 is a margin promoting convergence, and {x}+ indicates the non-negative
part of x. Triplet refinement improves decorrelation between semantics and style (Fig. 5.6),
discouraging learned correlations with objects (e.g. trees → peaceful, skulls → scary scenes).
This refinement is later shown to yield significant performance gain (Sec. 5.3.2).
5.2.2 Structure network
As opposed to the style network, the structure network disentangle structural information of
objects from its media. Since the structure query is a sketch, learning the structure network
is essentially a standard SBIR problem. Also, the architecture of the structure and style
networks needs not to be the same. Therefore any design proposed in Chapter. 4 would fit
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Figure 5.3: Hierarchical triplet convnet combining vectors from the style (Fig. 5.2) and
structure streams. Joint embedding of the two modalities is learned from the concatenated
features initially via classification loss, followed by hard negative mining resulting in a 64-D
descriptor for indexing.
for the task. Due to the small number of semantic categories covered in this Chapter (subsec.
5.3.1) we chose the simple SketchANet-AlexNet design with 128-D output layer to form
the structure network. The network learns a joint embedding gs(.) for sketches and gi(.) for
images from exemplar triplets comprising query sketches, positive photos of any media that
match those sketches, and negative photos that do not. These functions are embedded within
our larger network (Fig. 5.3).
Training follows the four-stage training process outlined in Chapter. 4. The process
utilises the TU-Berlin sketch dataset (for the anchor) augmented with social media sourced
photographs Flickr25K (for the positive/negative pair). The final step recommends fine-
tuning the network using triplets sampled from representative imagery; we use random
artwork images held out from the Behance-Media training set with 480 TU-Berlin sketches
having category overlap.
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5.2.3 Hierarchical (Multi-modal) network
Fig. 5.3 describes the outer network to model the joint embedding for both structure and
style. The outputs of the structure and style models are normalised and concatenated to
form a 256-D input vector, forming the structure of each branch of the larger triplet network.
Note that the anchor branch integrates gs(.) and the positive/negative branches gi(.). The
branches feed forward to two final inner product layers of 256-D and 64-D separated by
ReLU activation, which learn projection h(.) over the two 128-D subspaces for visual search.
A careful training protocol is required to ensure convergence in these final layers. Since
triplet loss is a loose regularization (loss is computed on the relative distance between the
anchor-positive and anchor-negative pairs) we have found it more effective to initialise
training with a stricter regularization (soft-max loss). We initially train the network with
an additional classification layer that recognises each of the Nsem ×Nsty semantic-style
combinations where Nsem and Nsty are number of semantic and style categories respectively.
Training proceeds minimising the hybrid loss:
L′(a, p,n) = ∑
i∈{a,p,n}
φsS(i)+φtL(a, p,n), (5.2)
where S(.) and L(.) are the classification and triplet losses respectively. Weight type
(φs,φt) is set (1.0,0.0) initially, relaxed to (0.2,0.8) after the initial 2000 epochs.
Training proceeds by passing a sketched query and a homogeneous style set of artwork
(randomly varying between 1-10 images) to the structure gs(.) and style f (.) arms of the
anchor branch, yielding a 256-D query vector. The output of the style stream is averaged
over all images in the style set. The positive and negative vectors are formed via gi(.) and
f (.) each using a single artwork image selected at random. During initial training, triplets
are first formed randomly: the positive exemplar an artwork image selected at random from
those images sharing the same semantics and style as the anchor, while the negative exemplar
differs in either semantic or style or both. In the later training phase (from epoch 1000), we
narrow down the negative list further by choosing the negative sample from top k returned
images using the current network weights as a visual search system (Sec. 5.2.4). Query
sketches are subject to random affine perturbation (rotation, scale, translation) during training.
Although our network takes raster data as input the TU-Berlin dataset is provided in vector
form, enabling the random omission of sketched strokes for further data augmentation.
Note that the above training procedure, although complicated, is a guideline for proper
convergence. Although other training strategies probably work, this procedure delivers the
highest performance on our validation set. All training and validation are carried out on the
Behance-Net-TT and sketch datasets described in Sec. 5.3.1.
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5.2.4 Visual Search with Aesthetic Context
We index a 879k dataset (Behance-VS, Sec. 5.3.1) of artworks D = {d1, ...,dn} forward-
passing each image di through the hierarchical network to form a 64-D image descriptor
d′i .
d′i = h(
[
gi(di) f (di)
]
). (5.3)
Descriptors are stored within a distributed (map-reduce) index hosting multiple kd-trees
across several machines. At test time, given query sketch q and a set of contextual (style)
images C = {c1, ...,cm} the search descriptor q′ is:
q′ = h(
[
gs(q) ∑ml=1ωm f (cl)
]
). (5.4)
We perform a k nearest-neighbor look-up ranking results by |q′−d′i | distance for relevance.
Typically the context set describes a common style and so ci has weight ωi = 1m , however it
is possible to blend styles (Sec. 5.3.4).
5.3 Experiments
5.3.1 Datasets
Our work leverages Behance-Media; a dataset of ∼65 million contemporary artworks from
https://behance.net [191] annotated using a large-scale active learning pipeline [161]. The
annotations in Behance-Media include semantic categories (bicycle, bird, cars, cat, dog,
flower, people, tree); seven labels for a wide breadth of different artistic media (3D renderings,
comics, pencil/graphite sketches, pen ink, oil paintings, vector art, watercolor); four emotion
labels of images likely to induce certain emotions in the viewer (happy, gloomy, peaceful,
scary); and short textual captions for a small subset of images.
The dataset’s semi-automated label annotations come in the form of likelihood scores
which may be thresholded at desired quality targets to control the trade-off between dataset
size and label precision. In our work, we use images labelled at a precision of 90%. We adopt
Behance-Media due to the high diversity of artistic content spanning drawings, paintings,
graphics and vector art in contemporary and classic styles. In contrast, AVA [119] comprises
largely photographic content proposed for aesthetic attribute mining.
From Behance-Media we created the following non-overlapped datasets for training and
evaluations:
Network Training and Validation (Behance-Net-TT, 110k) Taking the outer product
of style and semantic attributes in Behance-Media we form 11×8 sets of artwork images.
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Figure 5.4: Examples sampled from image sets used to specify style within the SBIR queries
evaluated in Sec. 5.3.3.
Attribute scores are thresholded using per-attribute thresholds distributed with the dataset
for p = 0.9 positive confidence. Images showing positive for both attribute pairs only, are
sorted by the sum of their scores. The top 1.25k images are taken in each case yielding a
balanced dataset of 110k images. The dataset is partitioned 80:20 into training and validation
sets, ensuring even semantic coverage.
Visual Search Evaluation (Behance-VS, 879k) Subsets of Behance-Media are created
for each of the 11 style categories, by thresholding attribute scores at p = 0.9. Within each
set, a random sample of 90k images is selected ensuring even semantic coverage i.e. ensuring
the same count of positive flags is present for each semantic category. Images are excluded if
they appear in Behance-Net-TT. Images collated in multiple sets are discarded. This yields
an 879k test corpus for visual search. A small subset of artworks (10 images ×11 styles) is
held out from Behance-VS to serve as style sets in the queries (Fig. 5.4).
Sketches are also required for training and evaluation of our models. We employed the TU-
Berlin dataset [40] for this purpose. This dataset contains free-hand sketches of 250 categories
with 80 samples/category, however we used just 80×8 object categories overlapping with
Behance-Media to fine-tune the structural branches of the network (Sec. 5.2.2), and to train
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: Style retrieval performance over 1000 random queries (Precision @ K=15): (a)
best performing style network (style-triplet loss, mAP 61.0%); (b) performance comparison
for all baselines.
the hierarchical network. We further split this set randomly into three subsets: a training set
of 60×8 sketches, an evaluation set of 24 sketches (subsec. 5.3.3) and the rest for validation.
The queryset size is determined by practicality and demands ∼ 80k human annotations for
the evaluation.
5.3.2 Evaluating Visual Search: Style only
5.3.2.1 Style retrieval
We first evaluate the accuracy of the style model (Sec. 5.2.1) at retrieving artworks of similar
style from the test partition of Behance-Net-TT. A query set of 1000 images are selected
at random, with even semantic coverage, from the test partition. Mean Average Precision
(mAP) is computed for the test set (Table 5.1).
Comparing the models at the initial classification (style-softmax) and triplet refinement
(style-triplet) training stages, the latter shows a performance gain of 7.31% mAP. A qualitative
improvement in style discrimination and semantics decorrelation is also observable when
visualizing the spaces before and after triplet refinement (Fig. 5.6).
We include an early experiment performed using a semantically unbalanced version of
Behance-Net-TT (style-triplet-unbal) which yielded poorer results suggesting overfitting to
semantic bias (certain objects became expected for certain styles) and further motivating
decorrelation of style and semantics. Precision @ K curves are presented for each style for
the leading (triplet) model, and for all models in Fig. 5.5. Emotion retrieval is evidently more
challenging than media type, and strong performance is shown in visually distinctive media
e.g. vector art.
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Figure 5.6: PCA visualisations showing discrimination and decorrelation in the style (a)
and semantic (b) spaces, before (left) and after (right) triplet refinement. (c) Activation
maximization for ‘Scary’ category using method of [120] yields interesting qualitative
insight into learned visual attributes for style; objects (teeth and skull) disappear in the
decorrelated space but strong color cues remain.
Performance is base-lined against three techniques: Karayev et al. [84] who use pre-
trained CaffeNet features (DECAF6) with no fine-tuning; GoogLeNet [168] features trained
from scratch over the 11 style categories (pool5); Gatys et al. [55] where Gram matrices
computed across multiple convolutional layers (conv1_1− conv5_1) of a pre-trained VGG-
16 network model, shown in [55] to decorrelate style from content for the task of stylization.
The retrieval mAP (Table 5.1) and precision @ K=15 curves (Fig. 5.5) indicate significant
performance gains in the learned models, even versus contemporary texture descriptors
(Gram matrix [55]). A surprising result was the degree to which addition of the bottleneck
layer in GoogLeNet enhanced retrieval performance (6.8% mAP). The analysis supports
incorporation of the triplet refined model within the wider network.
5.3.2.2 Style analogies
We further study the quality of the style embedding space and explore whether finer control
of this space is possible. Fig. 5.8 depicts the t-sne plot of all watercolor images in the
Behance-Net-TT test set. It can be observed that semantic is disentangled from style already
(images from the same neighbourhood are of different semantic objects). Also, there is
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Method mAP (%)
style-triplet* 61.0
style-triplet-unbal* 55.0
style-softmax* 53.6
GoogLeNet* [168] 46.8
Gram / Gatys et al. [55] 38.4
Karayev et al. [84] 34.1
Table 5.1: Style-only retrieval performance (mAP, 1000 queries; * indicates Behance-Net-TT
trained methods.
a visible variance in style, especially change in colour and texture across the plot. This
motivates us to qualitatively analyse the in-depth properties of this space, particularly style
analogies. We selected 10 random images for each style and average their embeddings to get
their respective representation vectors. Next, we performed several basic operations on these
vectors e.g. invert, plus and minus; then searched for the nearest neighbouring images of the
results. Fig. 5.9 shows 75 nearest images of such operations. The analogy properties could
be seen clearly – for example adversaries of colourful and smooth vectorart objects are those
with black-white furry texture (Fig. 5.9 (a-b)); those sit between watercolor and graphite
have traits from both styles (Fig. 5.9 (c)) while the watercolor objects far from graphite have
more colour and less sketched borders (Fig. 5.9 (d)).
Performing style analogy in the style embedding space is possible however it is not easy
to control the contribution of each style term in a math operation. Fig. 5.9 (e-f) exposes this
limitation. Here, the nearest neighbours images having both Pen&Ink and Peaceful features
are returned. It is probably not feasible to have a single image bearing both styles (Pen&Ink
is often black and white whilst Peaceful is colourful) however in Fig. 5.9 (e) one would
expect these two styles have equal contribution on the returned results. In order to achieve
this, the Pen&Ink term needs to be scaled up by a factor k (k = 1.15 in Fig. 5.9 (f) which
must be manually tuned). The intuition behind this problem is that not every style has equal
distribution in the embedding space.
Further observations of these analogies in the joint embedding space of structure and
style are reported in subsec. 5.3.3.2.
5.3.3 Evaluating Visual Search: Sketch+Style
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) was used to evaluate retrieval accuracy over the top
15 ranked results returned from 264 search queries (24 sketches ×11 style sets), since
no annotation for structure and style relevance was available. Each query required ∼ 4k
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Figure 5.7: Representative structure+style visual search results. Query comprising sketch
and a sample of the 10 image style set (inset left).
annotations over the top 15 results with three repetitions ensuring that no participant re-
annotated the same result. Retrieval was performed using six experimental configurations to
search the Behance-VS dataset of 879k artwork images. The configurations explored were:
ss-triplet-64 the proposed combination of sketch+style features re-weighted and projected
to 64-D by the learned layers of the multimodal network; ss-triplet-128 similar network
but with 128-D output layer; ss-concat a degenerate case in which the 256-D concatenated
sketch+style vector is used directly for search i.e. no joint learning; three baseline style
models of Sec. 5.3.2 substituted for our proposed model in the full network. Participants
were provided with a tutorial containing examples of each style, and for each query/result
asked to indicate both whether the visual style matched and if any of the main objects in the
image matched the sketched shape.
5.3.3.1 Retrieval performance
We compute mAP (Table 5.2) and precision @ K=15 (Fig. 5.11 (b)) of the proposed method
to each of the five baselines, breaking down performance per style category. A result is
considered relevant if both the structure and style match.
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Figure 5.8: T-sne distribution of watercolor images in the style embedding space. Fine-grain
variation and semantic decorrelation are observable in this plot.
Method Wcol. Pen Graphite Comic Vector Oil 3D Happy Scary Gloomy Peace mAP
ss-triplet-64 51.2 48.1 53.4 48.1 60.1 55.2 63.0 38.9 42.8 49.7 68.6 52.7
ss-triplet-128 57.7 46.5 56.1 38.6 47.3 60.5 56.2 40.7 38.7 39.8 52.8 48.6
ss-concat 55.2 40.7 37.6 37.3 57.0 50.6 49.9 39.0 43.3 46.5 62.8 47.2
GoogLeNet [168] 43.2 31.2 38.2 20.2 36.9 39.1 46.3 32.6 37.2 38.2 64.0 38.8
Gatys et al. [55] 24.9 32.3 39.8 29.1 40.7 36.5 8.40 29.9 27.9 39.8 43.7 32.1
Karayev et al. [84] 32.3 23.6 34.6 30.6 46.1 23.3 10.3 37.7 27.3 37.4 41.8 31.4
Table 5.2: Retrieval performance (mAP %) over 24 sketches × 11 styles; mAP computed to
rank 15 using MTurk annotation of search results.
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(a) + vectorart (b) - vectorart
(c) watercolor + graphite (d) watercolor - graphite
(e) pen & ink (blue) + peaceful (green) (f) 1.15×pen & ink (blue) + peaceful (green)
Figure 5.9: Visualisation of certain style analogies. (a-d): each inset is 75 nearest neighbours
of a corresponding analogy in the style space. (e-f) a limitation on fine-grain analogy control.
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Figure 5.10: Matrix visualising top result returned for outer-product of all style visual
contexts over seven representative query sketches.
The best performing output layer configuration for the hierarchical network is 64-D,
showing a performance lead of 4.1% over use of a 128-D layer (offering also a compactness
advantage for indexing). Fig. 5.11 (a) summarises the relative performance of the techniques,
and a t-test was run for all configuration pairs. When considering performance across all
styles, all proposed methods (ss-*) outperform existing baselines by a very significant margin
(p<0.01) and the use of 64-D triplet learning in the hierarchical network outperforms direct
concatenation of the structure and style vectors (256-D) by a significant margin (p<0.15).
All techniques that were explicitly trained on artwork (Behance-Media) outperformed
those that were not, and the trend of Table 5.1 is mirrored in the structure+style retrieval
results (Table 5.2). It is an interesting result that forcing learning to explicitly de-correlate
semantics and style during training of the style stream of the network (triplet refinement,
Sec 5.2), following by explicit learning of the projection of structure and style together in the
hierarchical network, yields a performance boost, so justifying our network design. Assessing
structure relevance only (i.e. considering only shape responses from MTurk) confirmed little
variation (62.5±2.3) across methods for the 24×11 query set. Since this is simply evaluating
prior work (Chapter. 4) on Behance-VS we do not consider this further, beyond controlling
for style. Considering style relevance only reveals performances of 64.5%, 63.3% and 58.9%
for ss-triplet-64, ss-triplet-128, and ss-concat respectively against 49.0%, 47.8% and 46.5%
for baselines [168], [55], [84] reflecting Table 5.2. To benchmark the average query time
over 897k images we use a single machine (Xeon E5-2637 3.5Ghz) and achieve ∼ 700ms
using (ss-triplet-64) features.
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(a) average precision (b) precision @ K=15
Figure 5.11: Relative performance of proposed method (ss-triplet-64) versus baselines; (*)
indicates learned over Behance-Media.
Figs. 5.7,5.10 contain representative results from queries run under the ss-triplet-64
model. Fig. 5.15 highlights some incorrect top-15 results. A vector-artwork and a photo are
returned for a 3D Graphics query, likely due to their flat backgrounds typical in 3D renderings
(in the latter example, content matches shape but not semantics). The action sports shot of
the cyclist is arguably not ‘peaceful’ but the countryside setting is a strong prior. Two photos
are misidentified as oil paintings due to flaking paint visible on the wall, and an incomplete
oil painting is returned as the final example.
5.3.3.2 Blending visual styles
We qualitatively explore interpolation of style in the query set (Fig. 5.12). Three pairs of
styles (watercolor-graphite, oilpaint-penink, happy-scary) were combined by varying the
weights ωi (eqn.5.4) on the averaging function using to combine style vectors from images
in the context set. For example, a cat was queried using 25% watercolor and 75% graphite
as the style context. The results in that case showed a sketched cat with grey watercolor
wash in the background, whilst a 50:50 blend showed a half-finished watercolor (many artists
upload in-progress work to Behance). We also explore interpolation within a style, here two
watercolor context images are used for style: one coarse washes, the other using harsh black
outlines depicting fine detail with a background wash. We observe a trend toward the more
heavily weighted style (media or emotion) suggesting linear interpolation in this space exert
useful control.
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Figure 5.12: Qualitative results combining pairs of style sets A and B using different weights
for a given sketched query (inset). Examples of inter- and intra- style blending (view at 400%
zoom).
5.3.4 Alternative query modalities
Significant advantages of visual search over text are that no annotation of the search corpus
is required, nor any adherence to a tag ontology. Here we contrast visual search against
the use of free-text keywords for specifying aesthetic context or structure. A small portion
(∼ 2%) of the Behance-Media data is accompanied by free-text crowd annotation, describing
content and style in ∼ 3−10 words. Approximately 4.2k images within Behance-VS are
accompanied by this annotation, enabling text-based experiments.
We substituted the style stream of our network for a popular skip-gram network (Word2Vec
[117]) with 128-D output trained over the text corpus in Behance-Media (holding out
Behance-VS). The resulting features were directly input to our framework in ss-concat
configuration. Instead of querying with a sketch + set of style images, we queried the network
using a sketch + free-text phrase: watercolor painting, oil painting, pen and ink, graphite,
3d graphics, vector art, comic, scary, gloomy, happy, peaceful. In all, 88 queries (a random
subset of 8 sketched queries across 11 styles) were run on this reduced dataset. The results
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Figure 5.13: Alternative query modalities. (a) Top-1 result using (top) Behance artwork as
structure; (bottom) text instead of image set as style. (b) Top-10 results using photographic
(top), comic (middle) and graphite (bottom) images as structure queries with text as style.
were evaluated through MTurk under an identical protocol to Sec. 5.3.3. Interestingly, the
results of visually specifying the aesthetic context were significantly higher (p<0.05) than
the use of text (40.1% versus 18.6% mAP).
We similarly explored substitution of keywords for sketches as the structural component
of the query, which indicated more strongly (but without significance) in favour of the visual
query (40.1% versus 36.4% mAP). We did not pursue this further, as evaluation of Chapter. 4
versus text search is outside the scope of our contribution. Rather, we explored substitution
of the sketch for an artwork image. We swap the structure stream gs(.) for gi(.) in the
anchor branch of the hierarchical network. As with sketch, we observed results to correctly
disentangle content and style. For example, a comic of a cat accompanied by watercolor
imagery returned watercolor cats (Fig. 5.13).
5.3.5 Fine-grain style analysis
Unlike fine-grain semantic retrieval, fine-grain style retrieval is a largely unexplored research
area. Two possible explanations are: (i) it is harder to define or categorise fine-grain
differences in aesthetic style; and (ii) there are no fine-grain image datasets considering visual
style. Fig. 5.8 shows the existence of intra-category variance within a style (watercolor),
and whilst eluding precise description the intra-style variance can be readily identified
qualitatively by visual inspection. This motivates us to explore fine-grain properties of
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Figure 5.14: Examples of fine-grain triplets shown to Turkers. The images with red bounding
box are the odd ones (negative) with majority votes.
the style embedding. In this section, we first describe the method of creating a fine-grain
style collection. Next, we show how our style model could be improved and evaluate its
performance against the newly collected data.
5.3.5.1 Fine-grain triplets
Creating an adequate fine-grain style dataset with one-to-one matching (like Sketchy [148])
or full ranking order for each of the queries (like [42, 201]) is a challenging task performed
from scratch. We simplify the task by composing a set of human-annotated fine-grain triplets.
We first selected 640 random images for each of the 11 style categories to serve as the anchors,
ensuring even coverage of semantics (80 samples for each style-semantic group). We denote
the anchor set as A = {asi};s = 1,
...,11; i = 1,
...,640. To make the task more challenging, for
each anchor asi we selected two random samples (p
s
i ,q
s
i ) from the same style category s
within the neighbourhood of that anchor to form a triplet {asi , psi ,qsi} (in practice {asi , psi ,qsi}
also have the same semantic category to avoid confusion in the subsequent human-labelling
step). The InceptionV1 style model in our previous experiments was employed to deliver the
embeddings, and (psi ,q
s
i ) is sampled within a 0.2 radius within the embedding centred at the
anchor – ||asi − psi ||2 < r and ||asi − psi ||2 < r where r = 0.2. Note that the radius 0.2 is also
the similarity threshold (margin) in the triplet loss function (eqn. 5.1) that was used to train
the InceptionV1 model. Totally a collection of 7040 triplets were formed using this method.
Using Amazon Mechnical Turker, we crowd-sourced the annotation of these triplets.
Annotators (’Turkers’) were presented with the question Which of these three images is the
odd one in terms of visual style/aesthetics?. Our goal is to figure out which image of a triplet
is the most probable negative candidate. Each triplet was evaluated by 5 Turkers. If the
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Figure 5.15: Failure cases from top-15, discussed in subsec. 5.3.3.1.
majority vote on an image within the triplet is 4 or above it will be selected as the groundtruth
negative, otherwise the triplet is discarded. In total, 3467 triplets meet the requirements
(Fig. 5.14), or ∼ 50%. This is a strong signal indicating the presence of signal i.e. that
fine-grain discrimination on style might be possible, considering the chance that at least 4
Turkers select the same image at random is only 13%. The selected triplet collection is split
into 0.75-0.25 train and test sets. During training, the model is fine-tuned on the fine-grain
training triplets. At test time, negative samples are detected through pair-wise distance within
the test triplets.
5.3.5.2 Improving style models
We experimented with more advanced CNN architectures for the style model. Particularly
we tested InceptionV3 and Inception-ResNet-V2; both accept images with a receptive field
(input size) of 299×299 pixels. We argue that texture is the most important modality in style
recognition and retrieval, thus employing a network with large input size might be beneficial.
A 128-D fully-connected layer is added as a bottleneck from which to sample the embedding
vector and the same training procedure for InceptionV1 was used (see subsec. 5.2.1) in
training of the new models. The trained models obtain similar accuracy on the class-
level style-only retrieval test with both enjoying a ∼ 5% mAP boost over InceptionV1 (c.f.
Table. 5.1). We chose InceptionV3 for the next training step as this exhibits fewer learnable
parameters for comparable performance versus Inception-ResNet-V2.
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Methods Accuracy (%)
InceptionV3** 55.5
InceptionV3* 52.4
InceptionV1* 51.0
Gram / Gatys et al. [55] 49.6
Karayev et al. [84] 48.1
Table 5.3: Performance of different style models on detection of negative samples within
the fine-grain test triplets. * indicates methods trained with Behance-Net-TT, ** indicates
methods also fine-tuned on the fine-grain training triplets.
Next, we fine-tuned the new model on the fine-grain training triplets. To avoid overfitting
the fine-grain set is mixed with Behance-Net-TT. Within a mini-batch, the chances to
encounter a fine-grain triplet are set to 20%. Table. 5.3 shows the performance of the new
model before and after fine-tuning on the test set in comparison with other baselines. Unlike
the style-only retrieval experiments (Table. 5.1), the Gatys et al. and Karaeyv et al. models
perform well, probably because all 3 samples in a fine-grain triplet belong to the same
style-semantic category hence these models do not need to take semantic dis-correlation into
account. For the new InceptionV3 model, a 3% improvement in accuracy was observed after
fine-tuning. We believe this figure could increase if more fine-grain training data is available.
5.4 Conclusion
We demonstrated a novel visual search framework using a structural query (sketch) augmented
with a set of contextual images that specify the desired visual style of results. The framework
is underpinned by a learned representation for measuring visual similarity for SBIR that
disentangles content and aesthetics. We first proposed a triplet convnet comprising siamese
branches adapted from GoogLeNet, showing significant performance increase over the state
of art for style retrieval alone. We then combined this network with a shape-matching
network in Chapter. 4 to create a multi-modal network of triplet design. Style and shape
fusion was learned through a two-layer fully connected network, resulting in a compact 64-D
structure-style embedding. We demonstrated that learning a projection of structure and style
features through this network further enhances retrieval accuracy, evaluating performance
against baselines in a large-scale MTurk experiment.
As an additional advantage of decorrelating semantic from style, style blending and
analogies are achievable. This provides end-users much more flexibilities to customise their
search. Furthermore, we studied the possibility of the proposed framework to be adopted for
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different modalities, for example textual queries could be used instead of style images, or
comic images could replace sketches as structural queries.
Overall, this chapter addresses the sketch ambiguity problem by giving end-users the
power to specify the “look and feel” of their sketch via a set of easy-to-find style images
submitted alongside their sketched query. While there might be alternative ways to search
structure and style, we propose to model these two modalities separately, disentangling one
from the other and learn a joint structure-style representation via a nested triplet network. Our
key findings include: (i) training the style model with classification followed by a fine-tuning
step with triplet ranking loss significantly improves the style representation, (ii) once the
structure and style models are separately learned, training a combined network could result
in a joint representation as compact as 64-D and (iii) dis-correlating structure from style
enables further interesting explorations such as fusing different styles for SBIR and style
analogies. We also commend BehanceNet – a recently published dataset comprising a large
collection of images from various artworks.
Interesting directions for search could further explore blending multiple styles in queries
or even style extrapolation. Content recommendation systems, or relevance feedback inter-
faces, could harness style-space to enhance browsing and discovery. Exploring alternative
modalities for structure or for style specification (Sec. 5.3.4) also appears an interesting
avenue, although we do not believe such extensions necessary to demonstrate the novelty
and promise of visual search constrained by aesthetic context.
Chapter 6
Deep Manifold Alignment for Mid-grain
Sketch-based Image Retrieval
Current SBIR algorithms adopt either a coarse-grain (category-level) or fine-grain (instance-
level) definition of cross-domain similarity — returning images that match the sketched
object class (category-level SBIR), or a specific instance of that object (fine-grain SBIR).
In this Chapter we take the middle-ground; proposing an SBIR algorithm that returns
images sharing both the object category and key visual characteristics of the sketched query
without assuming photo-approximate sketches from the user. We describe a deeply learned
cross-domain embedding in which mid-grain sketch-image similarity may be measured,
reporting on the efficacy of unsupervised and semi-supervised manifold alignment techniques
to encourage better intra-category (mid-grain) discrimination within that embedding. We
propose a new mid-grain sketch-image dataset (MidGrain65c) and demonstrate not only
mid-grain discrimination but also improved category-level discrimination using our approach.
6.1 Introduction
Matching sketches and photographs in SBIR is challenging; sketches are salient abstractions
frequently drawn from canonical viewpoints, caricaturing objects, and introducing non-
linear deformations [31, 148]. Recently deep neural networks, in particular multi-branch
(triplet) networks as demonstrated in Chapter. 4, have proven effective in learning a mapping
across these two domains for SBIR. Such approaches typically fall into either of two camps
according to granularity at which matching is performed:
• Category (object-level) SBIR in which a sketched query of a given object (e.g. a cat)
should return images containing that object (e.g. cats) [15, 16, 18].
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Figure 6.1: Sketches (left) and similar images (right) in the Sketchy dataset [148]. Only the
images with green bounding boxes are considered as relevant.
• Fine-grain (instance-level) search in which a detailed sketch of a specific object (e.g. a
shoe) should return only that specific shoe [148, 132].
Whilst both bodies of work have made significant advances in cross-domain (sketch-
photo) matching, arguably neither provides a model for practical SBIR. Category-level
matching is analogous to sketched object classification, suggesting that the need for a sketch
could be obviated simply by substituting a coarse-grain label (e.g. text keyword) as the query.
Conversely, instance-level search requires unrealistic photo-approximate recall of fine-grain
object detail within the sketched query — unreasonable due to both the limitations of human
visual recall and typical depictive skill of users [31]. Furthermore it is challenging to obtain
large quantities of fine-grain annotated training data. The Sketchy dataset [148] is currently
the largest fine-grain SBIR benchmark available, having ∼ 75k annotated sketches in total
of 125 categories. Moreover we consider this dataset too strict in defining matching criteria
where each sketch has only one relevant image (Fig. 6.1).
This Chapter proposes an intermediate level of granularity (mid-grain) for cross-domain
matching, in which the SBIR algorithm recalls images sharing both the object category
and key visual characteristics of the sketched query but without requiring a precise sketch.
For example, a sketch of an object in particular pose configuration returns similar objects
in similar poses (e.g. front or side profiles of an elephant); or, a sketched sub-part of an
object (e.g. piano keys) prioritizes recall of images dominated by that object part over
images of the whole object. Specifically we explore unsupervised and semi-supervised
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manifold alignment techniques to enhance the ability to perform mid-grain discrimination in
a metric space, using a novel pooled sampling to select training examples for a triplet-loss
network, using only category level annotation. Refinement of this embedding for mid-grain
discrimination is performed iteratively, through intra-category clustering and correspondence
(in some experimental configurations, using a small amount of fine-grained annotation)
enabling sampling of hard positive/negatives from these clusters to drive refinement of the
triplet network. We demonstrate that this process significantly improves not only the mid-
grain discrimination, but also the category-level discrimination capability of the resulting
embedding. To evaluate the ability of the trained network to perform mid-grain SBIR we
collected a mid-grain annotated test set (MidGrain65c), and release this as a secondary
contribution to our work.
6.2 Deep representation for Mid-grain similarity
Both coarse- and fine-grained SBIR algorithms [16, 18, 201, 148, 151, 174, 132] dominantly
employ triplet loss or contrastive loss as the means to align the sketch and image domains.
A triplet/contrastive network learns the cross-domain embedding by bringing together the
matching sketch-image (positive) pairs and separating further the non-matching (negative)
pairs. Selecting sketch and image samples to form positive and negative training pairs
is an important task. Standard sampling methods select sketches and images at random
– sketches and images from the same categories are randomly sampled as positive pairs
and any sketches/images from different categories can be chosen as negative exemplars.
Hard negative mining (selecting the nearest negative sample from the anchor) and hard
positive mining (selecting the farthest positive sample) were reported to improve both
training time and performance [174]. Training at fine-grain level is achievable only if the
training datasets support instance-level labelling. Our core contribution in this Chapter is
a novel method for selecting exemplar triplets i.e. anchor (query sketch), positive (+) and
negative (-) images to form training tuples using a novel pooled sampling approach that
yields significant improvement not only in category-level SBIR but uniquely enables also
mid-grain discrimination in SBIR ranking. We first provide an overview of the sampling
process, then detail each step in the sub-sections 6.2.1-6.2.4.
Our training methodology is designed for the current scenario where very little instance-
level data are available for training SBIR at fine-grain level. The positive and negative
sketch-image pairs are therefore, formed at class-level; however we propose to select only
meaningful sketch-image pairs to feed the training network. First, two independently trained
embeddings are initialized for the sketch (anchor) and image (+/-) branches respectively,
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Figure 6.2: Illustrative examples of sketches and images before and after alignment. Sketches
and images with same coloured bounding boxes indicate known matching pairs.
using pre-trained (GoogLeNet/ImageNet) weights refined by a few training epochs under
classification (softmax) for the sketch and image data. These embeddings form are refined
over subsequent training epochs. For each epoch, a set of triplets are sampled from a
joint dataset of images and corresponding sketches grouped by object class (see Sec. 6.3.1
for dataset details). The training set is the union of several smaller sets, each sampled
independently per object class as follows.
First, the two manifolds for the sketch and image representation of the object class are
aligned using either an unsupervised or semi-supervised (with a small amount of fine-grain
annotation) data. Fig. 6.2 illustrates this idea. We evaluate the performance of three alignment
approaches for this purpose. Next, unsupervised clustering is performed over the aligned
distributions to characterize the intra-category (mid-grain) variation by pooling similar
content. An anchor sketch and positive image are sampled from one resultant pool, used a
stochastic sampling technique (data closer to a cluster centre is more likely to be selected). A
similar stochastic sampling is applied to choose a negative image from a completely different
category that has undergone similar pooling. By successive selection of triplets in this manner
and training under a variant of the magnet loss function, the network weights are refined,
which then form the embeddings for subsequent alignment, pooling and training iterations.
The whole pipeline of our approach is summarised in Fig. 6.3.
We now explain each of these alignment, pooling and training processes in greater detail.
Subsec. 6.2.1 describes data alignment strategies. Clustering methods are discussed in
subsec. 6.2.2. Subsec. 6.2.3 explores the application of magnet loss as an alternative to
softmax loss. Finally, the training procedure is summarised in subsec. 6.2.4.
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Figure 6.3: An overview of our mid-grain SBIR framework.
6.2.1 Sketch-Image manifold alignment
Consider a training set DC = {XC,YC} for a single object class C compromising NS sketches
XC = {x1,x2, ...,xNS} and NI images YC = {y1,y2, ...,yNI} (for simplicity we drop C from now
on in all subsequent math notations unless otherwise stated). Suppose a subset of the training
data has instance-level labels i.e. correspondence. For simplicity of exposition we assume
the correspondence is one-to-one although this need not to be the case (see subsec. 6.2.1.3).
Denote this subset D′ = {(x′i,y′i)}Mi=1 ∈ D where M ≪min(NS,NI). Denote T = { f ,g} the
parametrized embedding function that projects D into a P-dimensional embedding space –
U = f (X ;ΘS) ∈ RNS×P and V = g(Y ;ΘI) ∈ RNI×P (T (.) is a triplet convnet in this work).
We wish to align U with V in a common manifold for cross-domain similarity analysis to
be implemented in the next step (subsec. 6.2.2). Note that finding a common embedding is
also the ultimate objective of T (.) and our goal is to assist the search for the best embedding
through selection of appropriate data (positive/negative pairs) to feed to the network under
our subsequent pooled sampling step.
In the following sections we consider three approaches to address this problem.
6.2.1.1 Unsupervised warping with PCA
This naive approach does not require any sketch-image correspondence (i.e. fine-grain
annotation). The approach assumes that sketches and images of a given category have the
same distribution (mean, variance) in the latent (Mahalanobis) space. We employ PCA
to derive Eigen decomposition for sketch and image representations, then warp the sketch
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(a) before alignment (b) PCA alignment
(c) transformation matrix (d) manifold alignment
Figure 6.4: Alignment of two distributions for a single category. Sketch and image em-
beddings were captured after the first training iteration. Embedding dimension is 256-D
originally, visualised in 2-D using PCA.
representations U to have the same mean and variance as the image representations V .
ui ..= (ui−µS)ESΣ−1/2S Σ1/2I ETI +µI, i = 1,2, ...,NS (6.1)
where (µS,ES,ΣS) and (µI,EI,ΣI) are the mean, eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the sketches
and images respectively. Fig. 6.4 (b) shows the warping effects on an example category.
6.2.1.2 Learning a transformation matrix (LTM)
We learn a linear transformation {W ∈RP×P,b∈R1×P} to warp U ′→V ′ then apply it on the
larger set U →V . Since the fine-grain training set D′ is small, regularization on W is needed
to combat overfitting. Concretely we wish to solve the following optimisation problem:
argmin
W,b
1
2M
M
∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣u′iW +b− v′i∣∣∣∣2+ λ2 ||W − I||2 (6.2)
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where λ is weight of the regularization term. W is forced closed to the identity matrix I since
U and V are in a prospective joint embedding space. Note that we do not penalize the bias
term b and tolerate free translation between the two distributions.
Eqn. 6.2 is solved using e.g. gradient descent. After learning (W,b), the sketch represen-
tations U is transformed to match with the images (Fig. 6.4 (c)):
ui ..= uiW +b, i = 1,2, ...,NS (6.3)
6.2.1.3 Manifold alignment (MA)
Manifold alignment [182] assumes the two distributions have a similar underlining manifold.
The approach aims to learn mapping functions (FS(.),FI(.)) to project the distributions (U,V )
into a common space where not only correspondence but also local geometry are preserved.
There are linear and non-linear approaches however we found the linear method more robust
in our experiments. Additionally, the linear method produces explicit linear transformation
matrices – F(x) = xF , F ∈RP×d where d is the dimension of the latent space) – therefore
can be applied on unknown data. On the other hand, there is no closed form for (FS(.),FI(.))
in the non-linear case.
For the linear approach, the local geometry is preserved according to the following cost
function:
C1(FS,FI) =
NS
∑
i, j
∣∣∣∣FS(ui)−FS(u j)∣∣∣∣2W Si, j + NI∑
i, j
∣∣∣∣FI(vi)−FI(v j)∣∣∣∣2W Ii, j (6.4)
where W S ∈ RNS×NS and W I ∈ RNI×NI are the pair-wise similarity matrices for sketch and
image sets respectively. We choose an adjacency heat-map kernel to define W S and WI . For
example, W S is defined as:
W Si, j =
e−||ui−u j||
2
if u j ∈ k nearest neighbour of ui
0 otherwise
(6.5)
The inter-domain correspondence is also preserved according to cost function:
C2(FS,FI) = ∑
i∈[1,NS], j∈[1,NI ]
∣∣∣∣FS(ui)−FI(v j)∣∣∣∣2W S,Ii, j (6.6)
where W S,I ∈ RNS×NI is the inter-adjacency similarity matrix between the sketch and image
sets. If a sketch-image pair is a known correspondence their similarity score is set to high,
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and low if their correspondence is unknown:
W S,Ii, j =
{
1 if (ui,v j) ∈ D′
0 otherwise
(6.7)
Note from the way eqn. 6.6 is formulated, manifold alignment does not explicitly require
one-to-one correspondence.
The final cost function accumulates both intra- and inter-loss:
C(F(S),F(I)) =C1(.)+αC2(.) (6.8)
We set α = 2.0 to stress the importance of the fine-grain set in the total loss (see
subsec. 6.3.2 for more details). We refer to [182] for the way to solve eqn. 6.8. Fig. 6.4 (d)
visualises a warping example for a representative category using this method.
6.2.2 Intra-category clustering
Following the alignment of sketch and image domains for each category, the combined data is
clustered into blobs of similar sketches and images. We experimented with four unsupervised
clustering techniques considering their abilities to automatically select the number of clusters
for each category.
KMeans divides the sample set into K disjoint clusters, repeatedly update the clusters
minimizing sum of square distance between samples and its centroids. We initialised the
centroids using kmeans++ and set the number of clusters fixed at K=5 (by inspection, based
on the typical number of human-separable appearance variants within each category).
Gaussian Mixtures (GMM) We followed the GMM fitting protocol of [141] to determine
the number of clusters automatically by penalizing the number of free parameters (thus
number of clusters) in the mixture. This typically results in 3-4 clusters for each category.
Mean Shift [33] widely used in clustering, segmentation and tracking applications. It
is a recursive non-parametric technique for locating maxima of a density function that
approximates the sample set1.
DBSCAN [44] locates data points with the highest neighbourhood density then expands
clusters from them. The algorithm does not require prior knowledge of cluster number1.
1We employed the built-in Mean Shift and DBSCAN of Python Scikit-learn library. All parameters are set
to default in our estimation of cluster number.
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6.2.3 Magnet loss
Softmax loss has been shown effective at sketch classification [202] and in [148, 151, 18]
as a step in training SBIR embeddings. Yet we observe for mid-grain SBIR that softmax
loss causes the intra-category sketch-time distribution to narrow, frustrating pooling. We
adopt an approach similar to magnet clustering [140] but adapted to retrieval across domains
rather than a single-domain classification. Magnet loss maintains a set of clusters within each
category and minimizes the accumulated distance from the data points to their own centroids,
as opposed to one single point in softmax loss.
L(Θ) = 1
N
N
∑
n=1
{− log e
− 1
2σ2
||zn−µ(zn)||2−β
∑c̸=C(zn)∑
K
k=1 e
− 1
2σ2 ||zn−µck ||
2 }+ (6.9)
where µ(zn) is centroid of the cluster containing zn, µck is centroid of cluster k in class c, C(z)
is category of z, σ2 is variance of all sample z away from their respective centroid µz, β ∈ R
is the threshold for acceptable distance between z and its centroid.
The original magnet loss [140] is adapted for cross-domain retrieval as follows:
• True cluster centroids µz and µck are used instead of approximating them within a
mini-batch. Due to memory constraints the number of samples per cluster to be fed
into each mini-batch is quite small. Therefore, approximating the centroids using just
the samples in a mini-batch might lead to inaccurate results. Instead we pre-compute
the centroids each time the clusters are updated, then feed them back to the training as
fixed vectors (see subsec. 6.2.4).
• There is no constraint on the number of clusters per category. We used various
clustering techniques (subsec. 6.2.2), many of them with auto-selection of the cluster
number, instead of just KMeans with fixed k clusters as in [140].
• If the clustering process is implemented on the aligned spaced (as in the case of
manifold alignment), the cluster means (centroids) need to be warped back to the
prospective embedding space. It is possible since the linear transformation of manifold
alignment is revertible. In cases of warping using PCA or LTM, the sketch space is
warped while the image space is kept fixed. In order to unify the cross-domain learning
objectives we do not revert the centroids back to the sketch space. All sketches and
images that belong to the same clusters in the aligned space will be regulated to move
toward the same centroids as in eqn. 6.9.
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6.2.4 Training procedure
Network architecture – The alignment and intra-categorical clustering described above can
be applied to any network that involves ranking loss. In the scope of this work we choose a
triplet convnet design over contrastive-loss since it tends to perform better in our previous
experiments (Chapter. 4). Our learning objectives include a triplet loss and a magnet loss.
Although any architecture and sharing configurations could be used for the sketch and image
branches, for simplicity we employed a InceptionV1-InceptionV1 design with 256-D output
without layer sharing for our task (a partial sharing configuration may perform better – cf.
sec. 4.3.2 – but it involves multiple training steps with softmax loss constantly switched
on which we want to avoid). Plus, disentangling the sketch and image branches provides
maximum flexibilities for the network towards learning finer object descriptions.
Data alignment – Implementation of data alignment and magnet loss requires the training to
be paused periodically so that representations of the whole training data can be acquired. To
balance the computational cost and performance we fixed the cluster updating frequency to
k epochs per update (k = 4 in our experiments). At training epoch k× i, i = 0,1,2..., the
following procedure is implemented:
1. Freeze the training by temporarily pausing network back-propagation.
2. Extract features of the whole training set including the fine-grains set: {U,V} =
{ f ,g}(D).
3. Perform per-category alignment using one of the methods in subsec. 6.2.
4. For each category, cluster the joint sketch and image collection using one of the
methods in subsec. 6.2.2. For each cluster, find the nearest impostor cluster via nearest
neighbour search of the cluster centroids.
As the results, we maintain a set of clusters along with their centroids for each class. The
sketches and images of the same clusters are candidates for positive pairs; whilst the ones
in the nearest impostor clusters are negative candidates. The list of centroids is used as the
learning targets for magnet loss (eqn. 6.9) in the next training iterations.
Triplet formation – Triplet is formed as follows:
1. Sample a seed class C as a uniform distribution.
2. Sample a cluster l ∼ pc(l).
3. Sample a sketch x∼ plc(x) and a positive image y+ ∼ plc(y+).
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QuickDraw
[62]
ImageNet
[91]
Sketchy
[148]
Common65c-
coarse
Common65c-
fine
Class number 345 1000 125 65 65
# sketches 50M 0 75K 65K 4.7K
# images 0 1.2M 12.5K 65K 1.6K
Table 6.1: The Common65c dataset is formed using sketches and images from ImageNet,
QuickDraw and Sketchy.
4. Sample a negative image y− in the nearest impostor cluster l′, y− ∼ pl′c (y−).
where pc(l) is size of cluster l in class C. plc(x) is a function of probability that sample x
belongs to cluster l. For example, if the clustering method is GMM, plc(x) is the probability
density function of x given cluster l. In other cases, we used the distance heat map to
represent plc(.).
Training initialisation and augmentation – It is necessary not to initialise our network
using any completely trained models in Chapter. 4 since these models were exposed to
softmax loss for too many epochs. We first followed the first step in subsec. 4.3.2 to train the
sketch and image branches separately for 3 epochs only, then used the resulted weights to
initialise our models. Data augmentation is implemented in the same as subsec. 4.3.4 except
for random horizontal flip being turned off to preserve object viewpoint.
6.3 Experiments
We first describe the training and test datasets in subsec. 6.3.1, our selection of the optimal
models in subsec. 6.3.2 and finally subsec. 6.3.3 shows performance of our proposed model
in comparison with other approaches.
6.3.1 Datasets
As the training of our proposed approach involves clustering samples within the same
categories, it is necessary to have a large number of class-level sketches and images, plus
a small set of fine-grain data. QuickDraw [62] and ImageNet [91] are currently one of
the largest datasets for sketch and image respectively, while Sketchy [148] is the largest
instance-level SBIR dataset. We intersect the category lists of these three datasets and obtain
65 common categories from which we form a training set called Common65c. Specifically,
Common65c consists of two subsets: a class-level subset, Common65c-coarse, and a instance-
level subset, Common65c-fine. Common65c-coarse has 65k sketches from Quickdraw
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Figure 6.5: Examples of sketches and relevant images in the MidGrain dataset.
and 65k photo images from ImageNet, while Common65c-fine has 4680 sketches and
1560 images from Sketchy (Tab. 6.1). Note that we purposely restrict the size of the
Common65c-fine set to just 24 images and 72 sketches per category (one image has 3 sketch
correspondents) so that it is negligible against the Common65c-coarse. That would fit our
original goal of building a semi-supervised mid-grain SBIR model.
A mid-grain evaluation set is also needed. To obtain the sketch set we sampled from
QuickDraw 200 random sketches for each of the 65 categories, discarding all samples where
are already used in the Common65c-coarse training set. Next, two subjects were recruited to
select the most representative sketches for each category. Each sketch usually represents a
distinct view or a sub-type of the categorical object. Totally 138 sketches were selected to
form the evaluation query set. Each sketch is itself a mid-grain category.
To obtain the image set we queried the 65 category names on Adobe Stock2, getting in
average 500 images per category. These images are manually inspected to select the best
matching images for each query sketch. In total we formed an image set of 1247 images
against the 138 sketch set. The number of relevant images per sketch varies significantly
between 3s and 20s. Next, we added random distracting images from Adobe Stock to form
a 100k corpus. This new dataset is called MidGrain65c. Several examples of sketch and
corresponding images are shown Fig. 6.5.
Overall the training set, Common65c, and test set, MidGrain65c, were created. We also
created smaller datasets by sub-sampling 12 categories out of 65s, namely Common12c and
2https://stock.adobe.com. We chose this repository over other common ones e.g. Flickr, Google and
Bing to avoid overlap with the ImageNet training set.
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(a) mid-grain. (b) class-level. (c) Tuning α in MA.
Figure 6.6: Comparing SBIR performance (mAP over MidGrain12c) for clustering and data
alignment methods for (a) mid-grain and (b) category-level retrieval. (c) Effects of α in
eqn. 6.8 on MA performance.
MidGrain12c. These datasets were used to evaluate the clustering and alignment methods in
the next section.
6.3.2 Clustering and alignment methods
We experimented with various data alignment (PCA, LTM and MA) and clustering methods
(Kmeans, GMM, Mean Shift, DBSCAN) as described in subsec. 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. Training
and evaluation were implemented on the Common12c and MidGrain12c sets respectively.
Performance of these techniques is shown in Fig. 6.6. At mid-grain level (Fig. 6.6 (a)),
MA-GMM has the highest performance at 41.1% mAP, while LTM-KMeans performs the
worst at 33.2%. At class-level (Fig. 6.6 (b)), LTM-KMeans again under-performs the others
at 61.9% but the highest accuracy is achieved with PCA-MeanShift at 76.3%. Other methods
that rely on PCA alignment also obtain good results e.g. 74.2% for PCA-GMM, 75.9% for
PCA-DBSCAN, thanks to its generic unbiased (and unsupervised) mechanism. It is opposite
to the case of mid-grain level, where the semi-supervised MA dominantly outperforms the
others. Interestingly, the supervised LTM methods do not perform to expectations as their
performance is no better than those using PCA. We argue that LTM relies on a small set of
correspondents only, thus losing the big picture of the major data whose correspondents are
unknown. This can happen if: (i) the correspondent/fine-grain set is too small and/or (ii) the
distributions of the fine-grain and coarse-grain sets are not similar (note the fine-grain set
used in our training are from Sketchy whilst the coarse-grain set was created from QuickDraw
and ImageNet). Fig. 6.7 shows a failed example of LTM where the fine-grain set is aligned
but the majority of sketches and images are still separated. This is usually not the case for
MA since it not only aligns correspondents but also respect local geometry.
Additionally, Fig. 6.6 (a-b) indicates no correlation between mid-grain mAP and class-
level mAP i.e. being the most superior at mid-grain level does not guarantee the same for
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(a) LTM (b) MA (c) PCA
Figure 6.7: A failure case of (a) LTM, as compared with (b) MA and (c) PCA.
category-level and vice versa. It is probably due to the trade off between discrimination
(favoured in fine-grain SBIR) and generalisation (preferred in category-level SBIR). This
further encourages studies of mid-grain SBIR which comfortably sits between the two.
Fig. 6.6 (c) depicts the effects of α of eqn. 6.8 on MA performance, tested with GMM as
the clustering method. Changing α within an order of magnitude causes 2% and 1.5% of
mAP fluctuation for class-level and mid-grain level respectively. This indicates that α is not
so sensitive to retrieval performance. Its optimal value is probably affected by the amount of
instance-level data in the training set which regulates the inter-domain cost in eqn. 6.6.
6.3.3 Baseline comparison
We selected the best performed model in the previous experiments, triplet with manifold
alignment and GMM clustering (MA-GMM), then trained it on the full dataset, Common65c.
The following baselines are brought to comparison:
SS-triplet-HM, standard triplet network with single staged training and hard-mining. The
same network architecture as MA-GMM is employed (no-share 256-D InceptionV1) and the
weight is initialised using the pretrained ImageNet model [168]. We implemented online
hard-negative mining where the closest negative image within a mini-batch is selected for
each anchor sketch. The whole Common65c dataset is used in training although the fine-grain
labels of the subset Common65c-fine are not being used.
SS-contrast-HM, standard contrastive-loss network with single staged training and hard-
mining. The same configuration as SS-triplet-HM except contrastive loss is used instead of
triplet loss.
MS-reg-HM, multi-staged regression network with hard-mining. We followed the winning
multi-stage training procedure proposed in Chapter. 4. The same architecture as MA-GMM is
employed except the sketch and image branches are partially shared from block inception-4e.
Because the fine-grain training set Common65c-fine is too small for stage-4 training, and
taking an advantage that it shares the same category list as Common65c-coarse we used the
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(a) Before training.
(b) MA-GMM.
(c) SS-triplet-HM.
(d) SS-contrast-HM.
Figure 6.8: PCA distribution of the Common12c data before and after training by domains
(left column) and by categories (right column).
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whole Common65c for training stage 1-3 and skipped stage 4. Hard negative mining was
applied in stage 3.
Sketchy [148], fine-grain triplet-based network trained on the 75K Sketchy dataset. We
used this publicly available model as a stand-alone baseline. Note we did not fine-tune it on
Common65c since (i) it is a coarse-grain dataset and (ii) its 65 categories are a subset of the
larger 125 Sketchy categories.
All other settings, unless specified otherwise, are kept the same.
Tab. 6.2 compares the performance of these approaches on MidGrain65c at mid-grain
and class-level. This time the trend of class-level mAP follows the mid-grain mAP. Similar to
our findings in Chapter. 4, MS-REG-HM performs better than SS-triplet-HM which in turn
is superior to SS-contrast-HM. The Sketchy model surprisingly has the lowest performance
even though it was trained on a much more diverged and fine-grained dataset (we note that
the sketch queries in MidGrain65c are originally from QuickDraw which is less clean than
Sketchy due to the way QuickDraw was created). Sketchy also suffers a severe drop in
performance when noisy distracting images are added to the benchmark. On top of that, our
proposed approach MA-GMM outperforms the second-best by 6% and proves to be more
robust in presence of distracting images. Note that MA-GMM needs just one training step as
opposed to three stages in MS-reg-HM. It also employs a sub-optimal sharing configuration
(no-share network) and does not directly use the fine-grain set to train its parameters. Fig. 6.9
shows top retrieval results of several sketch queries.
Fig. 6.8 visualises the distributions of the training data Common12c before and after
the networks were trained. Fig. 6.8 (a) was created after the third epoch in which sketches
and images were being pre-trained separately using softmax loss (which serves as weight
initialisation for MA-GMM). It can be seen the categorical blobs were visible however the
two domains were scrambled due to a lack of cross-domain training. Contrastive loss makes
the distribution for each category round-shaped, thus reducing intra-category discrimination
(Fig. 6.8 (d)). The more flexible triplet loss makes the distributions more spread (Fig. 6.8
(c)), however several distributions were mixed up probably due to strict hard-negative
mining being less effective against noisy data. The MA-GMM brings more balance to the
distributions, maintains the inter-category separation at the same time avoids squeezing the
intra-category distance (Fig. 6.8 (b)).
Failure examples are depicted in Fig. 6.10. The first query (top row) is a very common
drawing of a mushroom and the sketcher probably wants to retrieve any kind of mushroom.
However, in the second query (middle row) the sketcher specifically adds spots into their
drawing. This spotted mushroom is rather uncommon in the training set (recall that the
training set is harvested through the QuickDraw game which ends at the moment the sketch is
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(a) MA-GMM
(b) MS-REG-HM
(c) Sketchy
Figure 6.9: Mid-grain SBIR results of several representative queries (class “church”, “cat”
and “bench”), including failure cases. Red and yellow bounding boxes depict non-relevant
images; the later indicates images of the same classes as the queries.
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Methods
mid-grain mAP (%) class-level mAP (%)
w. distract w/o distract w. distract w/o distract
MA-GMM 42.10 48.40 65.31 79.17
MS-reg-HM 36.08 45.58 53.52 74.01
SS-triplet-HM 32.13 43.39 45.85 69.35
SS-contrast-HM 22.34 42.65 31.64 66.82
Sketchy[148] 6.59 30.91 6.69 38.55
Table 6.2: Mid-grain and class-level SBIRs of MA-GMM in comparison with other ap-
proaches, tested on MidGrain-65c with and without distracting images.
recognised or time limit is reached). A small number of spotted mushrooms would not stand
out to make its own cluster during the clustering process. Consequently, the two queries (top
and middle rows) would fall into the same cluster and thus have similar representation. This
problem could also happen on the image domain (mushroom images are probably clustered
by viewpoints, colour or singularity rather than types like spotted/non-spotted). As for the
third query (bottom row), the failure simply comes from sketch ambiguity where the sketched
hammer has similar shape to a mushroom and the subtle pointy edge of the hammer head is
not well represented.
Figure 6.10: Examples of retrieval failure: mushroom (top and middle), hammer (bottom).
6.4 Conclusion
Our studies target mid-grain SBIR, an unexplored topic fitting well between class-level
and instance-level retrieval. We proposed a semi-supervised approach that utilises mainly
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class-level datasets for mid-grain retrieval. Based on standard triplet convnets, the approach
realises a smarter selection method for sketch-image pairs instead of the conventional random
pairing or hard mining. Using a small amount of sketch-image correspondents, sketch and
image representations within the same categories are aligned before clustered into groups
of similar samples from which positive and negative blobs are defined. We studied various
data alignment and clustering strategies to determine MA-GMM the most superior. Manifold
alignment aims to align sketch and image correspondents without losing local geometry of
other unlabelled samples. GMM with automatic cluster number selection is reported more
robust than other techniques such as KMeans, Meanshift and DBSCAN. To prevent the
softmax loss from squeezing the intra-class difference and to utilise the clustering process,
magnet loss is employed in our triplet system. The whole process is integrated into a single
staged end-to-end learning framework. We demonstrated our approach superior to other
traditional methods on a newly created mid-grain dataset, MidGrain65c, by a 6% margin.
The proposed approach has a limitation – training time. As data alignment and cluster
updates are implemented on a regular basis, the whole training needs to be paused at the
same frequency. This sets a constraint on the training speed (if clusters are updated every
epoch, the training even took longer time than the multi-stage regression approach). More
computation resources are also needed e.g. extra memory must be set aside to hold the
intermediate sketch/image representations which further depletes the training mini-batch size.
Additionally, the requirement of a compulsory fine-grain training set, although negligible,
is another limitation. This narrows the diversity of our training set to just 65 available
categories.
Overall, this chapter serves as a proof-of-concept for finer-grain SBIR using minimum
amount of fine-grain training data. The idea is to cluster intra-category samples and drive
each sample to its own cluster during training, thus increasing the discrimination power of
the network within individual categories. A small amount of fine-grain data is used to align
the sketch and image intermediate representations prior clustering which gives rise to the
joint embedding. The proposed approach yields promising performance on an arguably more
practical benchmark, MidGrain65c, which defines a level of relevance granularity better than
class-level but more flexible than instance-level.
Further extension of this work might be expanding the MidGrain65c dataset using e.g.
Amazon Mechanical Turk to crowdsource more extensive annotation. Alternatively, an
improved method that does not require any subsided fine-grain data might be possible. Our
previous experiments about unsupervised PCA alignment show a promising sign however
more dedicated strategies are required to analyse sub-category distributions to match sketches
and images in an unsupervised manner. Another direction is developing attentive-models
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that focus on auto-detected regions of interest rather than the whole images. This would
help remove cluttered background on photo images and get more meaningful descriptors
for subtle parts of sketched objects. Recent work on image retrieval e.g. [190, 95] could be
adopted for mid-grain SBIR for this purpose.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This Chapter summarises the main technical contributions of this thesis. We reflect and
conclude upon the key findings of the previous technical Chapters in sec. 7.1 and briefly
outline promising directions for future work in sec. 7.2.
7.1 Summary of contributions
The scope of this thesis is to review and extend the knowledge of SBIR. SBIR is a visual
search problem in which a user submits a hand-drawing query depicting an object of interest
and the proposed system should return relevant images that match the user’s intent. SBIR has
advantages over the traditional QKW and even its parent field QVE, in which photographic
images are used as the query. These advantages are due to the intuitive and concise query
paradigm (versus text) and the convenience of sketch in lieu of a visual example where such
is unavailable. However, SBIR also poses several research challenges mainly related to
cross-domain matching and the inherent ambiguity of sketch. In Chapter 1 we unpacked the
research questions around each of these challenges into a series of research hypotheses, each
of which was evaluated through the following technical contributions (sec. 7.1.1-7.1.3).
7.1.1 Class-level SBIR with deep neural networks: Chap. 4
SBIR approaches can be categorised into two types: class-level (or coarse-grain) SBIR
which promotes generalisation across diverse datasets and instance-level (or fine-grain) SBIR
promoting intra-classs discrimination between a narrow set of classes (e.g. shoes or chairs
[132]). We contributed a class-level SBIR approach achieving state-of-art performance
on several defacto benchmarks including the TU Berlin [42] and Flickr15K [72] datasets.
Our proposed approach utilises deep CNNs to learn the embedding functions for sketches
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and images, effectively overcoming the cross-domain and sketch ambiguity problems. Our
method was among the first to apply deep learning to SBIR and the first to apply triplet
networks to this problem. One aspect of our method that remains distinct from other deep-
learning ones is the use of curriculum learning – models are trained under multiple learning
stages with increasing level of difficulty to achieve state of the art results. Moreover, through
intensive experiments conducting in the development of this SBIR framework the following
hypotheses are satisfied:
[H1] Learning a direct matching between sketches and images might be better than
indirect matching via an intermediate representation such as edgemap.
Traditional SBIR approaches based on shallow features often learn to match sketches
with image edgemaps due to their visual and statistical similarity. Even when deep learning
transformed the landscape of computer vision, most deep approaches [132, 201, 149, 163,
162] still approach the problem as a sketch-edgemap matching task, arguing the domain gap
needs to be narrowed (from photo to edge map) prior to deep learning. Our experiments in
subsec. 4.4.4 show that direct sketch-photo matching outperforms sketch-edgemap under
the same training conditions, removing unnecessary heuristic steps that can falsely discard
important data early on. We show that using photo images can take full advantages of
contemporary CNN architectures such as VGG and GoogleNet (Inception). We conclude
likely reasons for the superiority of direct matching to be: (i) edge extraction methods are far
from perfect resulting in salient signal loss and (ii) colour and texture features are necessary
for learning representations of certain objects so striping these contextual features degrades
the performance of the image model.
[H2] A deep SBIR model could generalise better if it is exposed to more diverse training
datasets.
Deep features are more prone to bias than hand-crafted features which often do not
involve machine learning. Therefore, it is a common practice to finetune a deep model
when working on a new dataset. This practice is not possible in larger SBIR datasets where
images are not annotated. It is therefore crucial to have a deep model that generalises well
on unknown data. We have shown in our experiments with Saavedra’s dataset [146] that
there is indeed bias towards the seen categories. However, the performance on the unseen
categories (Flickr15K) could be improved if the model is trained on more diverse datasets
(subsec. 4.4.2). Previous studies on image recognition have shown the same observations but
we are the first to quantify it through extensive experiments. We conclude that large training
datasets, especially exhibiting a large number of training categories, is important for the
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generalisation of a deep network. The main reason for this behaviour is probably overfitting –
diverse training data is needed to combat overfitting caused by millions of parameters in a
deep network.
[H3] It may be possible to obtain both discriminative and compact representations
through an end-to-end learning framework.
Shallow approaches related to dictionary learning e.g. BoVW often result in high dimen-
sional features. The descriptor size is equal to the codebook size which could span thousands
of visual words. Dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA could help to reduce the
feature footprints, resulting in more compact descriptors. In a deep learning framework,
dimensionality reduction could be theoretically built-in thanks to the mechanism of the FC
layer. Our experiments in subsec. 4.4.4 prove that dimensionality reduction could be indeed
integrated in an end-to-end learning framework even if the output dimension is smaller than
the number of training classes. To prevent the dimensionality reduction layer from being a
bottleneck of the network, it is important not to include any non-linear function e.g. ReLU on
top of that embedding layer. Interestingly we observe that the deeply learned features are so
sparse (perhaps because of the dropout layer) that a subsequent PCA applied on them could
save 90% memory footprints without affecting much performance. Finally, we report that
although it is possible to integrate dimensionality reduction into an end-to-end deep network,
doing dimensionality reduction as a separate process may lead to a slightly better accuracy.
[H4] Performance could be improved if sketch and image models share certain parame-
ters.
The joint sketch-image embedding is often learned using a regression loss layer such
as contrastive or triplet loss (the CNN model with such loss functions is named siamese
and triplet accordingly). Conventional approaches either use the same weight parameters
for both sketch and image branches (full-share) or let the two branches learn their own
parameters (no-share). We came up with a partial-share configuration more superior than
both the full-share and no-share ones. The top layers are shared for learning the domain-
independent high-level semantic concepts whilst the bottom layers are learned separately for
the domain-dependent low-level features. The exact layer position at which sharing begins
is architecture-dependent and is empirically determined. Our experiments with different
network architectures under both sketch-edgemap and sketch-image matching schemes show
the partial-share configuration outperforms the other two by a large margin.
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7.1.2 Multi-modality SBIR: Chap. 3,5
It is often challenging to describe an object visually using only structural cues, i.e. shape,
which is inherently ambiguous and lacks visual accuracy. We proposed two separate SBIR
frameworks to enrich the visual queries with orthogonal cues (colour and aesthetics).
Colour – SBIR with coloured line-art queries.
We propose using coloured line-art sketches instead of binary (black and white) ones.
Each stroke has its own colour describing its neighbourhood area, for example a leaf has
a green contour or a rose has red colour on its petal contour. It takes less time to draw a
colour line-art sketch than a blob-based one (for blob-based sketches, ones need to choose
a colour followed by a radius value for each stroke, and occasionally need to fill an entire
region). Our approach involves extracting shape features using the classic GF-HoG descriptor.
A modified gradient field is proposed to extrapolate stroke colour to nearby pixels, thus
effectively generate a new colour image from the query sketch. Local colour values are
extracted along the edge pixels and the global colour descriptor is computed in a BoVW
fashion. We experiment with different fusion techniques for colour and shape features,
concluding the late fusion an optimal approach. An indexing technique based on inverse
index is employed, ensuring interactive retrieval on millions of images.
Aesthetics – SBIR with visual style (aesthetic) context.
We propose associating a sketch query with one or more example images specifying the
desired aesthetic style. For example, submitting a sketch of a dog and a bunch of scary images
(or oil painting images) should trigger a SBIR system to return pictures of a scary dog (or oil
painting artworks of a dog). We address the problem using a deep hierarchical triplet network,
combining two processing streams that learn structure and style representations separately
with each stream itself is a triplet network. The structure and style representations are fused
together using several learnable fusion layers, which give rise to a unified and compact global
descriptor for each image or sketch+style query. The proposed approach outperforms several
state-of-art techniques on style similarity alone. Additionally, our flexible framework enables
further studies over style blending, style analogy and text-style retrieval.
7.1.3 Mid-grain SBIR: Chap. 6
We propose mid-grain SBIR – a new SBIR field that comfortably sits between coarse-grain
(class-level) and fine-grain (instance-level). We argue that instance-level SBIR might not be
practical while class-level SBIR is no better than QKW. Mid-grain SBIR defines relevant
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images as having the same class and visual attributes e.g. subtype and view points as the
query. It implies that a sketch can match multiple images and vice versa. We study a semi-
supervised approach suitable for mid-grain SBIR that mainly requires sketch and image labels
at category level, as opposed to full sketch-image pairs at instance-level in the fine-grain
approaches. Our method suggests aligning sketch and image distributions per category using
a small number of instance-level matching pairs, then clustering their joint representations
in order to find positive and negative candidates for the regression objectives. Different
alignment and clustering methods are tested, with Manifold Alignment and Gaussian Mixture
Model yielding the highest results. Our proposed approach achieves initial success on a newly
created mid-grain benchmark comparing with traditional methods using contrastive/triplet
losses with hard mining.
7.2 Future work
Considering the currently limited number of commercial SBIR applications (Chapter. 2)
it is too early to claim SBIR is a mature technology. Even the state of the art algorithms
developed in this thesis do not work well with very messy (ambiguous) or over-complicated
sketches with many strokes (as indicated by large variance in retrieval accuracy). In such
cases, the algorithm returns images that are visually explainable with respect to the submitted
queries but fail to match user intent. The semantic gap and sketch ambiguity still pose the
biggest challenges for a practical SBIR system. Nevertheless, machine learning approaches
based on deep neural networks show great potential in understanding human drawings and
reducing semantic gap. Upon existing work and contributions of this thesis, we consider the
following research directions worth pursuing:
Better image and sketch representations. We showed that a compact joint embedding
space could be constructed from a shared top layer of a triplet network. This layer encodes
high level of semantic representations as it is right below the N-way classification layers,
which might limit the intra-categorical discrimination power of the embedding. An interesting
research direction is to explore activations of the previous layers for more intermediate
representations. Recent attempts to derive a global representation from these layers [34, 175]
have yielded promising results for single domain image embedding. Alternatively, local
deep features could be extracted from image/sketch regions of interest instead of the whole
image/sketch canvas. A photo image can contain multiple objects at different scales and
positions of which one is the search target. Similarly a sketched object may have subtle
details that the sketcher wants to focus the search on. This raises the needs of having local
deep features and an equally challenging task of combining, indexing and searching these
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features. Additionally, more advanced CNN architectures could be deployed which may
yield better results.
Smarter user interface that helps an average user to generate their queries and assist
them to find their search target. This can be approached in several ways. First, multi-modality
should be supported. We have shown in two separate works that colour or aesthetic context
could be associated with a sketch query for more intuitive search. However, it is challenging
to combine these works into an all-in-one system due to different backends (i.e. shallow-
and deep- learning). An ideal SBIR framework should enable users to create a multi-modal
query. The users should have freedom to choose a visual cue among shape (i.e. sketch),
colour (either line-art or blob-based or colour histogram), text (semantic descriptions) or
texture (e.g. a set of contextual images) or any combination of these fours. A multimodal
learning framework such as [37] is desirable. Second, users should be able to take part in
the decision/ranking process via relevant feedback. Although it requires more efforts from
the end-user side, it is a very effective method to reduce false positives. Relevance feedback
has been used extensively in CBIR but few works have demonstrated it in SBIR. A further
interesting direction would be if the model itself could adapt dynamically through relevance
feedback and either specialise retrieval to a particular user’s style, or leverage inter-user
variance to improve accuracy globally. Third, an ability to refine user’s sketches during or
after the query construction is highly desirable. The on-the-fly sketch refinement approach
can be explored by early detecting the semantic class of the being-drawn object and use
knowledge of that class to assist the user to completion of the query. Alternatively, sketch
refinement as a post process might be possible via exploring similar sketches created by
historic users. Inspiring examples are ShadowDraw [97] for on-the-fly query refinement and
Sketch Recommender [184] for post refinement.
Unsupervised learning. One of the reasons that limit SBIR development is the lack
of labelled sketch datasets. As SBIR moves towards fine-grain level, large sketch-image
datasets with heavy annotations are required. With the recent release of the QuickDraw
dataset, a sketch set with ImageNet scale is available. QuickDraw has millions of crowd
sourced sketches with class-level annotations. We have demonstrated a semi-supervised
mid-grain SBIR approach is possible on a small fraction of this dataset. It is promising to
explore it further by going completely unsupervised (at least on the sketch side) so that the
whole QuickDraw can be utilised. A promising direction is to investigate the natural relation
between sketches and image’s edgemaps and from that derive certain understandings for
unknown sketches. Alternatively, knowledge from other unsupervised works e.g. sketch
classifier [69, 135] could be also helpful here.
Appendix A
SBIR demos
A.1 SketchSearch
Type: Android app.
URL: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.collomosse.sketcher
Interface: SketchSearch has a simple interface. An user creates a query by choosing a
preferred colour and starts drawing. Search is conducted automatically after 1 second of no
activities. Top 20 images are returned for each query. To submit a new query, hit the eraser
button to clear the current canvas and repeat the process.
Description: SketchSearch is a demo for class-level SBIR (Chapter. 3,4).
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A.2 SketchStyle
Type: web app.
URL: http://try.sketchstyledemo.com/
Interface:
1 – type of the structural query (sketch or image).
2,5 – edit and format tool.
3 – style query. Choose a style of interest with pre-provided samples.
4 – drawing canvas if “sketch” is selected for structural query.
6 – results panel.
Description: SketchStyle is a demo for the work in Chapter. 5. The dataset has nearly 1M
images from Adobe Stock.
Appendix B
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Image Understanding, 164:27–37.
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based image retrieval using convolutional neural networks with multi-stage regression.
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